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A transition to low speed vehicles (LSVs), a federally-designated class of vehicles 
smaller, lighter, and slower (limited to maximum speeds between 20 and 25 mph) than 
conventional automobiles, for intra-city travel offers several advantages.  Their smaller 
size provides roadway space for other modes such as cycling and reduces the amount of 
land dedicated to vehicles.  Their lower maximum speeds are more compatible with 
operation in populated areas where cars traveling 30 mph can prove deadly for 
pedestrians and people biking, and their energy usage and emissions are less than 
conventional automobiles. 
Communities such as Lincoln, CA, Peachtree City, GA, and those in the South 
Bay Cities and Western Riverside Councils of Governments in California recognize the 
benefits of using LSVs and actively provide infrastructure and programs to support their 
use.   
Considering the advantages of LSVs, this dissertation demonstrates potential 
ways to transition to LSVs and seeks to answer a question considered key to their 
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adoption as the means of motorized travel in the city:  Could LSVs also offer a travel 
time advantage?   
The basis for this seemingly paradoxical question is the observation that because 
of their smaller size, lower weight, and slower speed, more space- and operationally-
efficient intersections, such as LSV-scaled roundabouts, overpasses and interchanges, are 
possible within the existing right-of-way to replace signalized intersections.  The 
hypothesis that LSVs can offer comparable or better travel time compared to 
conventional automobiles assumes the removal of intersection delay will allow LSVs to 
make-up for their slower speeds.   
The methodology to test the hypothesis uses dynamic traffic assignment to 
compare average system, corridor, and origin to destination travel times for conventional 
automobiles and LSVs in a subnetwork of Austin, Texas during transition periods when 
both vehicles are permitted and when only LSVs may be used for intra-city motorized 
travel.  The findings indicate LSVs can offer similar and in some cases better average 
travel times than those for conventional automobiles, especially for the LSV-only 
network.  However, careful planning is required during the transition stages when both 
vehicle types are in operation to maintain acceptable travel times for both conventional 
automobiles and LSVs.   
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Chapter 1:  Motivation and Purpose 
The use of low speed vehicles (LSVs), a class of vehicles approved in 1998 by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), for intra-city travel continues 
to increase (Hunter-Zaworski, 2010; Poncy et al., 2011).  Also called NEVs, for 
neighborhood electric vehicles, their use has extended beyond the boundaries of 
retirement communities and university campuses (Figure 1).  The City of Lincoln, CA 
was the first in the US to develop a NEV Transportation Plan (MHM Engineers & 
Surveyors, 2006).  Since then, other cities and council of governments have created plans 
and programs to expand their use and network within cities.  There is potential for LSVs 
to become the preferred choice for motorized intra-city travel. 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Low Speed Vehicles 
(MHM Engineers & Surveyors, 2006) 
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RESEARCH CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION 
Cities with smaller, slower cars is an idea as old as cars themselves (indeed, the 
first automobile system was essentially a LSV transportation system).  With increasing 
concerns about safety, the environment, and energy, the idea of incorporating smaller 
vehicles into the transportation network attracted research attention, especially in the 
1960s (McCleanahan & Simkowitz, 1969).  Murphy (1994, p. 262) indicated NEVs may 
become “one of the largest international forms of personal transportation since the 
bicycle.”  Bosselmann et al. (1993) and Delucchi et al. (2010) advocated for the inclusion of 
facilities for small neighborhood cars (i.e., LSVs).  Garrison & Clarke (1977) and Sheller & 
Urry (2000) also advocated for smaller cars.  Sperling (1994) noted LSVs are “a 
promising strategy for easing the growing tension between demands for greater 
automotive travel and calls for improved environmental quality” and that “they will 
reduce environmental degradation but they also could be a catalyst in creating more 
environmentally benign, human-scale communities.”  Sperling (1994) emphasized the 
problem that consumers, government and industry enforces uniform expectations for 
vehicles; i.e., “all vehicles are expected to satisfy all purposes, all roads are built to 
service all vehicles, and all rules are designed for the standard vehicle of the past.  The 
result is an inertia that discourages innovation and change…” (Sperling, 1994, p. 16).   
Delucchi et al. (2010) developed a vision of a transportation system in new 
suburban towns that accommodates low-speed, lightweight vehicles (LLMs; i.e., LSVs) 
and fast, heavy vehicles (FHVs; i.e., conventional automobiles) on separate, independent 
roadways and where every property has access to both roadway systems.  Their vision of 
a universal access to both FHV and LLM roadway systems accepts the notion that 
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“people want to live in single-family homes, in relatively low density, and get around 
mainly in automobiles” (Delucchi et al., 2010, p. 2).  For safety, the two roadway systems 
never intersect, since the LLMs would not fare well in an accident with a FHV.  Delucchi 
et al.’s (2010) goal is to create a roadway network for LLMs that allows all low speed 
modes like LSVs, cyclists, mopeds, and pedestrians to safely traverse the city without 
encountering FHVs.   
With an increasing number of LSVs on the road, more consideration should be 
given to how to incorporate them into the existing transportation network.  However, 
rather than keeping LSVs as a supplement to FHV travel, this dissertation considers 
making LSVs the only option for motorized intra-city travel.   
There are numerous reasons to consider this line of research a critical one for 
communities.  The tragic loss of life and severe injury every day of pedestrians and 
cyclists because of the operation of FHVs within cities is a major motivation for this 
research and has motivated people to organize for safer urban streets.  For instance, a 
campaign in the United Kingdom called “20’s Plenty for Us” focuses on convincing 
communities to reduce speed limits to 20 mph where people live (20's Plenty for Us, 
2012).  LSV’s built-in speed limit supports those public safety efforts.  Efforts to rely on 
FHVs complying with lower speed limits are ineffective unless there is strong police 
enforcement (Armour, 1986; Britt et al., 1995; Zaal, 1994). 
The limited size, speed, and weight of the LSVs, currently considered a liability 
because of the presence of FHVs, becomes an asset compared to FHVs when considering 
the context (i.e., cities) in which the vehicles operate.  Dumbaugh & Frank (2007) 
synthesized the literature establishing the link between vehicle speed and pedestrian crash 
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severity (Anderson et al., 1997; Ashton, 1982; Durkin & Pheby, 1992).  At 15 mph and at 
20 mph, most pedestrians survive a crash but at 20 mph most result in severe injury.  At 
25 mph, all crashes result in severe injuries, with half of them fatal.  By 40 mph, the 
percentage of fatalities rises to 90%.   
The continued calls for more “active transportation” to improve public health and 
more pedestrian-oriented communities will benefit from a transition away from the FHVs 
that deter many people from walking or cycling.  The demands for “traffic calming” in 
neighborhoods will be easily met by vehicles already limited in speed.   
Walking and cycling, an underutilized form of transportation and a much needed 
addition to the sedentary lifestyles of Americans, would gain improved levels of safety 
because of the reduced speeds and mass of the personal automobiles, and because of the 
opportunities to expand and separate cycling and pedestrian facilities from roadway 
width used for motorized vehicles.   
Other potential benefits associated with replacing FHVs with LSVs for intra-city 
travel include reduced environmental impact (e.g., energy-efficiency and less air, noise, 
and water pollution), more efficient land development (e.g., less space for parking and 
roadways), increased capacity in the existing network for other modes (e.g., dedicated 
walking, cycling, and public transportation infrastructure), availability of a variety of 
models with options comparable to FHVs (e.g., passenger cars, vans, trucks, and buses) 
and vehicle design that improves accessibility for the elderly and those with disabilities.  
Hunter-Zaworski (2007) recommended planners consider including paths for LSVs in 
communities with aging populations to improve accessibility.  The limited speed range of 
the LSVs may also help with preventing or minimizing traffic congestion caused by 
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speed differentials.  How to attain these benefits without compromising travel times for 
intra-city travel motivates this dissertation research.  
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
Extending LSV use beyond current market niches in small, retirement, and 
university communities to major metropolitan areas requires careful planning, for though 
this dissertation challenges the marginalization of LSVs to limited networks or locations, 
this research does not question or disregard the safety concerns of mixing LSVs and 
FHVs.  The research conducted for this dissertation maps out roadway and network 
design strategies to gradually change the transportation network from one for FHVs only, 
to transition stages with both FHVs and LSVs in operation, and then finally to a LSV-
only stage, all the while separating LSVs and FHVs as much as possible and not allowing 
travel times to suffer.  This is a significant geometric and network design challenge.   
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The performance of the transportation system as measured by changes in travel 
time is assumed critical to extending LSV use.  This dissertation pursues three unique 
research objectives: 
 demonstrates and explores the spatial feasibility of re-designing existing 
intersections to accommodate LSVs during the transition stages and to 
remove traffic signals for when LSVs are the only motorized vehicles used 
for intra-city travel, 
 applies dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) to compare the travel time 
performance of networks with only FHVs, only LSVs, and both FHVs and 
LSVs in operation, and 
 tests the hypothesis that the networks with only LSVs and both FHVs and 
LSVs in operation offer similar travel time compared to the FHV-only 
network. 
The basis for the seemingly paradoxical hypothesis is the observation that because 
of their smaller size, lower weight, and slower speed, more space- and operationally-
efficient intersections such as LSV-scaled roundabouts, overpasses, and interchanges are 
possible within the existing right-of-way to replace signalized intersections.  The 
hypothesis that LSVs can offer comparable or better travel time compared to FHVs 
assumes the removal of intersection delay will allow LSVs to make-up for their slower 
speeds.  The application of DTA to this research problem is the first.   
A closer look at the FHV network reveals where LSVs may offer similar travel 
times compared to FHVs.  The inefficiency of operating FHVs in cities is evident by 
examining the speed limits of street networks of cities.  For example, in Austin, Texas 
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62% of the streets by length have speed limits of 30 mph or less. Only 24.9% and 13.2% 
of the street network consists of streets with speed limits between 35 and 45 mph and 50 
mph or more, respectively (Figure 2).  The speed capabilities of FHVs thus is only 
needed for less than 40% of the street network, and even on those streets the actual 
speeds may be substantially less than the posted limit because of traffic control (e.g., 
traffic lights and signs), congestion, or other factors such as sight distance and curves.   
The hypothesis is tested using a subnetwork of Austin contained within the black 
rectangle in Figure 2, which consists of many streets with speed limits of 35 mph or 
more. 
The term “LSV-only” will be used throughout this dissertation to mean that the 
only form of motorized transportation would be the LSV.  The LSV-only scenario 
includes other non-motorized modes, but those are not included in the DTA model.  The 
term FHVs, for fast, heavy vehicles, will be used for conventional automobiles (a term 
coined by Delucchi et al. (2010)).   
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Figure 2.  City of Austin Speed Limits and Study Area 
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ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION 
Chapter 2 presents more information about LSVs, such as how NHTSA came to 
create and define the LSV class, the communities that have already designed for, 
encouraged, or studied the potential of LSVs, and the safety of LSVs, for both the 
occupants and vulnerable travelers (pedestrians, cyclists, and those with disabilities).  The 
chapter concludes with a summary of the key findings that help inform the development 
of design strategies explored in Chapter 3.   
Chapter 3 explores possible ways to transition intersections from FHV-only to 
LSV-only with the goal of eliminating signalized intersections to reduce sources of delay 
for LSVs.  The presentation includes a comparison of the critical geometric design and 
space requirements for LSVs and FHVs.   
Chapter 4 presents the purpose, literature review, and methodology for applying 
DTA to networks with both FHVs and LSVs and LSVs only.  The DTA software 
program VISTA is used for that purpose.  Chapter 5 describes the results of the DTA 
analysis used to test the hypothesis that LSVs could potentially offer comparable or better 
travel times even with their lower speed limits because of an assumed removal of traffic 
signals from the network.    
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a summary of the findings and 
discussions of the shortcomings of the research and directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2:  Low Speed Vehicles 
The establishment of LSVs as a class of vehicles by the NHTSA in 1998 occurred 
after several years of manufacturers, communities, and academic researchers calling for 
the creation of a class of a more sustainable vehicle for local travel.  This chapter 
presents: 
 a summary of the LSV regulations,  
 an overview of the communities and projects encouraging and designing 
for LSVs, and  
 the safety of LSVs for occupants, pedestrians and cyclists. 
The topics in this chapter provide the background useful for understanding the 
factors considered for the roadway design and network modeling of LSVs conducted for 
this dissertation.   
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LSV REGULATIONS 
Federal LSV Standards 
Though commonly confused with golf carts, golf carts are not LSVs, and vice 
versa.  A description of LSVs must necessarily begin with their official definition in the 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).  In 49 CFR 571.3, LSVs are defined as a motor 
vehicle: (1) that is 4-wheeled, 
(2) whose speed attainable in 1.6 km (1 mile) is more than 32 kilometers 
per hour (20 miles per hour) and not more than 40 kilometers per hour 
(25 miles per hour) on a paved level surface, and 
(3) whose GVWR is less than 1,361 kilograms (3,000 pounds). 
Golf carts that do not exceed 20 mph are not subject to the federal LSV 
requirements.  Local and state jurisdictions have the option of regulating golf carts, and 
golf cart manufacturers have the option of meeting Society of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) Z130.1 industry standards and ANSI/NGMCA standards.   
The NHTSA adoption of the federal definition of and the safety standards for 
LSVs in 1998 (Table 1) occurred after an extensive rule-making process involving the 
back-and-forth interactions between NHTSA, the golf cart industry, cities with 
regulations supportive of on-road use of golf carts and LSVs, and the nascent NEV 
industry.  The US Federal Registrar Final Rule (FR) (63 FR 33913, June 17, 1998) 
documents the history of the drafting and approval.  The federal standards for LSVs 
summarized in Table 1 are in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSSs) 
571.500 (Standard No. 500).   
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Local and state jurisdictions in general can approve additional LSV regulations 
that further define LSVs, specify additional safety requirements, regulate where the LSVs 
may legally operate, and who may operate them, as long as the regulations do not conflict 
with or specify performance requirements contrary to federal regulations.  Hunter-
Zaworski (2010) and Tabra (2008) provide an overview of US federal, state, Canadian, 
and European LSV legislation.   
Table 1.  LSV NHTSA Safety Requirements 
Low Speed Vehicles Safety Requirements 
(CFR 571.500) 
Headlamps 
Front and rear turn signal lamps 
Tail lamps (rear lights) 
Stop lamps (brake lights) 
Seat belts 
Red reflex reflectors (on the rear and on each side as far to the rear as possible) 
Exterior mirror mounted on the driver’s side of the vehicle and either an exterior mirror 
mounted on the passenger’s side of the vehicle or an interior mirror. 
A parking brake 
Windshield of AS-1 or AS-5 composition that conforms with ANSI Z26.1-1977 and 
Z26.1a (incorporated as reference in 49 CFR 571.5) 
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) that complies with CFR Part 565. 
A Type 1 or Type 2 seat belt assembly conforming to Part 571 Section 209 at each 
designated seating position.  
To develop the safety standards, NHTSA reviewed existing state and local 
jurisdiction regulations for golf carts and NEVs.  Even though other states and cities had 
golf cart regulations, NHTSA decided to use the City of Palm Desert’s safety regulations 
as a reference standard for their proposed rules because of the clarity of the requirements.  
The federal standards eventually promulgated by final rule by the NHTSA matched the 
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City of Palm Desert’s, except federal standards modified the windshield requirements and 
removed the horn requirement (since FHVs are not required to have a horn).   
NHTSA originally set the minimum speed at 15 mph because the National Golf 
Cart Manufacturer Association (NGCMA) indicated golf carts did not exceed 15 mph, 
but after the issuance of the proposed rule, Club Car, a golf cart manufacturer informed 
NGCMA and NHTSA that 75% of their personal golf carts and 1% of their golf course 
carts exceeded 15 mph, but did not exceed 20 mph. For that reason, the range of 
maximum speeds for LSVs was changed to 20 to 25 mph (63 FR 33913, June 17, 1998).     
The original FMVSSs establishing the LSV class did not specify a weight 
restriction, but an amendment to the FMVSSs in October 2005 established a maximum 
gross vehicle weight rating GVWR restriction of 2,500 lb (1,134 kg).  GVWR is the 
value specified by the manufacturer as the loaded weight of a single vehicle (49 CFR Part 
571.3).  Another amendment made in June 2006 resulted in the GVWR weight restriction 
increasing to 3,000 lb (1,361 kg).  In contrast, light duty FHVs (i.e., passenger cars) are 
limited to 6,000 lb (2,722 kg).  Vehicles heavier than 6,000 lb may be restricted to certain 
roadways, and FHVs greater than 8,500 lb (3,856 kg) are subject to the insurance 
requirements of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980.  The maximum weight of LSVs is at least 
half the maximum weight of FHVs.   
Roadway Operation 
Hunter-Zaworski’s (2010) summary of LSV regulations in the US found most 
states (35) do not allow LSVs to operate on roadways with speed limits exceeding 35 
mph, and fewer states (30) allow LSVs to cross roadways with speed limits exceeding 35 
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mph depending on the type of intersection.  Some states require LSVs to cross higher 
speed roadways at signalized or four-way stop controlled intersections (e.g. California, 
Illinois, Kentucky, and Massachusetts).  LSV regulations at the state and local levels 
vary, but overall the operation of LSVs is restricted to certain roadways.  Figure 3 
presents a map of the states permitting LSVs according to the speed limit of the road.   
 
 
Figure 3.  States with Laws Allowing LSVs in Public Roads, as of May 2011 
(Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 2012) 
Hunter-Zaworski (2010) and Tabra (2008) provide an overview of the driver and 
vehicle licensing, registration, and insurance requirements in Canada and the US.  
According to Tabra (2008), all North American jurisdictions require LSV vehicle 
registration and LSV drivers to have licenses.  LSV licensing varies by province or state, 
and some jurisdictions require inspections.   
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Obtaining insurance for LSVs varies by community and insurance company, with 
some reports that insurance companies have refused to insure the LSVs because of their 
lack of history of operation in the US (Tabra, 2008).  Hunter-Zaworski  (2010) found 
auto insurance companies that covered LSVs, though only in a few states or with limited 
policies that do not provide collision coverage.   
Though there can be obstacles to operating LSVs due to state legislation 
restricting where LSVs can operate or insurance, some communities have already adapted 
their infrastructure for LSVs or initiated programs to encourage or explore the potential 
for their use. 
COMMUNITIES PROMOTING LSVS 
The use of LSVs has extended beyond the boundaries of retirement communities 
and universities.  In California, cities notable for their promotion and accommodation of 
LSVs include Lincoln, Rocklin, and cities near Los Angeles within the South Bay Cities 
Council of Governments and the Western Riverside Council of Governments.  In Fairfax, 
CA, on February 4, 2009 the Town Council directed staff to promote and encourage the 
use of NEVs (Fairfax Town Manager's Blog, 2009).   
Other communities in the US with LSV usage in the news include: 
 Bay Harbor, MI, the location with the largest per capita use of GEM 
manufactured LSVs in the world (Experience Bay Harbor, 2012),  
 Peachtree City, GA, a suburb of Atlanta, GA has extensive golf cart paths 
throughout the community to access residential and commercial areas 
increasingly being used by LSVs (Tyler, 2010), 
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 Celebration, FL, the New Urbanism development near Orlando, FL 
includes NEV-only parking spaces downtown (New Urban News, 2000), 
 The Villages, FL, which features an 87-mile golf cart and NEV path 
network, in addition to dedicated and shared roadway facilities (Poncy, 
Twaddell, & Lynott, 2011), and  
 Austin, TX, where a LSV taxi service operates downtown (Electric Cab of 
Austin, 2012). 
Tabra (2008) provides a review of communities with pilot LSV projects in the US 
and Canada.  The American Association of Retired People (AARP) also prepared a 
policy document regarding the use of LSVs that highlighted state and local regulations 
and communities, such as Peachtree City, GA, The Villages, FL, and the Western 
Riverside Council of Governments (Poncy et al., 2011). 
This section highlights the experiences of promoting and accommodating LSVs 
by the City of Lincoln, the South Bay Cities Council of Governments, the Western 
Riverside Council of Governments, and the City of Palm Desert in California, Peachtree 
City in Georgia, and a research project that assessed interest in and use of LSVs in 
California communities.   
Lincoln, California 
The City of Lincoln, proclaimed an “All-American City” in 2006 (City of 
Lincoln, 2012), took initiative and has become the leader in creating a supportive 
infrastructure for NEVs.  The city was the first in the US to develop a NEV transportation 
plan, complete a study evaluating the safety and operational impacts of LSVs on city 
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streets, and implement signage and infrastructure specifically for LSVs (MHM Engineers 
& Surveyors, 2006).   
In partnership with the nearby City of Rocklin the two cities worked with their 
state representative to convince the California state legislature and governor to approve a 
bill authorizing the two cities to develop a NEV transportation plan for their cities that 
would allow the cities to determine the type of infrastructure and location where LSVs 
could operate.  The California State Legislature signed Assembly Bill (AB) 2353 into law 
in January 2005.  Though state law already allowed NEVs on streets with speed limits of 
35 mph or less and California state law allowed cities to develop golf cart transportation 
plans (Chapter 6, Streets and Highways Code, Section 1950-1965), the AB 2353 allowed 
the two cities to plan NEV facilities for roads with higher speed limits and to allow NEVs 
to cross and use state highways where deemed safe by the California Department of 
Transportation (Shafizadeh et al., 2008).           
The City of Lincoln approved their plan by resolution in August 2006 and began 
implementing the plan’s components.  Implementation required approval from the 
California Traffic Control Devices Committee (CTCDC) to install experimental signage 
and pavement markings designating NEV lanes and routes (see Figure 4).  The CTCDC 
approved the proposed signs in July 2005 (Shafizadeh et al., 2008) 
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The AB 2353 bill permitted three classifications of NEV routes for inclusion in 
the NEV transportation plan: 
 Class I NEV routes provide for a completely separate right-of-way for 
NEVs,   
 Class II NEV routes provide for a separate striped lane adjacent to 
roadways with speed limits of 55 mph or less, and 
 Class III NEV routes provide for shared use by NEVs with conventional 
vehicle traffic on streets with a posted speed limit of 35 mph or less.   
The bill authorized acquisition of ROW for implementing the plan.  
Results of a convenience sample survey issued to Lincoln residents found that for 
the Class III NEV routes where NEVs share the road with autos (FHVs) and cyclists, 
only 16.7% indicated they thought the facilities were very safe (Shafizadeh et al., 2008).   
For Class II NEV routes where NEVs share their lane with bikes but not with 
autos on the same roadway, most NEV user respondents (69.2%) selected “very safe.”  
The respondents that drove autos agreed with the NEV users as evidenced by most of 
them giving Class II routes a “very safe” (64%) and “somewhat safe” (24%) rating.  For 
the Class I NEV routes, where NEVs have their own separate pathways not shared with 
autos, 89.7% of NEV users considered them “very safe.”  This feedback indicates the 
preferred facilities to plan for during a transition to LSVs.  
Shafizadeh et al. (2008) prepared the report required by California AB 2353 and 
submitted to the California state legislature that evaluated the implementation of the NEV 
transportation plan and included a summary of the survey results. They found a 
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statistically-significant drop in average speeds where NEVs operated.  The researchers 
hypothesized that the presence of NEVs creates a traffic calming effect.    
South Bay Cities Council of Governments 
The South Bay Cities Council of Governments, consisting of the cities of 
Hermosa Beach, Manhattan Beach, and South Redondo Beach near Los Angeles, started 
a two-year grant-funded program in 2009 called the Local Use Vehicle (LUV) program 
to encourage households and businesses to try LSVs for intra-city travel.  Siembab & 
Magarian (2011) reported a goal of replacing 60% (150,000) of the second and third gas-
powered vehicles owned by households in the South Bay Cities region with LSVs and 
electric vehicles. 
The status report of the LUV program stated the following benefits of pursuing a 
fleet-transition strategy (i.e., households changing the type of vehicle driven from 
gasoline-powered FHV to NEV) rather than a transit density strategy (i.e., increasing 
transit investment) (Siembab & Magarian, 2011): 
 requires less public sector investment because the investment in vehicles 
is made by private households, 
 does not require land use change (e.g., densification or vertical integration 
of land uses) because the existing communities in the LUV area provide 
horizontal mixed-use (i.e., commercial areas within a few miles of 
residential areas), and 
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 requires less social behavioral change because the use of NEVs is the 
same as the on-demand door-to-door service expected from the use of a 
private automobile (and not available from transit). 
The LUV demonstration project sought to answer three main questions regarding 
the potential of NEVs (Siembab & Magarian, 2011): 
1. Will residents regularly drive NEV/LUVs on typical suburban streets 
without special lanes or signage? 
2. Will NEV/LUV usage produce significant environmental and economic 
benefits? 
3. Is large-scale deployment of NEV/LUVs feasible? 
Siembab & Magarian (2011) reported yes to all three questions, supported with 
the following findings.  The preliminary analysis of the LUV program revealed the 
fifteen participating households drove their LSVs between 68 and 472 miles per 
household per month, for a mode share of 26% for the household’s round trips.  Feedback 
from participants indicated they were not comfortable driving their LSVs in FHV lanes 
on roads with traffic moving with speeds of 40 to 45 mph on roads with 35 mph speed 
limits.  The LUV program added stickers to the back of the LSVs that stated “Local Use 
Vehicle—Speed 25 MPH MAX,” which seemed to help make other drivers more 
courteous.  For the second question, presumably, participants substituted the NEV for 
their gas-powered vehicle, which lowers emissions and the cost of travel.   
For the third question, the answer was a conditional yes.  Participating drivers did 
not mention travel time as a problem presumably because the trips taken were short (99% 
of destinations reached by LSV were within 3 radial miles from the home).  However, 
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one company participant allowed two employees to use the LSVs for work-related travel, 
but pulled out of the LUV program after reading about LSVs failing crash tests designed 
for FHVs.  Perceived safety of the vehicles may deter large-scale adoption.  Siembab & 
Magarian (2011) also noted the need to lower LSV purchase prices, improve LSV 
quality, make consumers more aware of LSVs, and for local governments to implement 
incentives for the purchase and use of LSVs to make large-scale deployment feasible. 
Western Riverside Council of Governments 
The Western Riverside Council of Governments (for the cities of Cities of 
Corona, Norco, Riverside, and Moreno Valley in California) created a NEV 
transportation plan (Urban Crossroads and Bennett Engineering Services, 2010) that won 
an award from the Orange County/ Inland Empire chapter of the Urban Land Institute 
(Western Riverside Council of Governments, 2011).  Their plan specifies three classes of 
NEV routes similar to those in the City of Lincoln’s NEV Transportation Plan. 
Palm Desert, California 
The cities of Lincoln and Rocklin, CA served as the pilot cities for the NEV 
Transportation Plan, and the City of Palm Desert, CA served as the pilot city for 
California’s 1992 Golf Cart Transportation Plan legislation.  Palm Desert is known 
mostly as a golf cart community, but use of LSVs is also increasing in that community.  
The City of Palm Desert website states “permitted drivers are allowed to use golf carts 
for travel to schools, parks, businesses, shopping centers, and government offices. The 
program’s long-term goal is to provide full golf cart access throughout the community” 
(City of Palm Desert, 2010).   
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Similar to the NEV transportation plan requirements, the state-enabled regulation 
allowing California cities to prepare golf cart transportation plans requires cities to 
designate roadways according to three classes of golf cart routes and to establish safety 
standards for the golf carts.  Class 1 routes are separate paths, Class 2 routes are striped 
lanes on FHV roadways, Class 3 routes are those where golf carts share lanes with FHVs.  
In addition, in Palm Desert, golf carts may use sidewalks in designated areas (City of 
Palm Desert, 2010).      
Peachtree City, Georgia 
Located 30 miles south of Atlanta, the community of Peachtree City, GA offers 
over 90 miles of multi-use paths for golf carts, LSVs, pedestrians and cyclists throughout 
the community to access homes, shopping, work, school and, of course, the golf courses.  
Though originally created for golf carts, there is a rise in the use of LSVs in Peachtree 
City (Tyler, 2010). 
According to the results of a random-sample and web-based survey conducted by 
Peachtree City in 2006 and completed by 489 households, Peachtree City residents walk, 
bike, or drive a golf cart for up to 1 million trips per year (Dalton, 2010).  The 2006 city 
survey revealed that 80.4% of citizens stated that the path system was one of the things 
that they most liked about living in the city and 61.6% rated the path system as a major 
factor and 31.1% a factor in deciding to move to Peachtree City.  Teenagers attending 
McIntosh High School in Peachtree City can drive and park a golf cart to school 
(Jonsson, 2002). The school decided to provide about 150 golf cart-only parking spaces 
to accommodate the teenagers driving to the school. The mayor of Peachtree City 
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indicated in a news article that golf carts are popular in Peachtree City because facilities 
are provided for them and they are cheaper than a conventional vehicle (Golf Digest, 
2003). 
The original 1959 master plan for the community did not include the multi-use 
paths, but in the 1960s, at the urging of residents interested in driving their golf cart to the 
golf course, the city began constructing multi-use paths.  The opportunity to begin the 
creation of a path network came about when the water/wastewater utility company 
needed a land easement and city officials decided to negotiate for the construction of the 
paths in the easements (Dalton & Dalton, 2005).    Thus, Peachtree City’s signature path 
network follows utility pipes resulting in straighter paths and more efficient routes than 
might have otherwise been possible to create in a post-development addition to a city 
(Dalton & Dalton, 2005).     
In 1974, the Georgia state legislature passed legislation allowing golf carts to use 
public streets.  In 1986, Peachtree City passed an ordinance requiring new subdivisions to 
provide cart paths or to dedicate easements and provide a cash deposit for later 
construction of the cart paths.  By 1990, about 45 miles of paths had been constructed; 
the distance doubled to 90 miles by 2010 (Dalton & Dalton, 2005; Dalton, 2010).  The 
paths are generally 8 feet wide and accommodate two-way golf cart path traffic 
(Garrison, 1993).   
Peachtree City provides bridges and tunnels for the golf carts, pedestrians, and 
cyclists to avoid interaction with the roadways with FHVs (Dalton & Dalton, 2005).  The 
paths are mostly segregated from the roadways.  Residents can access various facilities, 
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such as shopping, school, and recreation, without having to drive a car.  Shopping centers 
advertise they are “just a short golf car drive away” (Garrison, 1993).   
As the path network increased, so did the types of trips made by golf carts (Dalton 
& Dalton, 2005).   Residents primarily use the golf carts for shopping (79%) and to reach 
recreational facilities (73%).  School and work trips came in third and fourth place, 
respectively.  When asked about the most effective incentives to use the path system for 
travel to destinations, a rise in gas prices and roadway congestion scored the highest 
(45%), with more connections between home and destinations scoring next (38%), 
followed by 35% wanting more direct connections between origins and destinations.  
Apparent from this survey is the need to maximize LSV access to connect origins and 
destinations to encourage their use.  Peachtree City’s path system would be very difficult, 
and most likely impossible, to implement in developed areas.   
Observations reported by Dalton & Dalton (2005) about Peachtree City noted the 
golf carts seemed like a “more sociable form of transport than cars,” as evidenced by the 
authors’ experience of driving around in a golf cart where the “encounter rate (the 
number of carts we passed) was consistently high and the majority of people whom we 
passed greeted us, either with a smile, or verbally.  If we looked lost (i.e. if we were 
caught in the act of consulting our map) immediate offers of help were 
forthcoming…This was certainly not the kind of experience familiar to car drivers” 
(Dalton & Dalton, 2005).   
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Calstart Neighborhood Electric Vehicles Market Study and Demonstration 
Project in California Communities 
Kurani et al. (1995) conducted the following different types of market studies in 
California to assess interest in NEVs as part of the Calstart Neighborhood Electric 
Vehicles Market Study and Demonstration Project:   
 household focus groups and interviews of public officials from golf cart 
communities,  
 ride-and-drive clinics that allowed 26 people categorized either as electric 
vehicle hobbyists or environmentalists an opportunity to drive the NEVs,  
 temporary NEV adoption by 15 Davis and Sacramento, CA households for 
a week with feedback via focus groups, interviews, and travel diaries, and  
 a survey mailed statewide and completed by 454 California households 
asking them about their plans, if any, to purchase an electric vehicle.   
Kurani et al. (1995) wanted to determine how NEVs fit into household activity 
space (the space in the communities that households needed to access to complete 
activities) guided by the following two questions:  1) will households create NEV activity 
sub-spaces?, and 2) is the existence of these NEV activity spaces a sufficient condition 
for households to include NEVs in their choice sets for their next vehicle purchase 
decisions?    
The findings indicated household acceptance of NEVs depended on whether the 
LSV could facilitate access to household activity choices and travel on roadways leading 
to destinations, but also on the size of the vehicle and capability to carry a certain amount 
of passengers and cargo.   
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Three concerns were frequently cited by households rejecting NEVs.  The small 
size of NEVs limited passenger or cargo capacity or caused concern for the vehicle’s 
safety, the roadway network prevented access to activities, and households could not 
carve out a NEV sub-space from another mode perceived to be better.  For example, 
Davis, CA residents in the study considered the bicycle as the better vehicle for their 
activity space, whereas in Sacramento, CA the NEV would work for them (Kurani et al., 
1995).   
SAFETY OF LSVS 
A concern common to communities with LSVs in operation is safety.  LSVs are 
indeed not capable of withstanding a major collision with a FHV.  The literature 
regarding LSVs focuses on the risks LSV users take in operating on roadways with 
FHVs; however, consideration should also be given to the risk FHVs have on others 
(pedestrians and cyclists) and on the regulatory role communities can adopt to ensure 
LSVs are safe for occupants.  As stated in the introduction (Chapter 1), the limited size, 
weight, and speed of the LSVs, currently considered a liability because of the presence of 
FHVs, becomes an asset compared to FHVs when considering the context (i.e., cities) in 
which the vehicles operate.  This section briefly summarizes research related to LSV 
occupant safety and the impact of vehicle speed, type, mass, and design on pedestrians 
and cyclists.     
LSV Occupant Safety 
The Canadian Ministry of Transport posted on their website crash test videos of 
LSVs traveling at their full speed of 25 mph (40 km/h) into a rigid concrete wall 
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(Transport Canada, 2009).  The driver’s head and chest hit the steering wheel.  Because 
LSVs are not required to meet NHTSA safety requirements for FHVs, the passenger in a 
LSV vehicle at the vehicle’s full speed does not have the added protection that a FHV 
would offer at the same speed.  The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety also 
conducted crash tests and determined LSVs are “definitely not crashworthy” (Insurance 
Institute for Highway Safety, 2010).  The evidence points to the need for the NHTSA to 
add more safety standards to improve LSV occupant safety.   
Arguments made against allowing LSVs for FHV roadways focus on the fact the 
LSVs do not have the same crashworthiness as FHVs.  That is a serious concern and a 
major reason the transition from FHVs to LSVs must be carefully engineered to avoid 
conflicts between the two vehicle types.  Further testing and evaluation should be done to 
determine what LSVs need to prevent injury in accidents.  Vehicle stability is one factor 
to consider, and a summary of the research on LSV stability is provided in the next 
section. 
LSV Stability 
To compensate for the slower operating speeds of the LSVs (in cases where 
congestion for FHVs does not cause delays that lower the FHV operating speed to that of 
a LSV), beneficial intersection designs will minimize the need for LSVs to slow down to 
travel along a curve or make a turn.  Consideration must be given to the stability of the 
LSV for those types of movements.   
The tendency of a vehicle to rollover depends on the height of the center of 
gravity of the vehicle (H) and the width of the vehicle track (T) and can be captured in a 
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Static Stability Factor (SSF) measure (Equation 1).  The units of length for T and H must 
be the same.  The SSF provides only a relative measure of tendency rather than an 
absolute since other factors could also affect the tendency, such as the vehicle's 
suspension and use of Electronic Stability Control (American Automobile Association, 
2005).  
Equation 1.  Static Stability Factor (SSF)  
     
 
  
 
A National Academy of Sciences’ study requested by Congress in response to 
some vehicle manufacturers opposed to the use of SSF as a measure of rollover tendency, 
found that the SSF “is a scientifically valid measure of rollover resistance for which the 
underlying physics and real-world crash data are consistent with the conclusion that an 
increase in SSF reduces the likelihood of rollover” (National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, 2001, p. 12). 
During the development of the federal rules to establish the LSV class in 1998, 
NHTSA commissioned a study to evaluate and compare the features and vehicle 
dynamics of golf carts and LSVs (Elias, 1998).  A LSV made by Bombardier and another 
by GEM were compared to a Yamaha golf cart in a series of tests to assess turning 
stability and passenger comfort that included analysis of the height of the center of 
gravity and lateral acceleration.   Elias (1998) used SSF to compare the tipping tendency 
of the Bombardier and GEM LSV and Yamaha golf cart vehicles with each other and to 
conventional passenger and sports utility vehicles (SUVs).   
Elias (1998) found the late 1990 Bombardier and GEM LSV models tested in the 
loaded condition (i.e., equivalent of two adult male passengers with a combined weight of 
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328 lbs) had H values of 20.03 inches and 22.76 inches and T values of 46.88 inches and 
39.30 inches resulting in SSF values of 1.17 and 0.86, respectively.  Those SSF values 
fell within the range of SSFs for SUVs (0.9 to 1.1), a class of vehicle known to have a 
higher rollover tendency than passenger vehicles with values between 1.2 and 1.4 at the 
time of the study.  The SSF values will of course vary by LSV model.  The SSF factor 
does not directly provide information useful for roadway design since it is used more as a 
relative measure to compare the performance of vehicles.  To help make LSVs as safe as 
possible though, LSV manufacturers should be encouraged to design LSV vehicles with 
passenger vehicle or better SSF ratings.  Communities could establish regulations 
specifying minimum SSF ratings for LSVs in operation within the city.   
Pedestrian and Cyclist Safety 
Basic physics supports the assertion that smaller, light vehicles offer a better 
operating environment for cyclists and pedestrians.  This section provides an abbreviated 
literature review on the impact of vehicle speed, type, mass, and design on pedestrian and 
cyclist safety and reveals how transitioning to LSVs may lower the risk of injury and 
death for those vulnerable users of the roadway space.   
Before presenting studies of how vehicle characteristics impact pedestrian and 
cyclist safety, it should be noted that assessing the risk to pedestrians and cyclists using 
real world data is subject to the limitations and problems associated with depending upon 
the reporting of accidents and the sampling of accident reports.  According to Rosen 
(2009), studies on pedestrian risk can suffer from using outcome-based sampling, 
meaning that the probability of an accident to be included in the sample depended on the 
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injury severity of the accident, therefore the data cannot be used to estimate fatality risks.  
Selecting data based on the severity of the injury biases the sample and overinflates the 
risk because less severe pedestrian injuries excluded from the sample would have 
lowered the risk.  Researchers have developed methodologies to correct for the lack of 
data on less severe injuries.    
Additionally, there are concerns about blind pedestrians trying to cross streets 
with LSVs in operation.  The use of electric LSVs offers the public the benefit of reduced 
air and noise pollution, but their quiet operation potentially becomes a problem for the 
blind pedestrians unable to hear an oncoming LSV.  Hanna (2009) found a hybrid electric 
vehicle (a FHV) was two times more likely to be involved in a pedestrian crash than an 
internal combustion engine vehicle in situations when the vehicle is slowing, stopping, 
backing up, or entering or leaving a parking space, presumably because the hybrid 
electric vehicle was much quieter.  To improve safety for cyclists and all pedestrians, 
especially blind pedestrians, requirements should be in place for horns or other related 
equipment or roadway designs that can help notify pedestrians of an on-coming LSV, 
such as rumble pavement.   
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Vehicle Speed  
Rosen & Sander (2009) found that relative fatality risk increases as impact speed 
increases and at a rate such that the risk of 8.3% at 50 km/hour (31 mph) is more than 
twice as high as the risk of 3.6% at 40 km/hour (25 mph).  For an arterial street with a 
speed limit of 45 mph, a pedestrian hit by the vehicle increases the risk of fatality to 
40.1%.  Their study estimated a probability of fatality as a function of speed using 490 
out of 2127 pedestrian accidents between 1999 and 2007 retrieved from the German In-
Depth Accident Study. 
Studies using US data also reveal the relationship between vehicle speed and 
pedestrian fatality.  The percentage of pedestrians dying (39.4%) was higher in areas with 
speed limits of 40 mph or more than in areas with speed limits of 25 mph or less (23.5%) 
in a study of Maryland motor vehicle-pedestrians accidents from 1995 to 1999 
(Ballesteros et al., 2004).   
Lee (2005) found for motor vehicle accidents involving pedestrians in Florida 
between 1999 and 2002 that the severity of pedestrian injuries increased as vehicle speed 
increased.  Countermeasures proposed by Lee et al. (2005) did not include reducing the 
speed of cars, but rather on imposing higher penalties for drivers exceeding speed limits.  
Anderson et al. (1997) observed that reductions in the speed limit resulted in reductions 
of pedestrian fatalities. 
Similar results appeared in a study of pedestrian crashes reported between 1994 
and 1998 in the state of Maine (Garder, 2004).  Speed limits served as a proxy for impact 
speed.  Twenty-six percent of the fatal accidents occurred on roadways with a speed limit 
of 25 mph or less, therefore the majority of fatal accidents occurred on roadways with 
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speed limits more than 25 mph.  Additional analysis of the data that compared the crash 
rate with predictive models of crash rates for low and high speed limit roads showed a 
lower risk for pedestrians on roads with speed limits 25 mph or less.  Garder (2004) 
recommended improving interactions between pedestrians and motor vehicles by: 
 making the walking environment safer by reducing vehicle speed with 
measures like traffic calming or 
 using technology such as external vehicle speed control to limit cars to a 
very low speed.   
To address objections from intercity travelers and freight operators traveling 
through an urban area with reduced speeds, Garder (2004) recommends bypasses around 
cities and towns to preserve the lower speeds within the communities.  A transition to 
LSVs for intra-city travel would accomplish Garder’s suggestions.  
As expected, studies of cyclist-motor vehicle accidents also reach the obvious 
conclusion that cyclist fatalities and the severity of cyclist injuries increase as vehicle 
speed increases (e.g., Garder, 1994; Stone, 2003).  A study of North Carolina cyclist-
vehicle accidents showed the probability of a fatal injury for the cyclist increases 92.5% 
when the impact speed increases from 20 mph to 30 mph, and by 302.7% as speed 
increases from 20 mph to 40 mph (Kim et al., 2007).  Kim et al. (2007) therefore suggests 
support for separate bike paths for cyclists on roadways with speed limits of 50 km/hr (31 
mph) or higher and keeping speed limits in residential neighborhoods to 30 km/hr (19 
mph) or less.   
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Vehicle Type, Mass, and Design  
Studies of accident data from several states in the US reveal a higher incidence of 
fatal and severe pedestrian injuries when the vehicle involved is a large or heavy vehicle 
such as a sport-utility vehicle (SUV), pick-up truck, or van.   
Kim et al. (2008) found that a pedestrian hit by a SUV or truck increased the 
probability of a fatal injury by 83.4% and 265.3%, respectively, compared to being hit by 
a passenger car, keeping other accident factors the same.  Kim et al. (2008) concluded 
larger vehicles have an effect on pedestrian injuries because of their larger mass and 
longer stopping distance; however, Kim et al. (2008) recognized the role of other 
characteristics of large vehicles, like bumper height and frontal geometry in determining 
injury severity by referencing two studies by Ballesteros et al. (2004) and Matsui (2005).  
Ballesteros et al. (2004) had found from a statistical examination of the Maryland data 
that 12.6% of the pedestrians hit by a conventional passenger vehicle died whereas 24.1% 
of the pedestrians hit by a SUV died.  Ballesteros et al.’s (2004) analysis of 2,942 
pedestrian crash injuries showed that impacts with SUVs and pick-ups resulted in a 
higher percentage of traumatic brain injuries, thoracic, abdominal, and spinal injuries, 
and injuries to extremities above the knee, but the percentage of non-brain head injuries 
was slightly higher (22.4%) with conventional cars than other vehicle types (SUVs and 
pick-ups at 18.6% and vans at 21%).  The percentage of lower extremity injuries below 
the knee was higher with passenger cars than with SUVs, pick-up trucks, and vans, again 
suggesting a link between frontal geometry and types of injury (Ballesteros et al., 2004).      
Ballesteros et al.’s (2004) analysis of the Maryland vehicle-pedestrian accident 
data using vehicle curb weight gave results complementary to the vehicle type results.  
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As vehicle curb weight increased to the upper quartile, the odds of the pedestrian being 
killed were 20.9%, twice the odds of 10.5% for pedestrians hit by vehicles in the lower 
quartile in curb weight.  The average curb weight of 2,809 pounds for the FHV was less 
than the average curb weights for SUVs (3,580 lbs), pick-ups (3,481 lbs), and vans (3,719 
lbs), pointing to the higher risks heavier vehicles pose to pedestrians.   
Other studies found large size vehicles like vans, trucks, and SUVs increase the 
severity of pedestrian injuries and increase the chance of dying (Lee, 2005; Al-Ghamdi, 
2002; Lefler, 2004).   
Kim et al. (2008) made an important point by stating “Previous research and our 
findings confirm that when considering vehicle safety, we cannot look only to vehicle 
occupants but need to consider vulnerable crash opponents such as pedestrians” (Kim et 
al., 2008, p. 1701).  Ballesteros et al. (2004, p. 73) acknowledged that “While many 
issues including pedestrian and driver behavior, as well as environmental factors, 
influence the occurrence and severity of pedestrian injury, an important but often 
overlooked factor is the vehicle.” 
Recommendations from researchers do not go so far as to recommend the 
discontinuation of the use of FHVs in cities.  Increased speed and increased height of 
vehicle does increase the fatality risk for pedestrians.  So, though purchasers of larger 
vehicles probably seek to protect people in the vehicle, the speed, mass, and design of 
those vehicles increases the risk of injury and fatality of people outside the vehicle.   
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The following findings from a review in this chapter of the LSV regulations,  
experience of communities and research projects supporting LSV usage, and the studies 
regarding the safety of LSVs for occupants, pedestrians, and cyclists, help inform the 
roadway design and network modeling efforts conducted for this dissertation: 
 most states permit LSVs to operate on roadways with speed limits of 35 
mph or less, 
 FHVs and LSVs should not mix in traffic because LSVs have limited 
safety features to protect occupants,  
 LSV users prefer separate infrastructure, 
 LSVs should offer the same connectivity and access as currently offered 
by FHVs,  
 Lincoln, CA, Peachtree City, GA and the Western Riverside Council of 
Governments have guidelines for designing LSV facilities, and 
 the safety of pedestrians and cyclists in cities declines as the size, mass, 
and height of vehicles increases.   
The next chapter explores the LSV roadway design requirements and potential 
transition and LSV-only intersection designs, with the designs guided by this chapter’s 
findings. 
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Chapter 3:  Roadway Designs for LSVs 
The hypothesis that a LSV-only intra-city transportation system can achieve 
similar travel times to that of the FHV-only system is based on the premise that the 
smaller size and weight of LSVs allows for removal of traffic signals that can help LSVs 
move more efficiently than the FHVs operating in a network reliant on signals to manage 
intersection movements.  By replacing signalized intersections with more efficient 
alternatives or at the very least reducing the number of signals phases to reduce delay at 
intersections of LSV-only streets, the LSV could potentially offer comparable or better 
travel times, especially during peak periods.  To support the assumption that traffic 
signals can be removed for LSV-only intersections, this chapter accomplishes the 
following: 
 compares roadway design requirements for LSVs and FHVs,  
 explores possible intersection designs for the transition periods when both 
FHVs and LSVs operate on the roadways, and 
 demonstrates the physical feasibility of replacing signalized intersections 
with non-signalized LSV-scaled intersections and interchanges. 
The ideas explored in this chapter are not intended to be exhaustive or serve as 
engineering guidelines.  The goal is simply to show the potential of spatial efficiencies 
that could result in operational travel time efficiencies (tested later with DTA modeling).     
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LSVS AND ROADWAY DESIGN 
This section evaluates how the characteristics of LSVs compare with FHVs and 
influence the following elements used to design roadways and intersections:  
 design vehicle,  
 lane width, 
 horizontal curvature, and 
 vertical curvature and clearance. 
Roadway design in the US generally follows guidelines prepared by the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials AASHTO (2011) (the guide is 
sometimes referred to as the “Green Book”).  AASHTO also has a guide for the design of 
bike facilities (1999, updated 2012).  Neither guide specifically addresses LSVs (though 
they should).   
The idea of accommodating or even transitioning to smaller vehicles for intra-city 
travel pre-dates the establishment of the federally-designated LSV class. Of the aspects of 
integrating LSVs into the transportation network considered in this dissertation 
(geometric design and network analysis), the existing publications and research 
contribute the most to geometric design.   
Bosselmann et al. (1993) reviewed the roadway design parameters influenced by 
LSV characteristics and the existing roadway design guidelines from organizations such 
as the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), the Institute of Transportation 
Engineers (ITE), and AASHTO that affected incorporation of LSVs into the road 
network, with particular focus on pavement width and horizontal curvature.  To manage 
concerns of minimizing the interaction of LSVs with FHVs, Bosselmann et al. (1993) 
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recommended separate facilities for LSVs and FHVs, and to use traffic signalization at 
intersections phased to have the LSVs move during different phases than the FHVs. 
Stein et al.’s (1994) paper titled “Roadway Infrastructure for Neighborhood 
Electric Vehicles” also looked comprehensively at diversifying the transportation 
infrastructure to incorporate LSVs, such as the needed lane width and traffic controls 
(e.g., signs) for LSVs. 
Design Vehicle 
The design vehicle represents the majority of vehicles expected to use the 
roadway.  The design vehicle characteristics affect design parameters such as curve radii 
and lane width.  Vehicle characteristics important in geometric design include size, 
turning radii, acceleration rate, and weight.  Typically, the design vehicle is the one with 
the largest size and larger turning radius (AASHTO, 2011).  AASHTO (2011) specifies 
several design vehicles to use for designing roadways for FHVs and provides as a general 
guide the use of single-unit trucks as a design vehicle for residential streets, park roads, 
collector streets, and other facilities where single-unit trucks (two- or three-axle) are 
likely to use the roadway facility.  However, the choice of design vehicle must consider 
the context, and design priority may be given to other types of vehicles (e.g., passenger 
cars) or to other transportation modes (e.g., transit, cyclists, or pedestrians) (AASHTO, 
2011).  Table 2 compares the AASHTO passenger car design vehicle with two possible 
LSV design vehicles: the 6-seat GEM vehicle, selected because it is one of the larger 
LSVs among currently manufactured LSVs listed in Appendix A and the other design 
vehicle from Stein et al. (1994).  When needed, the GEM 6-seat LSV design vehicle is 
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used in this dissertation for intersection design and characterizing the vehicles for the 
DTA modeling.  
Table 2.  LSV Design Vehicle Characteristics 
Design Vehicle 
Characteristics 
 
GEM 6-seater 
Design Vehicle 
Characteristics 
(http://www.gemcar.com) 
Stein, et al. (1994) 
LSV Design 
Vehicle 
AASHTO (2011) 
Passenger Car 
Design Vehicle 
 
GVWR (gross vehicle 
weight rating) 
3,000 lbs n/a n/a 
Length (bumper-to-
bumper) 
162”(13.5’) 108” (9’) 228” (19’) 
Width (including 
mirrors?) 
55” (4.6’)  60” (5’) 84” (7’) 
Height 71”(5.9’) 54” (4.5’)  52” (4.3’) 
Wheelbase 133”(11.1’) 72” (6’) 132” (11’) 
Volume of cab 109 ft
3
 n/a n/a 
Turning Radius Turning Circle 
19.5’ 
Minimum inside 
9.75’ 
Minimum outside 
13’ 
Minimum inside 
7’ 
Minimum outside 
23.8’ 
Minimum inside 
14.4’ 
Tires (street-rated) 13” n/a n/a 
Range Up to 30 miles n/a n/a 
This dissertation assumes policies to transition FHV emergency and freight 
vehicles to LSVs would be implemented for the LSV-only scenario and that provisions 
such as special vehicle permitting, designated routes, bypass lanes, and limited hours of 
operation would be made for large emergency, construction, or other vehicles for which a 
LSV alternative may not be feasible.  Likewise, transit vehicles more compatible with 
LSVs and non-motorized transportation modes, such as LSV “buses” and elevated transit 
(i.e., monorail), are assumed to be operating within the LSV-only intra-city transportation 
system.   
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Lane Width 
The lane widths recommended by AASHTO (2011) for FHVs generally vary 
between 9 to 12 feet depending on the speeds allowed on and location of the roadway.  
For low-speed, low-volume residential or rural areas, 9 foot wide lanes may suffice, 
whereas 12 foot wide lanes are recommended for high-speed, high-volume roadways.  
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (2012) recommends a 
minimum bike lane width of 4 to 5 feet and for a two-way shared use path for  bike and 
pedestrians a recommended width of 10 feet, with 8 feet a minimum under certain 
conditions (e.g., low bike usage).    
Bosselmann et al. (1993) suggested LSV lane widths of 6 to 7 feet based on an 
assumed LSV width of 4 feet and a one foot clearance on each side of the vehicle.  Stein 
et al. (1994) recommend lane widths between 7 and 8 feet that provide a minimum one 
foot clearance on each side of the LSV within the lane, assuming 5 foot wide LSVs.  The 
City of Lincoln, CA established a preferred minimum width of 12 feet for a two-way 
LSV path (i.e., 6 feet per lane) with a 2 foot shoulder on both sides, and a minimum 
width of 7 feet for one-way lane LSV facilities adjacent to a FHV travel lane.  The 
Western Riverside Council of Governments NEV Transportation Plan adopted the same 
standards as Lincoln (Urban Crossroads and Bennett Engineering Services, 2010). 
The paths winding through the City of Peachtree City, GA, though originally 
designed for golf carts but also used by LSVs, are required to have a minimum 20 foot 
easement width and 10 foot pavement width (for a two-way facility).  The path must be 
constructed of 2” of Superpave asphalt over a 4” compacted, aggregate base that extends 
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2 feet on both sides of the path.  A clearance zone of 4 feet in width and 8 feet in height 
must be provided from the edge of the path (Peachtree City, 2009).   
A review of the widths of LSVs (see Appendix A) reveals an average width of 
4.52 feet with the widest width being 5.27 feet and the smallest being 3.94 feet.  A 
minimum LSV lane width of 6 to 7 feet will accommodate currently manufactured LSVs.   
The 6 foot widths are half the width of the common and AASHTO recommended 
12 foot width used for FHVs, thereby allowing for the possibility of maintaining the 
number of lanes for a roadway while reducing the width of the amount of ROW 
dedicated to the operation of private motorized vehicles.  For instance, a four lane FHV 
road with 12 foot lanes could convert to a four lane LSV facility within 24 feet, opening 
up the other 24 feet of space for bikeways and other uses (e.g., landscaping, dedicated 
transit facility, and wider sidewalks).  For existing FHV roadways where it is not possible 
to provide separate bike and LSV lanes, a combined LSV and bike lane could be 
proposed.  The City of Lincoln, CA has implemented combined NEV/bike lanes (see 
Figure 4 and Figure 5); however, efforts should be made to keep the LSV and bike lanes 
separate because of feedback from the cycling community.     
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Figure 4.  NEV/Bike Lane and NEV Route Signage in Lincoln, CA 
(Shafizadeh et. al, 2008) 
 
 
Figure 5.  NEV/Bike Lane in Lincoln, CA 
(Shafizadeh et. al, 2008) 
Shafizadeh et al. (2008), the preparers of the report evaluating the Lincoln, CA 
NEV Transportation Plan, conducted a convenience sample survey that revealed some of 
the issues with shared NEV/bike lanes.  One respondent noted that the NEV/bike lane “is 
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close to the same size as a regular lane and is used by some drivers to pass on the right.”  
Another respondent that biked offered a similar observation that the 7 foot wide 
NEV/bike lanes “look like another car lane to some drivers.”  Shafizadeh et al. (2008) 
recommended additional public education to reduce the use of NEV/bike lanes by FHVs.   
Perhaps because of the potential for FHVs to use the combined NEV/bike lanes, 
only 5.3% of the respondents that cycle consider the Class II shared NEV/bike lanes as 
safe.  In order of selection, “somewhat safe” was selected the most (42.1%), while a 
fairly even distribution among neither safe or unsafe (13.2%), somewhat unsafe (18.4%) 
and very unsafe (15.6%) selections shows the ambivalence of cyclists sharing lanes with 
NEVs.  In contrast, most cyclists perceive bicycle-only lanes to be “very safe” or 
“somewhat safe,” with a strong majority (73.7%) giving bicycle-only paths a “very safe” 
rating (Shafizadeh et al., 2008).   
Though the potential of injury with FHVs is higher than with LSVs, respondents 
that cycled seemed to prefer not to share the space they have on the roadway with another 
motorized vehicle, especially a quiet one.  Several respondents commented they could not 
hear NEVs approaching because they are much quieter than FHVs.  Comments in the 
survey included concern about NEVs not providing enough space for, and animosities 
towards, people on bikes.  Shafizadeh et al. (2008) considered the single, combined 
NEV/bike lane as less expensive to implement and maintain than the separated NEV and 
bike lanes.  However, the majority of respondents that cycle give the separated lanes a 
higher safety rating. 
The Marin County Bicycle Coalition (MCBC) issued a policy paper regarding 
bikes and NEVs (Hoffman, 2009). Using the survey data from the City of Lincoln’s NEV 
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Transportation Plan Evaluation report (Shafizadeh et al., 2008) and input from cycling 
and pedestrian advocates, MCBC concluded cities should not create shared NEV/bike 
lanes because of the larger mass and higher speed of a NEV compared to a cyclist, risk of 
setting a precedent of allowing NEVs on previously designated non-motorized paths and 
the risks associated with NEVs passing cyclists in the lanes.  MCBC recognized the 
benefits of NEVs, but recommended NEVs share the auto lane, not the bike lane 
(Hoffman, 2009).   
Stein et al. (1994) cautioned the use of existing bike facilities for LSV facilities, 
except in special circumstances, because of LSVs perceived as being a threat to cyclists 
and because of legislation that may exist that prohibits operation of motorized vehicles in 
bike lanes or paths.    
With one of the goals of transitioning to a LSV-only system to provide more 
space on the roadway for bike facilities, a transition period with a combined LSV and 
bike lane may not be preferred and should be avoided, but may be needed in the interim 
before a full transition away from the FHVs opens up space for separate lanes for bikes 
and LSVs. 
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Horizontal Curvature 
AASHTO (2011) recommends use of Equation 2, derived from the laws of 
physics and that assumes the vehicle is a point mass, to calculate the minimum horizontal 
curve radius in feet (Rmin) using: 
 superelevation (e in decimal form),  
 side friction factor (f), and 
  the design speed in mph (V) for the curved facility.   
Of those three, for urban streets which typically do not have superelevation, LSVs 
and FHVs will most likely differ only in the design speed. AASHTO’s friction factor is 
not an actual measurement of the sliding friction of the pavement surface; rather, the 
factor represents the amount of lateral acceleration a user is willing to accept before 
slowing to a more comfortable speed (Landis et al., 2004).  The calculated minimum 
radius does not take into consideration the roadway width, so the calculated radius refers 
to the inside radius (i.e., the radius measured from the inside edge of the innermost travel 
lane) (AASHTO, 2011).   
Equation 2.  Minimum Horizontal Curvature 
      
  
                  
 
The federal definition of LSVs allows for maximum speeds for LSVs up to 25 
mph.  Assuming no superelevation (e) is provided and a side friction factor (f) of 0.230 
per AASHTO (AASHTO, 2011, Figure 3-6, p. 3-25), the minimum horizontal curve 
radius (Rmin) for LSVs traveling at their full speed (and FHVs at 25 mph) would equal 
about 181 feet.  AASHTO’s Table 3-13b (2011) lists the recommended minimum 
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horizontal radii for urban streets without superelevation for various design speeds (as 
superelevation increases, the minimum radii decreases).  As the design speed increases, 
the radius increases.   
Table 3.  Minimum Horizontal Radii for Urban Streets (AASHTO, 2011) 
Design Speed 
(mph) 
Radius feet) 
15 47 
20 99 
25 181 
30 300 
35 454 
40 667 
45 900 
For demonstrating the feasibility of designing LSV-scaled interchanges, the 181 
foot radius for a curve for LSVs traveling 25 mph is most likely too large to fit within the 
existing space of a typical urban, non-highway intersection.  Lowering the design speed 
to 20 mph lowers the minimum radius to 99 feet.  For a typical arterial intersection such 
as at West 24
th
 St. and Lamar Blvd. in Austin, Texas, the minimum radius fits.  A LSV-
scaled “flyover” (i.e., bridge for making a left turn) from one street to another could be 
built to fit within the existing space, unlike an FHV flyover designed for higher speeds.  
A FHV left turn overpass designed for 20 mph or less could also fit, but the wider lane 
width and more substantial construction required to support the weight of FHVs would 
make the flyover structure bigger and more expensive.    
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Figure 6.  Minimum Horizontal Curvature for 20 mph 
(Google Maps) 
   Since Equation 2 considers the vehicle as a point mass, the calculation of the 
minimum horizontal radius does not depend on characteristics of the vehicle, such as the 
center of gravity.  The equation assumes every individual vehicle moving through the 
curve is governed by the same vehicle dynamics.  Engineers and researchers have 
criticized the simplification of the vehicle into a point mass and have argued for 
considering vehicle parameters in determining the minimum horizontal curvature 
(Psarianos et al., 1995).  Such an approach most likely would require a 3D analysis of the 
R = 99 feet 
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dynamics of vehicles on the curve (Furtado et al., 2002).  Though the weaknesses of the 
point mass assumption are acknowledged and better design could result from taking into 
consideration the unique vehicle dynamics of LSVs, the state of the practice is to follow 
the AASHTO-recommended determination of the minimum horizontal radius (Equation 
2).  Roadway design will benefit from research into LSV vehicle dynamics to determine 
how to adjust horizontal radii calculations for LSVs, if needed.   
Turns at Intersections 
The horizontal curvature needed for making turns at very low speeds (10 mph or 
less) mostly depends on the design vehicle’s turning radii.  AASHTO (2011) 
recommends curb radii of 10 to 15 feet for their FHV passenger car design vehicle 
(which assumes a minimum inner turning radius of 14.4 feet) for urban intersections with 
pedestrian crossings and few trucks making turns.  For other intersections, depending on 
the angle of the turn, the curb radius ranges from 30 feet (90 degrees) to 60 feet (30 
degrees).  The shorter wheelbases of LSVs allow the vehicles to make tighter turns 
compared to FHVs.  Table 2 shows the 6-seat GEM design vehicle with a minimum 
inside turning radius of 9.75 feet, and Bosselmann et al. (1993) estimated about 7 feet for 
the minimum inside turning radius to allow LSVs to turn at 7 to 8 mph. 
Vertical Curvature 
One of the assumed advantages of the LSVs is that their smaller size and lower 
weight allows for intersections to consist of more cost- and space-efficient overpasses 
and bridges.  Providing such facilities for FHVs would most likely not be possible within 
the space of the existing ROW, or within a city’s budget.   
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Many communities have already built LSV-scaled overpasses and underpasses for 
intra-city travel.  Peachtree City, GA has invested in multi-use path bridges and 
underpasses to create safer connections that do not require cyclists and LSV and golf cart 
drivers to cross major roadways at-grade (Figure 7 and Figure 8).   
 
 
Figure 7.  LSV/Golf Cart Bridge Over FHV Highway and Railway in Peachtree City, GA 
(Google Earth) 
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Figure 8. LSV/Golf Cart Underpass in Peachtree City, GA 
(Google Earth) 
Such facilities incorporate vertical curves.  By grade-separating vehicles, using 
simple passageways and bridges (Figure 9), vehicle conflicts are removed and 
opportunities open up to greatly improve pedestrian, wheelchair, and bike connectivity 
and reduce conflicts between motorized vehicles (LSVs) and non-motorized travelers.     
This section assesses how the vertical curve design requirements may vary 
between FHVs and LSVs, and how LSV facilities with vertical curves can integrate 
within the existing roadway system.  Key vertical curve design considerations include the 
shape of the curve and the characteristics of the curve such as grades, length, and height.  
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Vertical Curve Shape  
AASHTO (2011) recommends parabolic curves for roadway design because 
parabolas offer several benefits.  They provide a smooth alignment transition from the 
tangent to curve, thereby negating the need for transition curves (Roess et al., 2004).  The 
mathematical properties of the parabola also allow for straightforward computation of 
vertical offsets and curve elevations. AASHTO’s vertical curve equations assume a 
parabolic shape.   
Vertical Curve Type and Facility Design 
In most cases, the LSV facility would consist of a combination of sag and crest 
curves (AASHTO, 2011).  The feasibility of locating the bridges and overpasses within 
existing ROW depends upon their width, height above the intersecting road, and length of 
the vertical curve of the facility.  The total width depends on the number and width of the 
lanes and the minimum height (vertical clearance) depends on the height of the vehicles 
going under the overpass or bridge.   
Vertical Clearance 
For the purposes of demonstrating the feasibility of creating non-signalized 
intersections for LSVs, the vertical curve calculations assume overpass facilities are built 
for accommodating LSVs and bikes on and below the overpass.  A height that would 
allow for continued passage of taller vehicles, such as emergency and freight FHVs 
would be needed in cases where a passageway for those vehicles cannot be provided 
without going under an overpass or bridge.  Alternatively, a bypass lane around the 
overpass could be provided for non-LSV vehicles, or as is done in some places, smaller 
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vehicles or LSVs could be used for emergency and freight.  The calculations for the LSV 
overpass assume the two latter cases so as to keep the required height to a minimum.   
The inventory of manufactured LSVs in Appendix A gives an average LSV height 
of 5.75 feet, with the tallest LSV, a van, being 7.08 feet.  AASHTO (2011, p. 10-21) 
recommends a vertical clearance above the paved roadway of a minimum of one foot 
above the legal vehicle height, with an additional allowance for pavement resurfacings.  
The average and maximum height for the LSVs listed in Appendix A would clear an 8 
foot vertical clearance, assuming no items secured to the top of the LSV.  Peachtree City, 
GA requires a vertical clearance zone of 8 feet for their multi-use paths (Peachtree City, 
2009).   A 10 foot vertical clearance may provide a better factor of safety (e.g., for 
accommodating vehicles with objects secured to the top) and allow a wider variety of 
vehicles to be able to travel under the bridge.     
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (2012) 
recommends a minimum vertical clearance of 8 feet for a bike facility, and more if the 
facility should also permit maintenance and emergency vehicles requiring a greater 
clearance.  For FHV facilities, AASHTO (2011) recommends a minimum vertical 
clearance of 16 feet for FHVs in freeway tunnels and 14 feet for other roadway tunnels, 
and higher as needed for vehicles permitted to operate on the roadway.   
Vertical Grades 
Though LSVs can handle grades of more than 20% (see Appendix A for 
examples), other design considerations dictate that the grades for vertical curves should 
not exceed 5%.  The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) recommends a maximum 
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grade of 8.33% (1:12 ratio of rise to run), and a preferred maximum grade of 5%.  The 
AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (2012) recommends grades do 
not exceed 5% for bicycle facilities because the ascent may be too difficult for some 
cyclists to climb on their bike, and conversely, the speeds attained going down a grade of 
5% may exceed a speed comfortable for a cyclist.  Therefore, to maintain the FHV and 
LSV facilities at grades suitable for Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) access and 
cyclists, the calculations for the LSV overpasses and bridges use a maximum 5% grade. 
Crest Vertical Curves 
AASHTO (2011) specifies Equation 3 and Equation 4 to determine the length (L) 
of a vertical crest curve.  Both equations require knowing or assuming the: 
 sight distance (S),  
 height of the eye of the driver (h1),  
 height of the object to be seen (h2), and 
 absolute value of the algebraic difference in grades in percent (A). 
The length, distance, and height can either all be in feet or in meters for both 
equations.   
Equation 3.  Crest Vertical Curve Length When S is less than L 
   
   
    √     √     
 
 
Equation 4.  Crest Vertical Curve Length When S is more than L 
       
    √    √   
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The key variable for determining the crest curve length is the sight distance, for it 
resides within the equations and determines which equation to use.  For purposes of 
vertical length, there are two different sight distance calculations to typically choose 
from: the stopping (SSD) or decision sight distance (DSD).   
The SSD is the total of the distance the vehicle travels during the time period of 
the driver recognizing and acting upon a reason to stop (i.e., the brake reaction time) and 
the distance for the vehicle to decelerate to a stop.  Equation 5 presents how to calculate 
the SSD for a level roadway and Equation 6 for a roadway on grade (G) expressed as ft/ft 
(AASHTO 2011).  Since the grade changes along the vertical curve, Equation 6 can be 
used using the grade that would provide the worst case scenario for braking distance 
(AASHTO 2011); in all cases for crest vertical curves that would be the downhill grade 
(Garber & Hoel, 1999).       
The DSD is the distance required to make a decision at a particular speed.  The 
distance thus depends on the time it takes to make the decision and varies based on the 
context.  Equation 7 presents how to calculate DSD (AASHTO, 2011).   
Equation 5.  SSD Without Grades 
                  
  
 
 
Equation 6.  SSD With Grades 
                  
  
   (
 
    )    
 
Equation 7.  DSD 
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For SSD and DSD, the design speed in mph (V) is multiplied by a unit conversion 
factor of 1.47 with the time in seconds (t).  The time considered differs for the SSD and 
DSD.  For the SSD, the time (t) is for the brake reaction time that starts from the instant 
the driver recognizes a need to brake or stop until the driver applies the brakes.  Research 
has determined an assumed value for t of 2.5 seconds for calculating the SSD captures the 
capabilities of most drivers to react.   
DSD typically results in longer distances because the time considered is longer.  
For sections of the urban roadway where drivers must make decisions for speed, path, or 
direction changes (AASHTO, 2011), the decision time (t) varies between 14.0 and 14.5 
seconds to take into consideration the longer time needed for drivers to recognize that a 
decision needs to be made, to consider options, and to begin making the maneuver.  The 
decision times are less in suburban and rural contexts where the amount of information to 
assess may be less.   
Unlike the DSD, the SSD equation includes the distance required to brake, with 
the deceleration rate (a) in units of ft/s
2
.  This is the only parameter of the equation 
specific to the vehicle’s characteristics.  AASHTO (2011) assumes a deceleration rate of 
11.2 ft/s
2
 for their prepared tables of SSDs for level roadways.  Studies indicate ninety 
percent of all drivers decelerate on wet surfaces faster than that, so AASHTO considers 
the 11.2 ft/s
2
 rate a comfortable deceleration assumption for most drivers (AASHTO, 
2011). 
Few LSV product brochures report the deceleration rates of LSV models.  
Brochures for the “Miles” brand of LSVs indicated their LSVs can decelerate from 25 
mph to 0 mph in a distance of 26 feet, and for the “Dynasty” brand of LSVs, in 23 feet.  
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Assuming constant deceleration and braking on dry asphalt, those measurements indicate 
a deceleration rate of about 26 ft/s
2
 and 29 ft/s
2
, respectively.       
Brake tests conducted on the Bombardier NEV and GEM NEV by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (Elias, 1998) resulted in deceleration rates on dry 
asphalt ranging from about 19 ft/s
2
 to 23 ft/s
2
 and about 14 ft/s
2
 to 19 ft/s
2
, respectively. 
Tabra (2008) compared the deceleration rate of 0.69g (22.2 ft/s
2
) for an unnamed LSV 
with the deceleration rate of 0.95g (30.6 ft/s
2
) for a Honda Civic FHV, concluding LSVs 
generally require a longer SSD.  However, the AASHTO recommended assumption of a 
deceleration rate of 11.2 ft/s
2
 is less than those deceleration rates.  For purposes of 
calculating the SSD, the AASHTO deceleration rate provides a conservative estimate for 
both FHVs and LSVs.  The DSD does not require a deceleration assumption. 
 Table 4 compares the SSD and DSD for LSVs traveling 25 mph and FHVs 
traveling 40 mph, using the same assumptions for LSVs as those used for FHVs for time 
and deceleration (AASHTO 2011).  SSD for flat grades and for worst case scenario 
grades are provided for comparison.  
FHVs traveling 25 mph would have the same SSD and DSD as LSVs.  As the 
speed of the FHVs increases, the SSD and DSD increases. For instance, the SSD for a 
FHV traveling 40 mph (V) with the AASHTO time and deceleration assumptions equals 
300.6 feet, almost double the distance required for a vehicle traveling 25 mph.   
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Table 4.  SSD and DSD Calculations on Level and Graded Roadways 
 Variable Values Equation Distance when 
V= 25mph 
Distance when 
V = 40 mph 
SSD for flat grade 
t= 2.5 sec 
a= 11.2 ft/s
2
 
5 151.9 feet 300.6 feet 
SSD for worst case 
scenario grade 
t= 2.5 sec 
a= 11.2 ft/s
2
 
G=-5 
6 161.8 feet 326.1 feet 
DSD (for avoidance 
maneuver E) 
t= 14.5 sec 7 532.9 feet 825 feet 
Since the LSV overpasses or bridges will occur at intersections, the DSD could be 
used, but may be unnecessarily long since the LSV intersections or interchanges are not 
expected to be the elaborate multi-level interchanges designed for FHV highways.   
The crest vertical curve length requires either the SSD or DSD to be used as the 
sight distance (S) to use for Equation 3 or Equation 4, depending on how the sight 
distance compares with the calculated crest vertical curve length.  Table 5 presents the 
range of crest vertical curve lengths that vary based on the design vehicle, speed, and 
driver eye height assumptions.  AASHTO (2011) recommends use of 3.5 feet (1.08 m) 
for the height of the eye of the driver (h1) and 2.00 feet (0.60 m) for the height of the 
object to be seen (h2).  Table 5 contains the calculations using those assumptions, as well 
as assumptions of 3.0 feet (1.08 m) for the height of the eye of the driver (h1) because a 
few of the LSVs may have drivers sit lower to the ground.  Lowering the height of the 
eye of the driver reduces the ability of the driver to see an object ahead, which requires a 
longer crest vertical curve length and results in a more conservative estimate.   
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Table 5.  Minimum Crest Vertical Curve Length  
Design 
Vehicle 
Design 
Speed 
(V) 
Driver eye 
height (h1) 
Object 
height 
(h2) 
A 
SSD 
Grade 
SSD (S) 
Minimum Crest 
Vertical Curve 
Length (L) 
LSV 
and 
FHV 
25 mph 3.5 2 10 -5% 161.8 feet 107.8 feet 
LSV 25 mph 3.0 2 10 -5% 161.8 feet 163.7 feet 
FHV 40 mph 3.5 2 10 -5% 326.1 feet 436.3 feet 
Since cyclists may also be using the vertically-curved LSV overpass, 
consideration is given to the minimum crest curve vertical length needed for a cyclist.  
The AASHTO Guide for the Development of Bicycle Facilities (2012) uses an eye height 
of 4.5 feet and an object height of 0 feet (since avoidance maneuvers or stopping may 
need to occur to avoid problems with the pavement).  Figure 5-6 in the AASHTO guide 
(2012) gives, assuming a reaction time of 2.5 seconds and coefficient of friction of 0.16, 
a SSD range depending on the assumed speed of a cyclist (12 mph to 30 mph) of 50 to 
250 feet, respectively.   
The length of the vertical curves for a FHV overpass or bridge for travel at a 
higher speed will exceed that for LSV.  An FHV facility could be designed at the lower 
speed, but the widths and weights of FHVs would necessitate more expensive overpass 
construction.  
Sag Vertical Curves 
Traveling from grade to the overpass or bridge generally requires transitioning 
from the at-grade street with a Type IV sag curve (AASHTO, 2011).  Equation 8 
determines the minimum sag vertical curve length (L) for when the sight distance (S), 
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usually the SSD, is less than L, and Equation 9 for when S is more than L.   Instead of 
using the height of the driver’s eye above the road, the equation uses the: 
 height of the headlight on the vehicle (H) and  
 upward angle of divergence of the light beam from the horizontal (β).  
Table 6 presents the sag vertical curve length calculations for LSV and FHV 
design vehicle scenarios.  As with the calculation of the crest vertical curve length, the 
SSD used for the S is determined by assuming a negative grade of 5% because that is the 
maximum preferred grade for ADA accessibility.  The headlight height (H) is reduced 
from 2 feet to 1.5 feet for a LSV design vehicle because a check of some of the LSVs 
showed headlight heights may be lower than 2 feet.  Lowering the headlight height 
results in a longer sag vertical curve length.  
Equation 8.  When S is less than L 
   
   
                 
 
Equation 9.  When S is more than L 
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Table 6.  Minimum Sag Vertical Curve Length  
Design 
Vehicle 
Design 
Speed 
(V) 
Headlight 
height (H) 
β A 
SSD 
Grade 
SSD (S) 
Minimum Sag 
Vertical Curve 
Length (L) 
LSV 
and 
FHV 
25 mph 2 1 10 -5% 161.8 feet 130.7 feet 
LSV 25 mph 1.5 1 10 -5% 161.8 feet 150.7 feet 
FHV 40 mph 2 1 10 -5% 326.1 feet 345.6 feet 
LSV Bridge Design 
A basic, symmetrical LSV bridge consists of a sag curve to drive on to the bridge, 
a crest curve, then a sag curve to drive off the bridge.  Table 7 presents the sum of the 
lengths of the two sag curves and the single crest curve for minimum-sized LSV and 
FHV bridges and the resulting maximum vertical clearance obtained by connecting the 
sag and crest curves directly.  As expected, the length of a bridge for FHVs traveling 40 
mph far exceeds the length of a bridge for LSVs traveling at the full speed of 25 mph.  
The length of a bridge designed for FHVs traveling 25 mph would be longer than a LSV 
bridge because the FHVs would require a bridge with a higher vertical clearance below 
for other FHVs (at least 14 feet).   
The bridges designed for FHVs exceed the length of those for LSVs, 
demonstrating the more efficient designs available by switching to LSVs for intra-city 
travel.  The total length of a LSV bridge still exceeds the width of a typical arterial 
intersection (e.g., 48 feet for four lanes), but the terminus of the sag curve (to transition 
from 0% grade to 5%) is only 3.8 feet above the ground and can be provided through fill 
and reinforced earthworks.   
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Table 7.  Total Bridge Length for LSVs and FHVs 
Design 
Vehicle 
Design 
Speed 
2 x Sag Curve 
Length 
Crest Curve 
Length 
Total Minimum 
Overpass Length 
Maximum 
Vertical 
Clearance  
(max yx) 
LSV  25 mph 2 x 150.7 feet 163.7 feet 465.1 feet 9.9 feet 
FHV 40 mph 2 x 345.6 feet 436.3 feet 1127.5 feet 14.1 feet 
The maximum vertical clearance shown in Table 7 is calculated by using the 
parabolic formula given in Equation 10 (Wikibooks, 2011).  The elevation at distance x 
(yx) from the beginning of the vertical curve (BVC) depends on the elevation at BVC 
(yBVC), the grades in decimal form  (g1 and g2), the length of the vertical curve (L), and the 
distance (x) from the BVC (with all distances and lengths in the same units).  Since the 
grades, g1 and g2, are the same in value and differ only in sign for the assumed 
symmetrical crest vertical curve, the highest point (max yx) is located at 0.5L, therefore x 
is equal to 0.5L.  Additionally, the yBVC is the elevation of the sag vertical curve 
connecting the 0% grade roadway to the bridge.  The yBVC is calculated by determining 
the elevation of the end of the vertical curve for the sag curve (located on the bridge).  
For that curve, the g1 elevation equals 0, the g2 elevation equals 0.05 (for a 5% grade), 
and the yBVC for the sag curve of 0 feet (relative to the ground).   
Equation 10.  Parabolic Equation for Finding Elevation or Distance on Vertical Curve 
               
   
 
 
 
   
       
 
 
The 9.9 feet calculated for the LSV bridge is above the minimum of 8 feet, but 
that is just at the highest point of the crest curve.  Tangent sections inserted between the 
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end sag vertical curves and the crest curve increase the maximum vertical clearance 
height, if needed.   
To determine the width underneath the LSV bridge that meets the assumed 
minimum vertical clearance of 8 feet (without the need for tangent sections between the 
sag and crest curve), the yx of Equation 10 is set equal to 8 feet and the yBVC
 
equal to the
 
highest elevation of the connecting sag vertical curve (3.8 feet).  Using the given g1 of 
+5% and g2 of -5% and L of 163.7 feet, Equation 10 is used to find x via the quadratic 
equation.  For the values used, the x equals 61.5 feet.  This applies to both ends of the 
crest vertical curve, so that the length underneath the LSV bridge with an 8 foot vertical 
clearance or more is 40.7 feet (equal to the L of 163.7 feet less two times the distance 
from the yBVC equal to 61.5 feet).  
The width underneath the LSV bridge with a minimum 8 foot clearance is enough 
for 4 LSV lanes (with 6 foot wide lanes, plus 2 feet of shoulder on both sides of the 
roadway), bike pathways and medians in between.  Table 8 describes the length, content, 
and elevations of each section of the bridge. 
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Table 8.  LSV Bridge Sections  
Sag Curve Crest Curve Sag Curve 
150.7 feet 61.5 feet 40.7 feet 61.5 feet 150.7 feet 
Earth fill 
Earth fill or 
structural 
support 
*  4 LSV 
lanes 
*  Bike paths 
*  Buffer  
Earth fill or 
structural 
support 
Earth fill 
Between 0 and 
3.8 feet above 
ground 
Between 3.8 
and 8 feet 
above ground 
Minimum 8 
foot 
clearance 
above 
ground 
Between 3.8 
and 8 feet 
above ground 
Between 0 and 
3.8 feet above 
ground 
Another approach starts the calculation with a given minimum width under the 
bridge that requires finding the x at which the vertical clearance height is obtained.  For a 
sketch calculation of the dimensions of the bridge, the distance x from the BVC of the 
crest curve depends on the length of the crest vertical curve (L) and the width (W) 
underneath the overpass needing the minimum vertical clearance Equation 11.    
Equation 11.  Alternative Approach to Find Distance from BVC 
   
 
 
   
 
 
  
The yx is set as the minimum vertical clearance desired, and Equation 10 is used to 
find the new yBVC for the crest vertical curve.  The length of the tangent section required 
to connect the sag curve with the crest curve is determined by subtracting the elevation of 
the EVC for the sag curve from the calculated yBVC for the crest curve and using 
trigonometry to determine the length of the resulting hypotenuse.  
 The previous calculations assume simple, symmetrical bridges constructed on 
land with flat grades.  Actual field conditions will affect the vertical curve calculations, 
but in all cases, the lower speed and height of the LSVs allows for shorter and smaller 
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bridges.  Their lower weight reduces the cost of construction of the bridges at 
intersections.  Most likely, the width of bridges should also include space for those biking 
and walking to be able to cross over a street too, adding to the width and cost of the 
bridge, but providing a benefit.   
Several companies specialize in making pre-fabricated golf cart bridges that could 
potentially serve LSVs and lower the cost of LSV bridge construction.  Future research 
should determine the cost and feasibility of using pre-fabricated bridges.  Additionally, 
there is an opportunity for the bridges to reinforce or develop a distinctive design for the 
neighborhoods they are built in and can become an aesthetic asset (Figure 9).  
 
 
Figure 9.  Skyline Ranch Road Golf Cart Bridge for Tetherow Golf Course, Oregon 
(Google Maps) 
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FHV-LSV MIX DESIGN TRANSITION STRATEGIES 
The previous section assessed the roadway design requirements of lane width, 
curvature, and clearance for LSVs and how those compare to FHVs.  This section applies 
those findings to explore possible intersection designs for the transition periods when 
both FHVs and LSVs operate on the roadways.  The purpose is to demonstrate the 
feasibility of integrating LSVs into the existing intra-city transportation system during the 
transition phase.  Ideally, the integration should minimize the interaction of LSVs and 
FHVs as much as possible since the differential in their mass and speed bring great risk to 
the LSV occupants (as it does for those biking and walking).  This is a major design goal 
for the transition period and a major assumption of the network modeling discussed in the 
next two chapters.   
  Design practices for bikes were consulted to assist with developing transition 
strategies to incorporate LSVs into the intra-city transportation system.  The Urban 
Bikeway Design Guide (National Association of City Transportation Officials, 2012) is 
updated and more inclusive of more innovative bike facilities than AASHTO’s Manual 
for Bicycle Facility Design (AASHTO, 2012).  The CROW Design Manual for Bicycle 
Traffic (2007) provides a resource for how the Dutch design bicycle facilities that address 
turning movements, as well as the pros and cons of one-way and two-way facilities. 
During a transition scenario, sharing of space by bikes and LSVs may be 
inevitable in cases where there is not enough roadway space to have interim separate 
facilities, but the goal of roadway design for the LSV-only scenario should be to create 
separate facilities for bikes and LSVs.   
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Possible ways to transition the roadway between intersections is briefly discussed 
next and is followed by possible ways to transition intersections from FHV-only to FHV-
LSV mix to LSV-only.   
Between Intersections 
The inclusion of LSVs into existing roadway space will in most cases necessarily 
require the removal of FHV lanes.  As discussed in the previous section regarding lane 
width, the transition would involve the removal of one FHV lane in each direction for 
conversion to a LSV lane and adjacent bike lane (or combined LSV and bike lane if space 
is limited).  Another option would be to create a separate two-way facility for LSVs and 
for bikes on one side of the roadway.  Each strategy has pros and cons discussed in 
guides such as National Association of City Transportation Officials (2012) bicycle 
facilities guide, and what would work best depends on the existing conditions and long-
term transition plans for the street.  The transition designs discussed herein assume one-
way facilities on each side, but two-way facilities on one side may be the better choice 
for a particular street.     
Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12  show examples of how space is carved out 
for LSV and bicycle facilities.  If there is enough space for a LSV lane and bike lane on 
both sides of the road, a two-way left turn lane (TWLTL) could be provided for FHVs 
(Figure 10).  The TWLTL improves flow for the FHVs since it removes left-turning 
vehicles from the through movement, and can be configured to provide protected median 
crossovers for bikes and LSVs (i.e., curbed sections that prevent a FHV from encroaching 
on the waiting space for LSVs) within the TWLTL.  The median crossover provides a 
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way to cross that only requires the LSV driver to assess one FHV travel direction at a 
time.  In the early stages of a transition, when the number of LSVs is low, the bike lane 
could be widened slightly to 6 feet to create a combined LSV/bike lane.  LSVs and bikes 
should be separate as soon as and as much as possible. 
 
 
Figure 10.  Example of Road Diet 
(Federal Highway Administration, 2004) 
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Figure 11.  Road Reconfiguration with Combined NEV/Bike Lane Added  
(MHM Engineers & Surveyors, 2006) 
 
Figure 12.  Two Lane Roadway with Separate NEV and Bike Lanes Added  
(MHM Engineers & Surveyors, 2006) 
At Intersections 
The design of intersections for LSVs and FHVs will necessarily change over time 
as the number of LSVs on the network increases.  The ideas explored for how to design 
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intersections focuses on possible ways to handle left and right turns with their suitability 
dependent on the LSV demand.    
Left Turns 
A major concern currently with operation of LSVs on streets with FHVs is how 
LSV drivers can safely maneuver from the right-hand side of a roadway to make a left-
turn.  A conflict area such as that creates a risky move not just for LSV drivers, but also 
for those riding bikes.  Communities do not appear to have experimented or devised a 
way to allow LSVs to make left turns at intersections without having to interact with 
FHVs other than to build an overpass or underpass. 
Transition designs should avoid making LSVs: 
• merge into FHV traffic to access left turn lane and 
• turn without a protected left. 
A review of methods employed by communities for bicycles can also apply to 
LSVs.  These options include: 
• separate signal phasing (protected left turn from right-hand lane), 
• overpasses or underpasses, 
• markings for making a two-stage left turn (also called “Copenhagen 
Left”),  
• waiting areas for bikes and LSVs ahead of traffic, and 
• median crossovers. 
Bosselmann et al. (1993) proposed separate, protected lanes for LSVs and phasing 
traffic lights to accomodate LSV movements separately from FHVs.  Adding a signal 
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phase is simple if signals already exist at an intersection but can either take green time 
away from existing phase movements or increase the cycle time and require adjusting any 
signal progression timing, if any.  Generally, adding a signal phase adds to the control 
delay.  The chance of a slower moving LSV misjudging the timing to make an 
unprotected left turn against opposing FHV traffic should be a cause for concern, as it is 
for those on bikes.  A signal phase that provides protected turns would minimize putting 
LSV drivers in those situations.  An issue with protected left turn phasing is in where to 
have the LSVs wait to make a left.  This will depend on the existing width and 
configuration of the street.   
Another option already implemented in communities such as Peachtree City, GA 
is to build overpasses or underpasses.  Even if the LSV-only scenario might result in a 
LSV overpass or underpass for the intersection, the size of the facility would be larger 
than needed to accommodate the FHVs above or below.  For intersections with a high left 
turn demand by LSVs, providing an overpass early in the transition may be the best way 
to keep LSVs and FHVs separated while allowing traffic to continue to flow.  There are 
other alternatives to changing signal phasing and constructing over- or underpasses early 
in the transition stage.   
Typically, for those that are not “vehicular cyclists,” those on bikes make a left 
turn by making what is called a two-stage left turn or “Copenhagen Left” by traveling 
straight across the intersection, stopping in front of the traffic on the intersecting street 
waiting for the green phase, and then re-orienting the bike to travel straight when the light 
turns green (Figure 13 and Figure 14).   
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Figure 13.  “Copenhagen Left” 
(Wagenbuur, 2012) 
A similar approach could be taken by LSVs when the LSV traffic is not too high.  
With space provided behind the crosswalk and the stop line for the FHVs moved back to 
accommodate an accumulation of bikes and LSVs at the intersection (Figure 19), LSVs 
could make a left turn by going straight on their green, moving into the waiting area on 
the intersecting street, and then proceeding through the intersection when the light turns 
green ahead of the FHV traffic.  This approach is used in the US and several European 
countries for cyclists to queue and wait ahead of the automobiles (National Association 
of City Transportation Officials, 2012).  Cities formally implementing a version of the 
“Copenhagen Left” by painting green wait boxes for turning left include Portland, OR 
(Figure 15) and Salt Lake City, UT. 
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Figure 14.  Two-Stage Turn or “Copenhagen Left” 
(NACTO, 2012) 
 
 
Figure 15.  “Copenhagen Left” Turning Box in Portland, Oregon 
(NACTO, 2012) 
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An alternative movement for a cyclist to turn left when the cyclist and the 
adjacent traffic is stopped at the red light and is unable to make a “Copenhagen Left” is 
for the cyclist to turn left and wait at the intersection corner to go straight when the light 
turns green (dashed lines in Figure 18 show this movement).  This move actually has an 
advantage compared to the “Copenhagen Left”:  avoiding the “right hook” collision that 
results when a driver turning right hits a cyclist traveling straight.  Since the alternative 
movement flows counter to the movement of the traffic, the cyclist avoids being in the 
blind-spot of right-turning vehicles.  The driver can see the on-coming cyclist when 
turning right.  This movement could also be supported with pavement markings at the 
intersection for LSVs when the number of LSVs on the road is still low.  As the number 
of LSVs increases, the feasibility of storing LSVs at left-turn waiting boxes for the 
“Copenhagen Left” or at the corner for the alternative movement depends on the size of 
the waiting area and intersection.         
Yet another similar way to accommodate left turns for LSVs, but more limiting, 
makes use of the green or marked boxes used by cyclists to position ahead of the FHV 
traffic (Figure 16).  This design is intended to make the cyclists visible to motorists.  
Extending the box over to allow a cyclist to make a left turn from the left turn lane helps 
make the cyclist visible to the stopped traffic, but does not address the concerns of 
making a cyclist turn left against opposing traffic and does not handle all situations.  If 
the light is not red when the cyclist arrives, the cyclist either has to wait on the right for 
the traffic to stop, or to go ahead and make a “Copenhagen Left.”  Minneapolis, MN 
(City of Minneapolis, 2012) and Guelph, Ontario (City of Guelph, 2010) currently 
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provide left turn bike boxes.  The idea would be to provide an additional space for LSVs 
(Figure 19).   
       
 
Figure 16.   Left Turn Bike Box 
(City of Minneapolis, 2012) 
Providing designated waiting areas for both bikes and LSVs at intersections 
requires space at least 28 feet back from the intersection to accommodate: 
 8 feet for bikes, 
 6 feet for crosswalk, and  
 14 feet for LSV design vehicle. 
Those dimensions may work when the number of LSV drivers is still low.  More 
spacious accommodations would provide: 
 12 feet for bikes, 
 8 feet for crosswalk, and 
 20-24 feet for LSVs. 
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The total of 40 to 44 feet may seem high; however, Figure 17 shows the new stop 
line for FHVs is not that removed from the intersection.  For a right-turning FHV, their 
intersection sight distance may be blocked and may encourage the drivers to enter into 
the bike and LSV waiting areas to make a right turn on red.  Prohibiting right turns on red 
could help prevent that.  At the very least, such pavement markings at intersections help 
raise awareness for FHV drivers of the presence of other users of the roadway (LSV 
drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians).     
 
 
Figure 17.  Estimate of Length of Space Needed for Bike, LSV and Pedestrian Facilities 
at Intersections 
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Figure 18.  Existing Intersection Conditions with “Copenhagen Left” and an Alternative 
Shown (dashed line) (not to scale) 
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Figure 19.  Transition Intersection Design with LSV and Bike Pigmented Waiting Areas 
Ahead of Traffic (not to scale) 
Concerns about the wearing down of the green and blue pigmented pavement may 
result in some communities adopting a striping plan without pavement coloring (Figure 
20).  
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Figure 20.  Transition Intersection Design with LSV and Bike Marked Waiting Areas 
Ahead of Traffic (not to scale) 
Eventually, the FHV lanes become LSV lanes and the previous LSV lanes 
become bike lanes (Figure 21).   
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Figure 21.  LSV-Only Intersection After Full Transition (not to scale) 
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Right Turns 
The issue of right turns applies to the right-turning of a FHV into the path of a 
LSV, and similarly, to the right-turning of a LSV into the path of a bicycle.   
Similar to the design for left turns, lessons from the Dutch and Danish experience 
with creating safer intersections for those with bikes would also benefit the LSVs.  These 
include: 
 moving the stop line for vehicles back to allow bikes and LSVs to move to 
the front of the stopped vehicle queue (Figure 19 and Figure 20), 
 prohibit right turn on red for FHVs,  
 make curb radii small to slow down FHVs turning right, and 
 install concrete curbs or flexible tubular delineators to provide a delineated 
space for the bikes going straight to slightly veer right to a location more 
visible to a driver (Figure 22). 
Other methods that could also apply to LSVs during the transition period include: 
 separate signal phase for LSV through movement (i.e., LSVs do not 
proceed through intersection until their signal phase),  
 counterflow lanes where LSVs and bikes travel in the opposite direction of 
FHV traffic in the adjacent lane (this allows for better eye contact between 
the LSV driver and FHV driver making a right turn), and 
 all LSV drivers and people on bikes turn right at the intersection and use a 
median crossover away from the intersection to change streets or direction 
(this prevents LSVs and bikes from traveling straight where FHVs may 
turn right into their paths). 
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Usually, counterflow lanes are discouraged by the engineering literature 
(AASHTO, 2012) because of FHV drivers not expecting someone biking in the opposite 
direction when making a left or right from a street; however, the “right hook” collision 
where the LSV or person biking is in the blind spot of the right-turning vehicle is a major 
safety concern associated with vehicles traveling in the same direction.  The Dutch have 
tried to address the right turn problem by moving the location where the cyclists and 
FHV drivers interact (Figure 22).   
 
 
Figure 22.  Right-Turn FHV and Bike Conflict Point 
(Wagenbuur, 2012) 
LSV-ONLY INTERSECTIONS 
The previous section considered the possible designs to transition LSVs into the 
existing street network.  The approach taken should take into consideration the future 
plan for the intersection when the streets become LSV-only (with facilities for bikes and 
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pedestrians).  The goal and key assumption for the network modeling component of this 
dissertation is to remove signals at intersections with streets permitting LSVs only to 
allow LSVs to travel unimpeded as much as possible (except, of course, to yield to those 
on bikes and walking when grade-separated crossings are not provided) so that the LSVs 
can make-up for their slower speed.  This section demonstrates the physical feasibility of 
replacing signalized intersections with non-signalized LSV-scaled intersections and 
interchanges and how FHV-only versions of the non-signalized intersections could most 
likely not fit within existing roadway space. 
The types of intersections considered are limited to those that do not require 
traffic signals and generally allow vehicles to move with at most some yielding and are 
grouped into the following types:  
• shared space, 
• roundabouts,  
• median u-turns, and 
• interchanges. 
The intersection transition design will depend on the traffic, walking, and biking 
conditions and costs and space constraints for the intersection.  The following is just an 
exploration of the possible ways to design a LSV-only intersection.  For all intersections, 
space is provided for those biking and walking too.  For purposes of making 
comparisons, the AASHTO guidelines provide a standard for FHV-only intersections.   
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Shared Space 
Probably the most controversial option for managing at-grade intersections 
without signals is called “shared space.”  Shared space removes traffic control signs and 
signals from an intersection and requires users to navigate the intersection with courtesy, 
giving people walking and biking priority.  With the slower speed of LSVs and their 
prevalent use in pedestrian-oriented environments (e.g., universities), the shared space 
concept may be acceptable than if proposed with continued use of FHVs.   
Anecdotal evidence reported in articles about the shared space concept report 
safer intersections and better traffic flow (McNichol, 2004; Schulz, 2006).  Noordelijke 
Hogeschool Leeuwarden (2007) reported the following conclusions from reviewing the 
impacts of converting a conventional signal controlled intersection with over 20,000 cars 
per day in Drachten to a shared space with a roundabout: 
 traffic speeds declined, but vehicles experienced less delay (average 
waiting times for vehicles declined from an average of 50 seconds to 10 
to 30 seconds), 
 pedestrian perception of safety remain unchanged, 
 the consistency of bike and vehicle speeds appeared to have facilitated 
improved interaction, 
 increased use of hand signals between users of the shared space, 
 pedestrians and cyclists cross without significant delay, 
 number of accidents declined, and 
 drivers, cyclists, and elderly have a heightened sense of danger. 
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For the last finding, advocates of shared space argue that the heightened sense of 
danger is a healthy response that should help to prevent accidents.  MVA Consultancy 
(2010) focused on the pedestrian and driver behavior in shared space and found drivers 
decrease their speed and yield to pedestrians, though pedestrians tended to yield to the 
vehicles.  In a related study of pedestrians using a crosswalk, Garder (2001) observed 
100% of the motorists driving 11 mph or less yielding to pedestrians crossing, but only 
17% of motorists driving more than 20 mph yielded to pedestrians.  Moody & Melia 
(2011) found pedestrians do not favor shared spaces.   
Organizations representing the disabled have criticized shared space concepts 
because of the difficulty, particularly for the blind, to navigate an intersection with no 
physical guides for crossing (BBC News, 2009).  The findings from the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP 3-78) “Crossing Solutions for 
Visually Impaired Pedestrians at Roundabouts and Channelized Right Turns” may 
provide guidance on managing blind pedestrian crossings in shared spaces and at 
roundabouts.  A proposal to implement a shared space for a LSV-only intersection will 
require consideration of the impacts on all users of the road space.  Again, the goal is to 
keep the modes separated as much as possible, but for at-grade intersections, a shared 
space approach may be suitable. 
Roundabouts 
Roundabouts are gaining increased popularity in the United States for their record 
of decreasing certain types of motor vehicle crashes and improving traffic flow 
(Rodegerdts et al., 2010; Bergh et al, 2005).   
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The following design parameters (shown in Figure 23) affect the size of the 
roundabout, and thus the feasibility of reconfiguring an existing intersection.  
 Inscribed circle diameter 
o Central island 
o Lane width 
 Size of splitter island 
The central island diameter and the circulatory roadway widths on either side of 
the island determine the inscribed circle diameter.  The central island is typically circular 
to keep speeds consistent as possible.  Use of oval or tear-drop shapes may cause speed 
differentials that can negatively affect flow and safety, although, tear-drop shapes can 
work for interchanges where movements are limited (Rodegerdts et al., 2010). 
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Figure 23.  Geometric Elements of a Roundabout 
(Rodegerdts et al., 2010) 
Table 9 presents a tabulation of the estimated inscribed circle diameters for LSV 
and FHV roundabouts, with FHV dimensions from Rodegerdts et al. (2010) and LSV 
dimensions modified as described herein.  Lane widths and central island diameter 
decrease for roundabouts designed for LSVs.   
Both full-size and mini-roundabouts are included in the table.  The FHV-scaled 
full-size roundabouts assume a B-40 (40 foot bus) design vehicle and a WB-50 (semi-
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trailer truck with 50 foot wheelbase) (Rodegerdts et al., 2010).  Mini-roundabouts are 
generally recommended in existing low-speed environments, in areas with space 
constraints, and/or where the larger design vehicles are not expected to operate 
(Rodegerdts et al., 2010).  Making the smaller diameter central island of a mini-
roundabout traversable accommodates larger FHVs.  Mini-roundabouts are not used for 
FHVs on major roadways because the smaller central island diameter does not help to 
deflect, and thus slow down, the FHVs.   
Rodegerdts et al. (2010) recommends a 16 foot circulatory roadway width for one 
lane within the roundabout to allow space for the turning maneuver (but not more than 20 
feet to prevent drivers from passing each other within a single-lane roundabout).  That is 
about 133% larger than the standard 12 foot lane width for FHVs.  To be consistent, the 6 
foot lane width for a LSV lane is increased by 133% to 8 feet for a LSV circulatory 
roadway width for a roundabout.    
The splitter island and central island are intentionally designed to slow down a 
FHV by not allowing vehicles to travel in almost a straight line through a roundabout.  
Rodegerdts et al. (2010) recommends maximum entering speeds of 20 to 25 mph for 
single-lane and 25 to 30 mph for multi-lane roundabouts for realizing the safety benefits 
of roundabouts and presents a methodology for designing the splitter island and central 
island to achieve the desired speed of vehicles traveling into and within the roundabout. 
A larger central island diameter deflects vehicles more, thus reducing their speed.    
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Table 9.  Comparison of FHV and LSV-sized Roundabouts 
 Lane 
Width 
(feet) 
Number 
of Lanes 
Total Roadbed 
Width Inside 
Inscribed Circle 
(feet) 
Central 
Island 
Diameter 
(feet) 
Inscribed 
Circle 
Diameter 
(feet) 
Single-Lane 
Roundabouts 
     
FHV 16 1 32 58-118 90-150 
LSV 8 1 16 12-20 28-36 
Multi-Lane 
Roundabouts 
     
FHV 14-16 2 28-32 118-172 150–200 
 14-16 3 42-48 152-208 200-250 
LSV 8 2 32 12-20 44-52 
 8 3 48 12-20 60-68 
Mini-
Roundabouts 
     
FHV 14 1 28 12-45 45-90 
LSV 8 1 16 4-20 20-36 
LSVs obviously already meet the recommended entering speeds, but to avoid the 
problem of LSV drivers traveling through the roundabout without slowing down some to 
prepare to yield to other vehicles or to pedestrians or cyclists, some deflection of LSVs 
should be accomplished by providing a splitter island and/or central island diameter large 
enough to cause a LSV driver to slow down.   
The minimum central island diameter for the FHV mini-roundabouts is applied to 
LSV roundabouts, though, this could be adjusted based on the need to slow the LSVs 
down.  The 4 foot listed for LSV mini-roundabouts comes from the minimum 
recommended (1 m to 4 m) for mini-roundabouts by the UK’s Design Manual for Roads 
and Bridges (The Highways Agency, 2007), and functions mostly for organizing and 
directing traffic rather than slowing the LSVs down considerably.  Assuming the LSV 
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design vehicle (Table 2), which has a turning diameter of 19.5 feet (inner turning radius 
of 9.75 feet), a roundabout would need about a 20 foot central island diameter.  Most 
LSVs are shorter than the LSV design vehicle, so a smaller, traversable central island for 
longer LSVs could be provided.  Of course, a mini-roundabout with a reduced inscribed 
circle diameter could be provided for FHVs instead, though those are only recommended 
for lower traffic volume streets.       
Conversion of an intersection to a roundabout for FHVs usually requires 
expanding the roadway area.  Assuming standard AASHTO dimensions for an 
intersection of two lane roadways having a width of 48 feet (four lanes 12 feet wide), the 
existing roadway space could not support the construction of a two-lane roundabout.  
Even if the two lane road could be reduced to one lane (with two-way left turn lanes 
provided in between intersections) if roundabouts were constructed because of the 
increased capacity afforded by the removal of signals, the construction of a roundabout 
would require expanding the area dedicated to the roadway, resulting in less space for 
other modes within the existing right-of-way (as can be seen in Table 9). 
Figure 24 shows how a roundabout designed for FHVs typically requires more 
space at the intersection.  The central island of the roundabout is 40 feet in diameter, the 
circulatory roadway width is 14 feet and the lanes approaching the roundabout are 12 feet 
wide.  A FHV passenger car design vehicle from AASHTO (2011) requires at least a 28.8 
foot diameter central island to circulate around the roundabout at a minimal (less than 10 
mph) speed.  Though located on a “bike boulevard,” the 12 foot approach lanes and 
circulatory lanes force cyclists to merge with the FHVs in the roadway.  If the 
intersection was designed for LSVs instead, the inscribed circle diameter would fit within 
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the FHV central island diameter.  This opens space at the intersection for separated bike 
facilities. 
Under a LSV-only scenario, the circulatory roadway width would decrease to 8 or 
9 feet, and thus providing at least a 5 to 6 foot wide bike lane throughout the inscribed 
circle.  Likewise, the approach lanes would provide about a 5 foot bike lane width.  
Studies show that bike lanes in the roundabout are not as safe as separate bike facilities.  
Adding a buffer width between the bikes and LSVs to the roundabout dimensions adds to 
the inscribed circle diameter (about 5 to 10 feet minimum).      
AASHTO (2012), National Association of City Transportation Officials (2012), 
CROW (2007) and the NCHRP 3-78 project (mentioned previously in the shared space 
intersection section) provide guidelines on how to design bicycle and pedestrian facilities 
for roundabouts.  The best design for safety is to separate the bike facilities from the 
vehicle travel lanes and to set the bike and pedestrian crossings back from the roundabout 
so that the vehicle drivers are not performing a turning movement when encountering 
people biking or walking across the street (CROW 2007) (Figure 26).  Even better is to 
grade-separate the bike and pedestrian facilities from the vehicle travel lanes, as has been 
done throughout the Netherlands (Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28).   
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Figure 24.  Roundabout and Non-Roundabout Intersections on 10
th
 Street  in Austin, 
Texas   
(Google Maps) 
There are still very few roundabout intersections in the US, so the most likely 
cost-effective transition would postpone the construction of roundabouts until the full 
LSV-only scenario (i.e., when both intersecting streets only permit LSVs).  Because of 
the size of roundabouts required for FHVs, constructing one during the transition stage 
may only be cost-effective if a low cost temporary one. 
In anticipation of installing a LSV-scaled roundabout for the LSV-only scenario, 
the striping ideas presented for left turns could be implemented but with the crosswalk set 
back (Figure 25).  For pedestrian crosswalks, Rodegerdts et al. (2010) recommends 
setting the crosswalk at least 20 feet from the entrance line to the roundabout.   Setting 
the crosswalk back improves the visibility of pedestrians for FHV drivers leaving a 
roundabout.   
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Figure 25.  Crosswalks Setback in Anticipation of LSV Roundabout Construction 
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Figure 26.  At-Grade Bike Facilities and Roundabout in Harderwijk, The Netherlands 
(Google Maps) 
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Figure 27.  Bike Facilities Grade-Separated from Vehicle Travel Lanes in Houten, 
Netherlands 
(Kaiser & Keen, 2012; Google Maps, Intersection of De Koppeling and De Molen)   
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Figure 28.  Bike Facilities Grade-Separated from Vehicle Travel Lanes in Harderwijk, 
The Netherlands 
(Google Maps) 
 
Median U-Turn 
A median u-turn configuration is essentially an elongated roundabout where left-
turn movements are made downstream of an intersection (Figure 29).  To avoid 
signalization, one of the intersecting roadways would have to be elevated above the other.  
As demonstrated previously in the vertical curve calculations, an overpass would be 
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much shorter for LSVs than for FHVs.  AASHTO (2011) recommends a median at least 
16 feet wide to accommodate a conventional passenger FHV making a u-turn from an 
inner lane to outer lane or 30 feet for an inner lane to inner lane turn and an additional 12 
feet for a dedicated left-turn lane on the approach to the median u-turn.  That sums to a 
total 28 to 42 feet just for a FHV to turn left.   
With LSVs, the dedicated left turn lane would only need to be 6 feet wide.   The 
LSV design vehicle (presented in Table 2) has a total inner turning diameter of 19.5 feet 
(9.75 feet minimum inner turning radius), so a two-lane LSV facility provides at least 12 
feet of the width needed to make a turning maneuver from the median.  This requires at 
least a 7.5 foot wide median between the left turn lane and the two-lane facility in the 
other direction to allow for a complete turn.   
 
 
Figure 29.  Median U-Turn 
(Rodegerdts et al., 2004) 
LSV-Only Interchanges 
AASHTO (2011, p. 10-1) states “the greatest efficiency, safety, and capacity are 
attained when the intersecting traveled ways are grade-separated” and provides a catalog 
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of different interchange options.  The smaller width and lower weight and maximum 
speed of LSVs make grade-separated interchanges more cost-effective and space-
efficient.  The smaller horizontal curvature of LSVs, demonstrated earlier, helps to keep 
the turning lanes of an interchange within the confines of existing roadway space.  As 
discussed previously, cities such as Peachtree City, GA have invested in simple bridges.   
Grade-separation can also benefit those biking and walking.  Though still costlier 
than at-grade intersection treatments, costs of overpasses for LSV-scaled interchanges 
would be substantially less than a large FHV interchange and more aesthetically-pleasing.   
Some of the interchange designs, such as the diamond, partial cloverleaf, and 
partial directional interchanges may require signalization to handle traffic coming off a 
roadway (AASHTO, 2011); however, even in that case roundabouts could replace the 
signalized intersection (Figure 30 and Figure 31).     
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Figure 30.  Diamond Interchange with Roundabouts, Carmel, Indiana 
(Rodegerdts et al., 2010) 
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Figure 31.  Roundabout Interchange Design  
(Google Earth, Motorways M66 and M62 in UK) 
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DESIGN FINDINGS 
This chapter explored the roadway design requirements for LSVs and various 
ways to transition from a FHV-only system to a LSV-only system using existing roadbed 
width, with special attention given to intersections.  The space efficiency of LSVs allows 
for the expansion of facilities for other transportation modes such as cycling.  A design 
goal for the LSV-only transportation system is to remove signals at intersections.  As 
examples, shared spaces, roundabouts, median u-turns, and interchanges scaled to LSVs 
provide non-signalized intersections within existing roadway space.  
A major component of this dissertation is to demonstrate that it is possible by 
taking advantage of the smaller size and weight of the LSVs to remove sources of traffic 
delay predominantly caused by traffic signals that would impede the movement of LSVs.  
The hypothesis is later tested in this dissertation that removing or reducing the number of 
signals could allow LSVs to offer a travel time competitive with FHVs.   
Whereas interchanges and roundabouts designed for FHVs may be difficult to 
implement within existing roadway space because of the space and bridge loading 
requirements, those types of intersections at the scale of the LSV could most likely fit, 
and at a lower cost, while also accommodating other alternative, non-FHV transportation 
modes (e.g., bikes).   
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For at-grade intersections where signalization may be needed because of high 
turning demand, cost or some other reason, unconventional at-grade arterial intersection 
designs described in AASHTO (2011), Reid & Hummer (2001), and Rodegerdts et al. 
(2004) that reduce the number of phases, and thus control delay, could be provided and 
include the following: 
 bowtie, 
 superstreet median, 
 continuous flow,  
 jughandle, 
 split intersection, and  
 quadrant roadway. 
Unconventional intersections that perform well for handling high volumes of 
traffic during peak hours can perform poorly compared to conventional intersections 
during non-peak hours because vehicles at the unconventional intersections travel longer 
to make left turns (Reid & Hummer, 2001).  AASHTO (2011, 2012) and National 
Association of City Transportation Officials (2012) provide some guidance on how to 
design pedestrian and bike facilities for the unconventional intersections. 
With more space available in the roadway because of their smaller size and grade-
separation more affordable because of the smaller size and weight of LSVs, retrofitting 
existing intersections with LSV-scaled overpasses, modern roundabouts, and other non- 
or minimally-signalized intersections becomes physically feasible.  Removing traffic 
signals for FHVs would require in most cases additional land, impose additional 
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externalities (e.g., noise, and reduced business, pedestrian and bicycle access), and of 
course, cost much more.   
The next two chapters describe the methodology and results of the dynamic traffic 
assignment that tests the potential of LSVs to offer comparable or better travel time 
because of a lack of traffic signals where streets permitting only LSVs intersect.  Thus, 
this chapter presented the physical changes that make it possible to assume changes to the 
network, such as separation of LSVs and FHVs in separate facilities and the removal of 
traffic signals.  Both of those changes are hypothesized to provide a means for the LSVs 
to catch-up to their faster counterparts (FHVs).    
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Chapter 4:  Network Evaluation Methodology 
INTRODUCTION 
The tools used to test the hypothesis that it is possible to transition to and have a 
LSV-only system with travel times similar to or better than a FHV-only system must be 
responsive, at the least, to the following major changes made to the network: 
 demand by vehicle type (LSV and FHV), 
 speed limits, 
 number of lanes, 
 link (street) closures prohibiting a vehicle type, and  
 intersection signalization. 
As described in the previous chapter, the presumption is that LSVs can make-up 
for their slower speed because their slower speed, smaller width and lower weight allow 
for the design of intersections without traffic signals within existing roadway space.  A 
transition from FHV-only to LSV-only will require the gradual switching of lanes or 
entire streets for FHVs to LSVs.  
Two tools in transportation analysis lend themselves well for the task of 
comparing the travel times for different scenarios:   
 traffic (network) assignment and 
 traffic microsimulation. 
Traffic assignment seeks to find the routes drivers take on a network of roadways 
and provides information about link and/or route travel times and flows after finding the 
routes.  The rules or guidelines for traffic assignment are more network-oriented.  Traffic 
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microsimulation also provides measures of performance such as travel time, but from 
considering more details about the drivers, vehicles, and the roadways.  For 
computational reasons, because of the added detail, traffic microsimulation is used for 
analysis at a smaller scale, such as at the corridor or intersection.  The coupling of traffic 
assignment with microsimulation, to realize the benefits and overcome the weaknesses of 
each tool, is usually referred to in the literature as a multi-resolution approach.  This 
dissertation focuses solely on the network-level traffic assignment since the main concern 
is with the travel times throughout the network from an origin to a destination and along 
multiple corridors in response to major network changes.  Future research could explore 
the use of the multi-resolution approach. 
The idea of using LSVs for intra-city travel of the past few decades has not 
resulted in a wealth of traffic science research related to the integration of LSVs into the 
existing transportation network.  As such, there has been very limited research into the 
macroscopic and microscopic behavior of LSV movement needed for evaluating 
networks, corridors, and intersections with LSVs in operation.   
Traffic assignment, in contrast to traffic microsimulation, requires far fewer 
parameters.  Considering the dearth of knowledge about LSV driver behavior in a 
network, this is to its advantage.  Microsimulation models demand more information 
about car driving behavior, an area of research severely lacking for LSVs.  Traffic 
assignment models in general only require a few parameters, such as: 
 free flow speed of each link (measured in distance per time), 
 link capacity (measured in vehicles per time), and 
 jam density (measured in vehicles per distance). 
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The fewer the parameters requiring values supplied by the researcher, the fewer 
the assumptions behind the model.  Additionally, the hypothesis under consideration for 
this dissertation benefits from testing at the network level rather than just at an 
intersection or corridor level.  This chapter presents the: 
 background for different traffic assignment approaches,  
 case for using a mesoscopic simulated network with DTA,  
 selected test network, and 
 methodology and measures for testing network scenarios.  
The content of this chapter presents a unique research endeavor for no other study 
could be found that examined the potential of LSVs to offer travel times comparable to 
an existing FHV-only network.  
 
TRAFFIC ASSIGNMENT 
Traffic Assignment Options 
Traffic assignment is the process of assigning travel demand between origin and 
destination pairs to the roadway links of a network.  The results of traffic assignment 
provide information regarding the flow and travel times in the network.   That 
information is needed to evaluate the hypothesis of this dissertation that a transition to 
and full implementation of a LSV-only scenario may maintain or improve travel times.  
Traffic assignment requires origin and destination (OD) demand matrices, a network 
consisting of links and nodes that represent the streets and intersections/interchanges, 
respectively, and a methodology for finding the paths the vehicles take.  Determining 
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how the travel demand loads (i.e., which paths vehicles take) on to the network depends 
upon several key assumptions regarding the: 
 decision-making behavior of the travelers and 
 information available for the travelers. 
Additionally, the modeling of the travel demand and infrastructure in the network 
can be either: 
 static or 
 dynamic. 
How the travelers make decisions on how to select a path in the network generally 
falls into one of two very different assumptions.  Under a user equilibrium (UE) 
assumption, travelers select a path in the network between the origin and destination that 
minimizes their travel time, while disregarding the interests of other travelers to minimize 
their travel time too.  When each individual traveler can no longer find a faster (shorter) 
path, the loading of the network is considered complete and at equilibrium (Wardrop, 
1952).  All the paths between each origin and destination pair at equilibrium have the 
same, minimal travel time.  This is known as the “selfish” traveler assumption.     
In contrast, the system optimal (SO) assumption assumes some travelers are 
willing to take paths that, even though could be changed to shorter paths, are the paths to 
take in order for the network to reach an optimum that minimizes the sum of the travel 
times experienced by every traveler.  This is known as the “altruistic” traveler 
assumption.       
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The SO assumption works well for determining the best case scenario in 
situations when travelers cooperate.  The UE assumption though is more realistic of how 
travelers behave.   
How the travelers determine which path to take depends not only on how they 
decide which path (UE or SO), but on the information available to them to make the 
decision.  Deterministic user equilibrium assumes travelers perceive costs (times) of links 
and paths identically.  In other words, all travelers have the same, perfect information.  
Stochastic user equilibrium assumes travelers perceive costs differently because of 
different, imperfect access to information.  Stochastic may be considered a more realistic 
assumption but requires modeling of path choice, typically with logit or probit choice 
models.  Deterministic assignment can be an acceptable choice when assuming the 
travelers are familiar with the network (e.g., regular commuters).   
The demand between origins and destinations to assign to routes in the network 
can remain static (not change with time) or dynamic (change over time).  Practically, a 
static demand matrix specifies only one value of the amount of demand between each 
origin and destination pair.  A dynamic demand matrix specifies the amount of demand 
for different time intervals.   
Additionally, components of the network can remain static (e.g., no consideration 
of the changes in capacity due to signals) or dynamic (e.g., changing capacity due to 
signals).  Essentially, dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) incorporates time-varying 
elements (e.g., travel demand and signals) into the traffic assignment process.  Static does 
not; though, some static traffic assignment models can implicitly model the impacts of 
signalization (e.g., Meneguzzer, 1997). 
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DTA that assumes user UE (dynamic user equilibrium, or DUE) requires slightly 
adjusting the meaning of user equilibrium because the travel times in the network will 
vary with time. The equilibrium condition in DTA is reached when travelers departing 
within the same time period for each origin and destination pair experience the same 
travel time for every used path.  Under DUE, travelers that depart at different times may 
experience different travel times.  Essentially, the user equilibrium condition applies 
separately to each departure time interval (also called assignment interval) (Chiu et al., 
2010).          
On-going research since the 1970s into how to incorporate the dynamic (i.e., 
time-varying) aspect of travel demand has led to advances.  Chiu et al. (2010) provides an 
accessible introduction to DTA that also presents the differences, strengths, and 
weaknesses of static and dynamic traffic assignment. Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos (2001) 
describe the evolution of DTA since Merchant & Nemhauser (1978) proposed a 
mathematical program formulated to solve a dynamic SO assignment with multiple 
origins and a single destination using exit functions to propagate traffic through the 
network to find travel times. 
Static traffic assignment, as any casual observer of traffic can attest to, is not as 
accurate as a model because traffic demand varies with time, and congestion occurring in 
the network depends on the accumulation of demand over time.  Static traffic assignment 
does not model the queues that form in response to a build-up of demand on the network 
as DTA can and does not incorporate the time-varying elements (e.g., signals) that are a 
key component of this dissertation’s testing of the hypothesis that LSVs can make-up for 
their slower speed by allowing for more efficient, non-signalized intersections.   
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The output of static traffic assignment only offers average conditions not 
representative of the varying conditions on the network during periods of high demand 
(i.e., the peak period) (Chiu et al., 2010).  More specifically, because static traffic 
assignment uses convex link performance functions that relate flow with travel time on a 
link, static does not model traffic conditions experienced under congestion 
(Ziliaskopoulos et al., 2004).   
However, static traffic assignment has prevailed as a tool used to assign traffic 
demand to the links of a transportation network for several reasons.  With proper solution 
algorithms, static assignment models can converge consistently to an equilibrium (Chiu et 
al., 2010).  DTA, on the other hand, can offer more realistic traffic conditions but with 
the possible expense of not reaching a unique and consistent UE solution.  DTA 
formulations with traffic propagation in the network that does not rely on mathematical 
formulas approximates equilibrium through a heuristic iterative process that takes into 
account the route choices of travelers leaving before, at the same time, and after (Chiu et 
al., 2010; Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos, 2001).   
Traffic realism is an important characteristic for testing the hypothesis of this 
dissertation though.  Deciding on which traffic assignment method to use requires 
assessing the importance of traffic realism versus the ability of a traffic assignment 
method to reach and guarantee a UE solution.  The following section presents the case for 
using DTA for testing the hypothesis that a transition to a LSV-only intra-city 
transportation system can result in travel times similar to a FHV-only system. 
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Why Deterministic User Equilibrium Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
The traffic assignment method used for this dissertation needed to: 
 model traffic as realistically as possible, especially congestion,  
 allow for the modeling of two different vehicle types,  
 detect changes in traffic made in response to changes in the infrastructure 
during the transition stages (e.g., removal of traffic signals and changes in 
lanes), and, of course, 
 converge to a unique and feasible solution. 
Though certain DTA methods can falter in the latter preferred characteristic 
(Ziliaskopoulos & Waller, 2000; Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos, 2001), the first three are critical 
for capturing the changes proposed from a transition from FHV to LSV.  Therefore, DTA 
is the preferred traffic assignment method for this dissertation.  Additionally, a UE 
formulation is preferred because of the realistic modeling of “selfish” behavior as well as 
a deterministic assumption for information availability because the network and demand 
OD matrix used for this dissertation research mostly represents commuters leaving the 
central city during the evening weekday peak period of traffic.  
Preliminary research for this dissertation tested an application of static 
deterministic UE to a synthetic network with synthetic demand.  Link capacities and 
speed limits were adjusted, but that approach does not take into account the time 
variation and queue spillback inherent with signalization.  A sketch-level analysis of a 
synthetic network using static UE assignment gave results showing link and system 
average travel times for LSVs much higher than for FHVs.  Considering the lack of 
consideration of time-dependent elements such as changes in demand over time and 
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traffic signals and the inherent disadvantages of using link performance functions since 
they do not model congested links with queue spillback, the findings are not surprising.  
The approach was too simplistic and not as realistic.  Static UE was not the way to go. 
Though research continues into how to improve DTA (Chiu et al., 2010), the 
ability of DTA to more realistically model traffic (e.g., time-varying demand, 
signalization, and queue/congestion spillback) makes it the preferred choice for assessing 
the potential of LSV travel to offer similar travel time in the network.   
Several options exist for implementing DTA that mainly differ in: 
 how DTA is formulated to meet the objective (e.g., UE or SO) and  
 how the traffic propagates in the network.   
UE or SO formulations usually fall into one of the four following categories 
(Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos, 2001; Chiu et al., 2010; Nezamuddin, 2011): 
 mathematical programming, 
 optimal control, 
 variational inequality, and  
 simulation-based. 
The first three are generally classified as analytical approaches because they use 
mathematical formulas to formulate the UE or SO objectives.  The simulation-based 
formulation rely on an iterative process of reducing the differences in the simulated route 
travel times for each origin and destination for meeting a UE objective, or for reducing 
the sum of all the route travel times to meet a SO objective.   
Knowing if the objective (e.g., UE or SO) is being met in the network requires 
structuring the movement of the vehicles in the network.  The traffic propagation 
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structure that guides the movement of the vehicles should be as realistic as possible and 
eventually result in a convergence to a unique solution (i.e., the link and route flows that 
meet the selected objective).  Traffic propagation approaches include: 
 exit flow or exit time functions, 
 point queue, 
 cell transmission model (CTM),  
 link transmission model (LTM), or 
 traffic meso- or microsimulation. 
The ordering of the above approaches closely approximates the increasing traffic 
realism afforded by each approach, with simulation considered at this point the approach 
providing the means for creating more realistic traffic flow.   
Where the analytical approaches such as the exit flow functions (such as those 
used by Merchant & Nemhauser (1978)) try to evaluate traffic propagation and vehicle 
interactions using mathematical formulas and constraints, CTM (Daganzo, 1994), LTM 
(Yperman, 2007), and microsimulation are guided by rules of how vehicles propagate 
through the network that take into consideration the spatial impacts of congestion.  The 
convergence and uniqueness of a solution from using those approaches to propagate 
traffic in the network for travel times are not guaranteed though (Peeta & Ziliaskopoulos, 
2001).   
A distinct advantage of CTM, LTM, and simulation-based DTA over the purely 
analytical approaches is that they have a more realistic representation of traffic flow 
because they consider the spatal queuing resulting from the number of vehicles exceeding 
the number that can physically fit on the link, and most can provide the route flows 
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through the network (Chiu et al., 2010).  Static and analytical DTA approaches can only 
provide information about link flows, which is not as helpful when evaluating how travel 
time and flow changes for the routes between origin and destination pairs in response to 
transitions from FHVs to LSVs. 
Nezamuddin (2011) describes the commercially-available simulation-based DTA 
models DYNASMART (Dynamic Network Assignment-Simulation Model for Advanced 
Telematics), DynaMIT (Dynamic Network Assignment for the Managemetn of 
Information to Travelers), Dynameq, and VISTA (Visual Interactive System for 
Transportation Algorithms).  Each program slightly differs from another in the method 
governing the propagation of traffic through the network.   
Unlike the experiment done with a static UE, the initial experimentation with a 
real, calibrated test network of the downtown and university area of Austin, Texas with 
the CTM-based mesoscopic simulation DTA program VISTA showed DTA was much 
more suited to the testing of the hypothesis than static assignment.  The description of the 
network selected for this dissertation precedes an overview of the VISTA program used 
to conduct DTA analysis. 
The choice of VISTA for this dissertation is admittedly one of convenience: a 
calibrated subnetwork of central Austin suitable for the testing of the hypothesis of this 
dissertation was readily available.  Other DTA models, with their own set of strengths 
and weaknesses, could have also been used.   
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THE SELECTED NETWORK 
Traffic assignment requires a network consisting of links and nodes to represent 
streets and intersections, respectively.  For this dissertation, a network was needed to test 
ideas that was already calibrated and validated with field data.  As luck would have it, the 
Network Modeling Center of The University of Texas at Austin’s Center for 
Transportation Research had recently created, tested, and analyzed a network for the 
downtown and university area of Austin, Texas to study the impacts of converting one-
way streets to two-way (Figure 32).  Figure 33 shows a Google map of the network with 
the boundaries as: 
 West:  N. Lamar Blvd  
 East: IH-35  
 South:  Lady Bird Lake  
 North: North University neighborhood 
Cordon counts were used to calibrate the origin and demand matrix for the 
network originally developed by the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(CAMPO).  “Probe” vehicles were also sent into the network along designated corridors 
to retrieve travel time information used for calibrating and validating the model.  This test 
network is of significance and relevance for this research for several reasons. 
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Figure 32.  The Austin Subnetwork 
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Figure 33.  Map of Austin Network 
(Google Maps) 
First, LSVs are already in operation to a limited extent in the university and 
downtown area.  The University of Texas at Austin maintains a fleet of LSVs that are 
primarily used on campus, though, some venture on to nearby streets to access university 
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buildings off the main campus.  Apartment complexes in the neighborhood west of the 
campus also make use of LSVs. A LSV taxi service in the downtown area provides rides 
for tips-only anywhere near East 6
th
 Street and to places just east of I-35 and downtown 
(Electric Cab of Austin, 2012).  This dissertation thus analyzes the transition potential of 
a network where LSVs already have a presence.  The downtown and university area 
would be natural starting points of a transition strategy.   
Additionally, the downtown and university area are major attractors for the 
region, and parts of the street network, especially on links leading to bridges to cross the 
river and near major employers, such as The University of Texas and the State of Texas 
near the State Capitol, are major bottlenecks in the regional transportation system.  Being 
able to demonstrate an improvement in travel time and reliability in this part of the 
Austin network would support the case for transitioning to LSVs.  Implementation in this 
part could initiate a domino effect of shifting the urban transportation system towards 
LSVs.  
The selected network also has a variety of intersection and roadway types.  There 
are intersections consisting of two one-way streets, of a one-way and two-way street, of 
two-way streets, of four or three legs, of left-turn pocket lanes and channelized turn lanes, 
and of signals.  Roadways within the test network range from the quiet, mostly residential 
street to a major interstate.  Though conversion of the interstate highway in the 
downtown area is not considered for this dissertation (except for one scenario 
representing a community without an interstate highway), the necessary modal transfer 
required for a traveler arriving via FHV on a highway to a LSV-only area is incorporated 
into the model to include the demand for the highway in determining the impact on travel 
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time of transitioning to LSVs.  Some of the roadways traditionally serve as cut-throughs 
between I-35 and the highway to the west called Mopac (Loop 1).  Discussion of how the 
modal transfer from FHV to LSV (and vice versa) was modeled in VISTA is discussed 
more in the following sections on methodology.  
Lastly, the downtown and university area are areas with relatively high levels of 
pedestrian and cycling activity.  The safety and multi-modal accommodation benefits of 
transitioning to smaller, lighter, and slower vehicles would be quite high.   
Therefore, the serendipitous finding of a ready-to-go network of Austin’s 
downtown and university area provides a relevant foundation for implementing a 
methodology aimed at testing that it is possible to achieve comparable or better travel 
times in a transition to LSVs.   
It is important to stress though that the intention of this research is not to suggest 
that a transition to LSVs should only start or occur in downtown and university settings.  
Additional research should test the impacts of transitioning in other settings.  Indeed, 
many LSVs are being used in suburban communities where the full benefits of LSVs 
could also be obtained.  Again, as luck would have it, the selected Austin network 
contains an arterial (Lamar Blvd.) that is similar to the long, low-intersection density 
arterial corridors seen in more suburban settings (in contrast, the downtown arterials 
traverse a high-intersection density area).  The network’s roadway and intersection 
diversity lends itself well to this research.    
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VISTA, THE DTA PROGRAM 
Overview 
Ziliaskopoulos & Waller (2000) introduced VISTA as a framework for managing 
and modeling transportation data with primary modules providing: 
 mesoscopic simulator (called RouteSim), 
 network routing algorithms, 
 static traffic assignment, 
 dynamic traffic assignment, 
 signal optimization, 
 ramp metering, and 
 incident management models. 
This dissertation makes use of VISTA’s mesoscopic simulator, network routing 
algorithms, and dynamic traffic assignment.  The network geometry and time-dependent 
origin-destination (OD) matrices provide the initial data needed to assign every vehicle to 
a path.  Among the set of paths assigned to vehicles, the time-dependent shortest path 
(TDSP) algorithm selects the shortest paths based on the experienced travel time, and 
then, an iterative process using multiple successive averages (MSA) moves a pre-
determined number of vehicles from paths to other paths (i.e., path assignment) until 
attaining UE (or, in most cases, a close approximation of UE).  Ziliaskopoulos et al. 
(2004) describes the traffic flow simulator, TDSP, and path assignment of VISTA, and 
results of applying VISTA to a large scale network of Columbus, Ohio.  Table 10 
presents the workflow of VISTA’s DTA.    
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Table 10.  VISTA DTA Workflow 
Step Output 
Traffic modeling Travel times per interval and link and path 
Time-dependent shortest path (TDSP) Shortest path per OD pair and departure 
time 
Route Assignment Vehicle paths 
Return to traffic modeling to repeat steps until threshold or equilibrium reached. 
The RouteSim mesoscopic simulator utilizes Daganzo’s (1994) CTM for DTA 
with a key enhancement important for this dissertation:  representation of signalized 
intersections.   
In addition to Daganzo’s original publications regarding CTM (1994, 1995) 
several other papers provide useful overviews of CTM (e.g., Nezamuddin, 2011).  Being 
able to model the network with and without traffic signals provides the level of sensitivity 
needed for assessing the travel time implications of a transition to LSVs on the 
transportation network since the premise of the tested hypothesis assumes the removal of 
traffic signals.   
Simulators can be either micro-, meso- or macro-level simulations.  Though CTM 
is founded on the macroscopic theories of traffic flow (LWR) with capacity (flow) and 
density determining how traffic moves through the network, the inclusion of elements 
such as traffic signals brings the scale of the simulator to the meso-level.  Additionally, 
though VISTA generates individual vehicles and keeps track of their route and travel 
time through the network, the simulator is not considered operating at the micro-level 
because of the lack of features commonly featured in traffic microsimulators, such as 
vehicle characteristics (e.g., acceleration) and driver behavior (e.g., lane-changing and 
gap acceptance).  VISTA does allow for some inclusion of vehicle and driver 
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characteristics, as described in the next section, but not to the level of a microsimulator.  
The characteristics only adjust the macroscopic representation of the traffic.   
The TDSP algorithm of Ziliaskopoulos & Mahmassani (1993) and Ziliaskopoulos 
& Mahmassani (1996) guides the search for the shortest paths after the propagation of 
traffic through the network provides path travel times.  The TDSP algorithm developed 
by Ziliaskopoulos & Mahmassani (1996) uses the forward star structure representation of 
a network to take into account the delays associated with movements at intersections.  
Ziliaskopoulos et al. (2004) also describes how VISTA considers intersection movements 
in TDSP.  Again, the explicit consideration of signalized intersections during the search 
for the shortest path supports the choice of VISTA because of this study’s premise that 
removal of signals can help LSVs overcome their slower speed.  
 
Modeling of Traffic Propagation  
As mentioned, traffic propagates through the network in VISTA’s mesoscopic 
simulator according to Daganzo’s (1994) CTM with the additional enhancement of 
modeling signalized intersections.  The movement of traffic through the network by the 
CTM depends on the value of three traffic stream parameters consistent with the 
hydrodynamic macroscopic theory of traffic flow according to the Lighthill, Whitman, 
and Richards (LWR) models (Daganzo, 1994; Lighthill & Whitman, 1955; Richards, 
1956):  
 speed (forward (v) and backwards (w), measured in distance per time) 
 flow ((q), measured in vehicles per time) and  
 density ((k), measured in vehicles per distance). 
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The density at which flow equals zero is called the jam density (kj).  Richards 
(1956) noted the theory does not derive from detailed assumptions about driver-behavior, 
but instead from a hypothesized fundamental relationship between speed, flow, and 
density.  The fundamental diagram of traffic flow proposed by LWR plots flow versus 
density.  Daganzo’s (1994) fundamental diagram for CTM approximates the relationship 
of flow and density with a trapezoidal shape to simplify calculations (Figure 34).   
 
Figure 34.  Daganzo’s (1994) Fundamental Diagram for Macroscopic Traffic Flow 
(diagram from Nezamuddin (2011)) 
The following two sections describe how those parameters defined for each link 
allow CTM to model queue spillback and signalized intersections.  Of course, all of this 
assumes the LSVs also follow the LWR model of traffic flow.  Additionally, the LWR 
model was based on a theory of traffic flow for a long stretch of road, but Lighthill & 
Whitman (1955) discussed the model’s relevance for networks with intersections.   
Queue Spillback 
CTM’s ability to allow the queuing of vehicles over time on to upstream links 
(i.e., the spillback) due to congestion provides a more realistic model of traffic 
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propagation than exit functions or point queues that do not take into account the spatial 
queuing (Daganzo, 1995).  CTM does this by explicitly considering the jam density.  The 
inclusion of density allows for checking the spatial feasibility of allowing vehicles to 
move forward.   
How CTM models traffic conditions with queue spillback begins with the unique 
way CTM models the links.  Instead of a single link, a link is divided into multiple cells 
of equal length (x) determined by the time step (∆t) used for mesoscopic simulation and 
free flow speed of the link.   
Equation 12.  Cell Length 
                      
The link’s flow capacity (qmax) and jam density (kj) scales down to the individual 
cell within the link.  The number of vehicles an upstream cell (u) can send to a 
downstream cell (d) in a simulation time step depends on values derived from the speed, 
flow, and density fundamental equation (Figure 35).  The minimum of the theoretical 
sending (Su(t)) and receiving (Rd(t)) flow determines the number of vehicles moving from 
cell u to cell d during the simulation time step.   
The inclusion of the terms for maximum number of vehicles that can fit into a cell 
(the jam density, kjam) and the maximum flow (qmax) takes into account the possibility of 
queue formation.  If the flow from u, or received by d, already meets the maximum flow 
capacity or if the downstream cell does not have enough physical space, only a portion or 
none of the vehicles from cell u will move forward to the downstream cell d.  Thus, a 
queue will form.  Equation 13 and Equation 14 show how to calculate the number of 
vehicles based on the density of vehicles in the cell.  The cell length (x) multiplied by 
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either the jam density or the density (if less than the jam) provides the number of 
vehicles.   
Equation 13.  Number of Vehicles at Jam Density 
        
Equation 14.  Number of Vehicles at Density 
          
Transitioning the network infrastructure to reduce space for FHVs and increase 
space for LSVs will most likely result in some congested conditions, so a model that 
incorporates queue spillback will provide a more realistic estimate of expected 
conditions. 
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Figure 35.  Equations for CTM Cell-to-Cell Traffic Flow 
Referring back to Daganzo’s (1994) trapezoidal fundamental diagram (Figure 34), 
the congested condition exists where flow decreases due to increases in density (k) and 
has a slope equal to the backwards wave speed (w).  Under congested conditions, the jam 
density (kj) of the downstream cell, less the vehicles already in the downstream cell, 
limits the flow to the downstream cell.  The other two conditions shown in the trapezoidal 
fundamental diagram, the uncongested (where slope equals the free flow speed, v) and 
maximum capacity, allows all vehicles to move forward.   
The modeling of diverges and merges are just variations of these and are 
described in Daganzo (1995) and Nezamuddin (2011).  Intersections are essentially 
modeled as a collection of diverges and merges.   
Intersection Modeling  
Another major reason the CTM, as implemented by VISTA, provides a fitting, 
though not perfect tool, for comparing the FHV and LSV network scenarios is its ability 
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to model signalized intersections.  VISTA does not model the unsignalized intersections 
described in Chapter 3 (shared space, roundabouts, and median u-turns).  This is a 
shortcoming of VISTA, but also of other DTA models.  Future research will explore 
modifications to make to CTM to more realistically model those types of intersections.  
Efforts by Ping et al. (2012), Tampere et al. (2011), Li & Chang (2010), and Flotterod & 
Rohde (2009) to model vehicle interactions at intersections could help improve both 
unsignalized and signalized intersection modeling. 
The modeling of signalized intersections with CTM models can generally take 
one of two approaches: 
 explicit modeling or 
 implicit (average) modeling. 
The first approach, used by VISTA, changes the permitted flow each time step 
(∆t) according to the signal phasing plan for the intersection (see Figure 36).  VISTA’s 
CTM creates links with time-varying capacity (saturation flow) tied to the signal control. 
An iterative algorithm is used to check for the ability of links to send or receive more 
flow than allocated according to Daganzo’s (1995) CTM models for diverges and 
merges.  The iterative algorithm meets the requirement to maximize flows through an 
intersection for purposes of providing realistic, consistent solutions for a macroscopic 
model of intersections (Tampere et al., 2011).  Flow maximization requires flow to 
increase until reaching a constraint.  In other words, every driver will move forward 
unless a constraint prevents the movement (Tampere et al., 2011).  No driver waits when 
they can move forward.   
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Saturation Flow on Sending Link and Corresponding Receiving Links Signal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 36.  Explicit Simulation of Red and Green Signal Phases 
The advantage of VISTA’s intersection modeling is that it explicitly takes into 
account the temporal changes in capacity.  The disadvantage is that approach is probably 
not the most realistic way of modeling an intersection within a simulation-based CTM 
DTA.   
Yperman (2007) provides a concise summary of node/intersection modeling for 
dynamic network traffic loading and the following key criticisms about the explicit 
modeling approach that VISTA uses. The implementation of the signal phasing plan 
depends on the selected simulation time step; the smaller the time step, the finer 
resolution captures short signal phases but increases the computational complexity.  
Ziliaskopoulos & Waller (2000) noted in their introduction of VISTA that the simulation 
time step selected by the VISTA user determines the level of representational detail for 
Saturation Flow = 
0 vehicles/hour 
Saturation Flow = 
1800 vehicles/hour 
10 seconds 
25 seconds 
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the intersections in the network.  The smaller the time step (e.g., 2 seconds) the more 
sensitive the mesoscopic simulator in VISTA is to signal controls, phasing, lost times, 
and gap acceptance.  The change in permitted flow imposes a less realistic modeling of 
driver route choice behavior; drivers in general, though there can be cases, do not modify 
their route based on signal phases.  The results of explicit modeling are more accidental; 
the simulation solution is a result of just the timing for a particular condition in the 
traffic. 
Yperman (2007) recommends incorporating average conditions for signalized 
intersections.  For DTA, the explicit modeling of intersection phase time is not as realistic 
as average, but it is still far superior to static traffic assignment which does not take into 
account the impact of traffic signals on traffic propagation, except with questionable and 
indirect adjustments to the link performance functions. 
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Summary:  The Case for VISTA 
In summary, aside from the Austin subnetwork and VISTA software being readily 
available, the decision to use VISTA, a CTM-based DTA model comes down to the 
following advantages that it offers over other DTA approaches or static assignment 
modeling: 
 queue spillback and 
 signalized intersection delay. 
In the future, other DTA software programs or customized code that can further 
improve upon VISTA’s capabilities, such as modeling a variety of intersections more 
realistically, merits continuing this research with those improved tools.  For an initial 
attempt at understanding what it would mean for the transportation network to gradually 
shift to LSVs, VISTA’s DTA model provides a tool with a level of traffic realism useful 
for evaluating the travel times of FHVs and LSVs.   
VISTA IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation of DTA using VISTA is done through a combination of 
working in VISTA’s GUI (graphical user interface) website and with postgreSQL coding 
in a SSH terminal.  VISTA is a database consisting of multiple tables with information 
provided by the modeler and of other tables prepared by VISTA after performing 
calculations, such as for the number of cells and cell length.  This section reviews each of 
the tables critical in developing network model scenarios for LSV and FHV travel, 
explains the preparation of the network, provides a summary of modeling assumptions, 
and presents the travel time performance measures. 
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Network Representation 
The network coding in VISTA consists of nodes and links between the nodes.  
Separate tables are provided defining the geographic coordinates of the nodes and links.  
Since the goal of transitioning to a LSV-only system separates the two vehicle types 
during the transition (except for one scenario that has the vehicles share links), a set of 
parallel links were created to represent the LSV facilities except along the interstate 
highway links since LSV lanes would not be provided adjacent to highway FHV lanes for 
obvious safety reasons.  
Vehicle Types 
VISTA requires designation of vehicle types and two characteristics unique to 
each vehicle type:  length of the vehicle (in feet) and the mesoscopic flow consumption 
of the vehicle (Figure 37).  Two vehicle types were created for the VISTA networks:  
LSV and FHV (i.e., car). Each vehicle type is assigned a unique ID.  After simulation it is 
possible to find the path and departure and arrival times of each vehicle, though VISTA’s 
mesoscopic simulator does not simulate the movement of each vehicle as a traffic 
microsimulator would.   
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Figure 37.  Vehicle Class Table in VISTA Database    
Vehicle Length 
Most of the LSVs currently manufactured at the time of this dissertation, shown in 
Appendix A, have lengths of 12 feet or less and have four seats or less.  Only three LSV 
models with six seats or more have a length as small as 12 feet (see Table 11).        
Table 11.  Summary of LSV Lengths 
 Length 
Average 11.2 ft 
Maximum 17.4 ft 
Median 11.2 ft 
Number of LSV models: Count 
Equal to or under 12 feet in length 42 
More than 12 feet or less than or equal to 13 feet 6 
More than 13 feet or less than or equal to 14 feet 7 
For all scenarios, the FHV car length was set at 16 feet.  For all transition 
scenarios and the LSV-only scenario, the LSV vehicle class was assigned a car length of 
14 feet.  A LSV length of 12 feet reduces the travel time slightly based on an 
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experimental run of a scenario with that length for LSVs, but to be conservative, 14 feet 
was maintained.   
Though documentation for VISTA does not explicitly state how vehicle length is 
used in the model, it appears the vehicle length influences the jam density of a cell.  
Shorter vehicles can have higher jam densities than longer vehicles.  Presumably, VISTA 
uses the given vehicle lengths to calculate the jam density for the link cells.  The jam 
densities displayed in a table called “celldata” after preparing the network for simulation 
shows the jam densities are calculated by default assuming a 20 foot vehicle length, 
regardless of the vehicle lengths specified.  Experiments run show vehicle length does 
affect the travel time results.  Those results suggest VISTA internally modifies the jam 
density from the default (calculated with the 20 feet) using the length assigned in the 
vehicle class table. 
VISTA appears to allow for incorporating the vehicle length of the vehicle into 
the model, but a problem arises on the highway links.  On those links, the LSV drivers 
are actually in FHVs.  It is not until they exit the highway that they are actually in LSVs.  
Since vehicles are designated FHV or LSV according to demand, VISTA models the 
LSV demand as LSV vehicles, even on the highway links, where in reality the drivers are 
in FHVs on those links.   
One way to get around the problem is to not have the LSV and FHV vehicle 
length differ.  Since vehicle length appears to only affect the jam density, the alternative 
would be to change the jam densities calculated by VISTA for the cells of the LSV only 
links.  The “celldata” table produced by VISTA after preparing the network for 
simulation lists all the cells for the links in the network.  An update query can be used to 
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change the jam densities of the LSV-only links based on the length of the LSVs.  With 
that approach, the vehicle length in the “vehicleclass” table for LSVs and FHVs would be 
equal.  However, it was found that by re-calculating the jam densities for the LSV-only 
links, most of the cells had calculated jam densities less than the minimum jam density 
(10) needed for suitable running of the simulation.  The slower speeds of the links result 
in short cell lengths.  Also, it is unknown with VISTA’s code how the assigned vehicle 
length affects the manually revised jam density. 
The decision was made to keep the LSV vehicle length as 14 feet rather than 
manually updating the cell jam density for LSV links.  The assumption being made is that 
the vehicles used on the highway by the LSV drivers would probably not be long since 
they are most likely for commute purposes, considering the network and time of day.  
Future research will need to examine how to more realistically model the vehicle 
characteristics, especially when there is a change in vehicle for a particular segment of 
the demand.   
Mesoscopic Flow 
The mesoscopic flow consumption of the vehicle adjusts the capacity flow.  For 
instance, the car with a mesoscopic flow of 1.0 effectively has a lower flow capacity than 
a LSV assigned a mesoscopic flow value of 0.9 (the lower the value, the higher the flow).  
The mesoscopic flow parameter is needed when two vehicles travel on the same link but 
differ in the capacity flow between cells.  For all the scenarios, since studies of LSV 
capacity is lacking, and their smaller speeds counteract benefits of having shorter vehicle 
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length for capacity, a mesoscopic flow of 1.0 is assumed for LSVs in all scenarios.  
Experimental runs using lower mesoscopic flows for LSVs resulted in lower travel times. 
As with the car length, the problem with specifying mesoscopic flow for the 
vehicle occurs when LSV and FHV vehicles share the highway links.  In reality, the LSV 
drivers are using FHVs when traveling on the highway; it is not until they exit the 
highway that LSVs are used.  However, the way VISTA works, the LSV demand is 
represented by a vehicle with LSV characteristics, regardless of the link the LSV traveler 
is traveling on.  Therefore, adjusting the mesoscopic flow for LSVs results in an 
unrealistic situation on highway links where the LSV drivers are actually in FHVs.   
To overcome this problem, the mesoscopic flow is kept the same for the LSVs 
and FHVs.  If the LSVs are assumed to have a higher flow from one cell to another than 
FHVs, an alternative approach is to adjust the capacity of the LSV links only.  Since very 
little literature exists regarding the capacity of LSV facilities, the capacity of the LSV and 
FHV links are assumed the same.  More discussion of the issue of capacity occurs in the 
upcoming section on link characteristics. 
Links 
VISTA’s “link details” table requires the speed, capacity, and number of lanes for 
each link, in addition to the ID of the source and destination nodes for the link and the 
length (Figure 38).  The “type” field indicates whether the link is part of the network 
(value of 1) or a link connecting the demand centroid to the network (value of 100).   
Propagation of traffic in a network using CTM depends on the macroscopic 
variables of density, speed, and capacity (flow), and the values entered for lanes, speed, 
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and capacity directly influence how traffic moves through the network.  The link data 
provides the three key parameters used for macroscopic propagation of traffic.      
 
Figure 38.  VISTA’s Link Details Table 
Lanes 
CTM uses the number of lanes solely for purposes of calculating the jam density 
(kj) for the cells on the link.  VISTA’s mesoscopic simulator does not consider lane-
changing behavior as a traffic microsimulator would to model movement of traffic from 
one lane to another.  As mentioned before in describing how CTM propagates traffic, the 
jam density is the number of vehicles per distance.  The section describing the 
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preparation of the CTM network in VISTA provides an explanation of how VISTA finds 
the jam density (kj) for each cell using the number of lanes as one of several variables.    
The different FHV and LSV transition scenarios considered for this research 
includes gradual reductions in the number of lanes for FHV links and increases in the 
number of lanes for LSV links until full LSV-only implementation.  The number of lanes 
is one of several variables that are modified to define each scenario. 
VISTA does not consider lane width and therefore there are no database tables 
that allow the user to define width of the lanes.   
Link Bays 
VISTA does offer a turning bay table to allow for storage of left turning vehicles 
in cells separate from the through traffic.  Several left turn bays were included in the 
original Austin subnetwork for a portion of the southbound frontage roads on two of the 
road segments underneath I-35 to support the traffic turning on the interstate.  Those link 
bays were maintained (see Figure 39).   
Since some transition scenarios for roadways could include the change from four 
lanes to three lanes, turning bays could be added to each direction of a link to model the 
ability to pull out of the main lane of traffic.  For instance, for a roadway to be converted 
from four lanes to two lanes with a middle two-way left turn lane (TWLTL) (usually 
referred to as a “road diet” or “complete street” configuration) to accommodate LSVs and 
bikes, the roadway could be coded as one lane in each direction for FHVs with parallel 
links for the LSV lanes in both directions.  The TWLTL would either not be included in 
the model or could be created by creating a left turn bay for each link. The amount of 
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effort to identify locations and code two link bays to represent a TWLTL led to the 
decision to not use additional link bays (other than those that came with the network).  
This will most likely result in more conservative travel times. 
 
Figure 39.  VISTA’s Link Bays Table 
Speed 
Rather than defining a maximum speed limit by vehicle type, vehicle speed is 
controlled by assigning the maximum (free flow) speed limit by link.  In VISTA, speed 
limit, expressed as miles per minute, is used to calculate the cell length that is used to 
calculate jam density (refer to Equation 12).   
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Capacity 
Capacity, defined as the “maximum sustainable hourly rate at which persons or 
vehicles reasonably can be expected to traverse a point or a uniform section of a lane or 
roadway during a given time period under prevailing roadway, environmental, traffic and 
control conditions,” (Transportation Research Board, 2010, pp. 4-1) must be specified for 
each roadway link (and applied to each lane in the link) in VISTA.  VISTA requires a 
capacity value for each link in the network, as measured in vehicles per hour per lane.  
The capacity assigned to the link applies to each lane on the link.   
As described earlier, the CTM-based dynamic loading of the vehicles requires a 
maximum capacity value (qmax) in the calculation of how many vehicles may travel from 
one cell to another during one time step.   
Unfortunately, the literature lacks any specific studies of LSV capacity for LSV-
only facilities.  Tabra (2008) found LSVs sharing lanes with FHVs reduced the capacity 
(flow) of the FHV roadway by 5% to 30%.  The fundamental diagram defining the 
relationship of speed and flow (flow= speed * density) shows that the flow decreases with 
decreasing speed.  This suggests capacity for LSVs may be lower.  However, their 
smaller length may have the opposite effect of increasing capacity. 
Evidence from the literature indicates smaller vehicles increase the capacity of a 
link.  None of the studies were of LSVs but of FHVs with shorter car lengths.  
Additionally, all the studies assumed the shorter FHVs operated with the longer FHVs.  A 
review of those studies shows the potential of LSVs to increase the capacity of a link 
based on their shorter length and possibly different car-following behavior of drivers.   
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The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (Transportation Research Board, 2010) 
serves as the reference in transportation engineering for determining the capacity of a 
roadway; however, the manual excludes LSVs.  For FHVs, methods to determine 
capacity depend on the facility and conditions under consideration (e.g., links on 
corridors with signalized intersections and highway links). Passenger car equivalents 
(PCEs) are used to take into account the impacts of different types of vehicles on the 
capacity of a freeway or signalized intersection.  Large FHVs, such as those with more 
than four tires, have PCEs higher than one because they reduce the capacity of a lane.  
Vehicles following the large FHVs tend to maintain a longer headway.  For instance, 
Kockelman & Shabih (2000) found that light duty trucks (e.g., SUVs, minivans and 
pickup trucks) have an average PCE of 1.2 that, with the expectation of traffic consisting 
of 50% of light duty trucks, results in a 10% decrease in a signalized network’s through 
traffic capacity.  The higher the PCE, the more of an adverse impact the vehicle type has 
on capacity of the roadway or intersection.  To date, no research studies have estimated 
the PCE of LSVs. 
Steuart & Shin (1978) measured headways between FHVs at urban signalized 
intersections to determine the effect of vehicle size on capacity and found that 
significantly shorter headways occur between small cars during saturation flow compared 
to full size cars.  The differences in headways diminished as traffic approached free flow 
conditions.  Small cars were not defined as LSVs, but defined as a passenger vehicle near 
12 feet in length and four cylinders.  Many LSV models do not exceed 12 feet in length.   
Steuart & Shin (1978) estimated small cars increase signalized intersection 
capacity by 10 to 15%, especially at intersections with a number of turning movements.  
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The study focused on the headways at intersections, and specifically at discharge during 
the green phase when the vehicles were at relatively low speeds.  Steuart & Shin (1978) 
cited studies conducted before theirs that also indicated the effects of small vehicles also 
depended on the traffic conditions.   
Forbes & Wagner (1962) and Whitby (1962) did not detect a significant change in 
capacity of expressways as a result of an increased proportion of smaller vehicles in the 
traffic flow.  Herman et al. (1973) determined small cars as part of platoons could 
increase capacity of signalized intersections.  
Herman et al. (1973) modeled driver behavior deterministically and found that as 
the proportion of ten-foot long cars increased (a length similar to that of LSVs), the flow 
increased at linked intersections, as measured by the vehicles per hour of green.  For 
instance, the simulated results indicated that for a queue of 15 ten-foot long cars at a 
light, the flow increased by 70 percent and the speed by 57 percent compared to a queue 
of 15 twenty-foot long cars.   McCleanahan & Simkowitz (1969) attributed the findings 
to the fact that the queue of shorter cars occupies less space, which reduces the amount of 
queue spillback to upstream intersections and increasing the flow.  McCleanahan & 
Simkowitz (1969) noted the increases in flow are much higher than the 10 to 15 percent 
increase in flow calculated for single, isolated intersections.  Great Britain Ministry of 
Transport (1967) also found minicars increase roadway capacity.   
Wasielewski (1981) observed headways and vehicle sizes on a single lane of an 
urban freeway under free flow conditions and concluded small cars increase freeway 
capacity.  As with previous studies, the study hypothesized that shorter vehicles (defined 
as having a length of 15 feet or less) would only have a very small, if any, effect on 
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roadway capacity in free flow conditions based on the geometry alone. Wasielewski 
(1981) also found potential capacity improvement of 8% because the average headways 
of small cars following small cars was less than the average headways of all cars 
following other cars of various lengths.   
Mu & Yamamoto (2012) also found using a cellular automata model that the 
inclusion of microcars (very short vehicles) in the highway and signalized arterial traffic 
stream increases the vehicles passing through per hour.   
Research regarding the impact of shorter FHVs on roadway capacity suggests 
LSVs have the potential, just by their reduced length, to have higher capacities than 
FHVs.  However, speed also impacts capacity.  The lower speed of LSVs may pull 
capacity down.   
The lack of LSV-specific capacity estimates and the potential conflicting 
influence of LSV length and speed on capacity led to a decision to model the LSV links 
with the same capacity as the parallel FHV link.  This may be either a conservative or a 
generous assumption and one that would benefit from future research in potential 
capacities of LSV facilities.  Figure 40 shows the distribution of capacity (in units of 
vehicles per hour per lane) across the network for the base case FHV-only scenario.   
Chapter 5 presents results of re-running the LSV-only scenario using decreased 
capacity for the LSV links to explore how decreases in capacity affect LSV travel time. 
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Figure 40.  Distribution of Capacity in FHV-Only Network 
Demand 
The total demand for the subnetwork of Austin follows the distribution shown in 
Figure 41 and represents demand on a weekday evening between 4 and 8pm.  The 
demand was extracted from the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization’s 
(CAMPO) larger regional network model.  A few OD pairs with high demand in the early 
(0 to 0.25) time period help form the demand peak for that time period.  Those pairs are 
along the edges of the network and in an area known for high levels of congestion (e.g., 
Lamar Blvd at 5
th
 and 6
th
 Street).  The analysis of the DTA results only uses the vehicles 
that depart within the 0.5 to 1.5 hour time period (black bars in Figure 41) to capture the 
travel times during the peak periods.  Limiting the data analyzed to the middle portion of 
the demand avoids some of the problems with using time periods during which the 
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simulator is adding vehicles to the network and moving the vehicles out of the network.  
The total demand between OD pairs is not changed for any of the scenarios (as with the 
capacity values). 
   
 
Figure 41.  Distribution of Demand for Subnetwork of Austin 
Of course, choosing to analyze the potential of LSVs to improve travel time using 
pm peak period data could favor LSVs since FHVs most likely travel slowly during those 
times due to traffic congestion.  Though that may be the case, the peak periods of travel 
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are when most travel occurs, and transportation investment decisions in most cases are 
made because of what happens during peak congestion periods.  Additionally, this 
dissertation offers for consideration alternatives to traditional, costlier, and most likely 
more community-disrupting measures taken to reduce FHV congestion, such as 
expanding roadways.   
Demand Split 
The demand is assumed “fixed” for purposes of determining how many FHVs and 
LSVs travel in the network.  For the transition scenarios, an increase in LSV demand is 
taken as a percentage of the original, given total demand (i.e., the total demand is divided 
into 80% FHV and 20% LSV). 
For demand scenarios with a low percentage of the demand assigned to a vehicle 
type, such as 90% FHV and 10% LSV, the demand for LSV for an OD pair at a particular 
departure period (ODT) could be less than one.  Additionally, some of the ODT demands 
could be more than one but have fractional demands (e.g., 6.24).  Rounding the resulting 
demand for all ODT demands can introduce large errors, since the rounding changes the 
total number of vehicles.  To avoid the systemic error caused by rounding, VISTA draws 
a random number between zero and one for each ODT combination, and if the random 
number is less than or equal to the fractional part of the demand the demand rounds up, 
otherwise the demand rounds down. 
Departure Time 
The time-dependent OD matrix used for the DTA is fixed, meaning the model 
does not allow for adjustments to departure time.  Departure times may change in 
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response to reductions in demand.  For instance, as the demand for FHV travel declines 
(in response to drivers shifting from FHV to LSV) travelers using FHVs may depart later 
or earlier since there is less congestion.  These potential shifts in departure time are not 
modeled for this dissertation.     
The vehicle trips in the simulation are departure-time based, meaning the trips are 
defined by their departure time and have variable arrival time based on the conditions and 
route in the network.  Future versions of VISTA may include the ability to model trips 
based on arrival time that would set the arrival time as fixed and the departure time 
varying based on the conditions in which the trip can be made to meet the pre-defined 
arrival time (Vista Transport Group, Inc., 2012).  Since the demand used for the test 
network represents the weekday pm peak period in the central city that mostly consists of 
travelers leaving work at typical times, using a fixed departure time is a realistic 
component of the model.    
Mode Choice 
Another assumption made with the use of a fixed time-dependent OD demand 
matrix is that the travel times in the network as determined during DTA do not influence 
the choice of mode.  Regardless of the conditions of the network, the traveler will enter 
the network with their pre-determined vehicle of choice (i.e., LSV or FHV) at a pre-
determined time.  This assumption would be realistic for travelers that have only one 
vehicle.  For travelers with one of each type of vehicle, or access to either type through 
car-sharing or another means, the network assignment could be made more realistic and 
accurate by also incorporating a mode choice component influenced by the experienced 
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travel times on the network for each type of vehicle.  This research for this dissertation 
does not include a mode choice component, but is certainly an interesting topic for 
further research.   
Vehicle Transfer 
The Austin subnetwork includes an interstate highway with demand origins and 
destinations directly connected to the highway.  In VISTA, the demand assigned to LSVs 
is modeled as being in LSVs for the entire trip.  For travel on the interstate highway 
(which must necessarily permit FHV and LSV demand), the LSV drivers use the FHV 
links and thus travel according to the FHV characteristics of the link (speed, capacity) 
with the LSV vehicle characteristics (vehicle length).  In reality, the LSV driver must 
transfer to a FHV since they cannot operate a LSV on the highway.  Since this is not a 
built-in option within VISTA, the model needed to somehow incorporate the time needed 
to transfer to the other vehicle.  The vehicle transfers are assumed to operate like a car-
sharing scheme with vehicle stations located just off the highway.  An assumed 10 
minute vehicle transfer time added to all LSV demand required to access their origin or 
destination via the interstate highway provides a more realistic estimate of the travel time 
impacts of transitioning to LSVs.      
Several options were considered for incorporating the time to transfer to another 
vehicle type.   An approach was narrowed down to one that used the on- and off-ramp 
links as the means of imposing the assumed 10 minute vehicle transfer time.  
Experimentation was done of two different ways of modeling a vehicle transfer using the 
on- and off-ramp links.   
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The “Y” approach created two parallel links at the entrance of the ramps (Figure 
42).  Link A permits LSVs only and has a length, speed, and number of cells to guarantee 
the addition of a 10 minute vehicle transfer time when a LSV traverses Link A.  The 
traveler is not actually transferring from a FHV to a LSV vehicle (or vice versa) in 
VISTA.  At all times in the network the traveler is “in” their assigned vehicle.   
Initially, the coding for the vehicle transfer link assigned a speed dependent on the 
length of the link (and had the same capacity, length, and lanes as the original ramp link).  
The length of the link (in miles) divided by the assumed vehicle transfer time (10 
minutes) equaled the speed assigned to the link.  However, speed is used to determine the 
length of each cell in the link and VISTA would return an error after preparing the 
network (i.e., converting the link information into cell information for the modeling) for 
speeds close to 0.   
 The solution to that problem used trial-and-error calculations to find a length and 
speed acceptable for VISTA’s cell generation.  After quadrupling the length and speed, 
VISTA no longer reported errors and the initial scenario used to test the vehicle transfer 
link model commenced.  However, the results were unusual:  LSVs were avoiding the 
highway ramps that made the most sense to exit or enter the highway.  A review of the 
data revealed that a 10 minute travel time is not guaranteed using the aforementioned 
calculations for length and speed limits on a vehicle transfer link.  The travel times on the 
ramps varied between 8 and 12 minutes.  The variation was enough to affect route path 
choice.   
 The intention of the vehicle transfer link was not to influence route choice but to 
guarantee a 10 minute vehicle transfer time.  Regardless of a driver’s choice of route, 
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they will spend 10 minutes transferring from a FHV to a LSV if entering or exiting a 
highway.  The time of course may vary in reality, but it is assumed that unless the vehicle 
transfer stations are inequitable (some are more time-consuming than others), the choice 
of where to transfer should not affect route choice.   
The alternative that did guarantee a 10 minute vehicle transfer time used a back-
calculation of the speed and length to use for the links using “cell math” (i.e., thinking in 
terms of CTM).   
The length of the link determines how many cells represent the link in CTM.  
Since all the cells are the same length within a link, dependent on the assigned free flow 
speed, some links could randomly have fewer cells and thus shorter travel times.  This 
contributed to the problem of some of the ramps imposing different vehicle transfer 
times.  To fix the problem, the approach pursued made all the vehicle transfer links the 
same length with a length and number of cells and speed to guarantee 10 minutes.   
To do that, with the mesoscopic simulation time step of 6 seconds (∆t) used for 
this research, the vehicle can traverse one cell in 6 seconds, so a vehicle that needs to 
travel 10 minutes needs 100 cells.  For 100 cells that take 6 seconds each it would take 
600 seconds total to cross the 100 cell-long link.  Dividing the 600 seconds by 60 seconds 
gives 10 minutes.  CTM requires thinking in terms of cells and discrete time steps. 
Given that there are 100 cells, a length to give each cell can be determined using 
Equation 15 (repeating Equation 12).      
Equation 15.  Cell Length 
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The calculation can assume any free flow speed.  A speed (vf) of 30 mph (0.5 
mi/min in VISTA units) results in a cell length equal to 0.5 mi/min * 6 sec * 1min/60 sec 
* 5280 feet/mi = 264 feet. Therefore the link length should be set as 264 feet * 100 cells 
= 26,400 feet.  The link length, of course, has no physical meaning and only adds 10 
minutes to the LSV travel time for the LSV demand entering or exiting the highway.  A 
jam density double the highest highway cell jam density was assigned to each vehicle 
transfer cell to prevent congestion being a problem due to the vehicle transfer cells. 
Link B is the bypass lane for FHVs (Figure 42), since they do not need to do a 
vehicle transfer.  VISTA requires at a minimum a two-cell link, so the bypass lane adds 
two time steps to the travel time of the FHV vehicle that would not otherwise be added if 
the ramp just consisted of one link.  For example, the 6 second time step used for the 
simulation results in an additional 12 seconds of travel time for FHVs using an on- or off-
ramp.  The additional amount of time is negligible compared to overall path travel times, 
so the impact of the bypass link is not of concern.  Link B adopts the link characteristics 
of the original ramp link (e.g., capacity and lanes). 
Link C is the original ramp link.  The LSVs and FHVs share the link to more 
accurately reflect the impact of the capacity and jam density of the ramp on handling both 
vehicle demands since the real world application would have the vehicle transfer after 
exiting the highway or before entering the highway.  VISTA does not have the capability 
of actually changing the vehicle the person uses, so Link C allows both vehicle types.   
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On-Ramp 
Access road node 
Off-Ramp 
Access road node 
Ramp Combo: 
Link A:  LSV-only 
Link B:  FHV-only 
Link C:  LSV and FHV 
 
 
 
Ramp 
Interstate highway node Interstate highway node 
Figure 42.  Vehicle Transfer Link Model 
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An alternative link formation tested consisted of Link B completely bypassing the 
original ramp link and the vehicle transfer link (Figure 43).  Link B becomes a separate 
bypass ramp.  This model avoids the rather minor problem of additional time being added 
to the FHV travel time; however, the model introduces the problem of how to divide the 
capacity of the original ramp link (Link C) after splitting the links into B and A/C.  In the 
model shown in Figure 42, the original link capacity for the ramp is shared by both 
vehicles, as it would occur in reality.   
 
On-Ramp: 
Access road node 
Off-Ramp: 
Access road node 
Ramp Combo: 
Link A:  LSV-only 
Link B:  FHV-only 
Link C:  LSV-only 
 
 
 
Ramp 
Interstate highway node Interstate highway node 
Figure 43.  Vehicle Transfer Link Model Alternative  
The inclusion of the interstate highway in the subnetwork required considering 
how the travel time for LSV travelers originating from or going to highway origins or 
destination would be affected.  The 10 minute vehicle transfer time is an assumption and 
A 
A B 
B 
C 
C 
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some transfers make take longer, others shorter.  The choice of vehicle transfer time can 
be considered a performance goal for the transportation system.  
 Lastly, the inclusion of a vehicle transfer link proved helpful in checking the 
validity of a scenario’s results.  The average travel times of OD pairs that require a 
vehicle transfer must always be equal to or more than 10 minutes.  If not, then that raised 
a “red flag” that the scenario somehow allowed LSVs to avoid using the vehicle transfer 
links when entering or exiting the highway.   
The use of the vehicle transfer links is intended to build in as realistic as possible 
within the constraints of the VISTA framework the expectation that not everyone will 
arrive to the network by LSV.   
Signal Timing and Phasing 
The original network consists of 173 traffic signals (see Figure 44). 
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Figure 44.  Traffic Signals in Original Austin Sub-Network 
The subnetwork uses the signal timing and phasing data used by the City of 
Austin.  Many of the signalized intersections are coordinated for signal progression and 
have offsets.  VISTA allows for fixed cycle signal progression signal timing.  The offset 
entered into VISTA is the time from the start of simulation by which to offset the first 
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phase of the signal (VISTA documentation).  Of the 173 signals in the network, 153 have 
offsets.  The inclusion of coordinated signals complicates the removal of traffic signals 
from the network or changing of phasing timing for transition scenarios.  Extensive 
traffic signalization optimization would need to be done if signal coordination needed to 
be changed in response to the removal of traffic signals.  That effort is not undertaken for 
this dissertation.   
For consideration, Chiu et al. (2010) note in their primer on DTA that signal 
timing settings for the present, base case scenario may not necessarily be the optimum for 
future years.  Adjustments to signal timing may be done in response to changes in the 
LSV and FHV travel demand. Chiu et al. (2010) provided a recommendation to conduct 
an initial DTA for the future scenario with the base case traffic signal settings, adjusting 
those settings for the resulting traffic flow pattern using traffic signal calculations, 
optimization software, and HCM analysis, and then solving the DTA again (repeating the 
process as needed to attain a stable flow pattern).   
This dissertation does not assume a particular length of time for the transition to 
LSVs to occur or forecast year for full LSV implementation.  An increase in LSV 
demand is taken as a percentage of the original total demand (i.e., the 100% FHV demand 
of the base case is adjusted to 80% FHV and 20% LSV).  As mentioned before, this 
dissertation does not adjust signal timing or offsets for any of the network scenarios. 
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Assignment, Simulation, and Routing Options 
VISTA offers several assignment, mesoscopic simulation, and routing parameters 
the user may adjust.   Figure 45 presents a screenshot of the “Options” page showing the 
adjustable parameters and their meaning.  The values set in the screenshot were 
recommended based on previous experiments with the parameters and used for the 
scenarios run for this dissertation. 
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Figure 45.  VISTA Mesoscopic Simulation Options 
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Preparation of Network, Demand and Transit 
After the modeler inputs data, three modules are implemented to prepare, in the 
following order, the: 
 network, 
 demand, and  
 transit. 
Preparation of the network results in the creation of a database table consisting of 
all the cells and their characteristics generated for all the links. Preparation of demand 
and transit read the user-input data for application to the network.  
Network Preparation and Cell Data Table 
The CTM network looks like it consists of lines and nodes in the GIS Editor of 
VISTA but for computation consists of a series of cells.  The “Preparing Network” 
module in VISTA translates all of the applicable data entered into the database tables into 
the creation of a series of cells for each link in the network.  At a minimum, a link must 
consist of two cells.   
VISTA produces a celldata table that shows the jam density (jamd), the saturation 
flow in (satin), saturation flow out (satout), the number of outgoing links, and the IDs of 
the outgoing links (olink) as part of the preparation of the network (Figure 46).  The jam 
density and maximum (saturation) flow are two of four parameters needed for the 
fundamental diagram and relationship used in CTM as the basis for the propagation of 
traffic through the network.  The other two parameters, free flow speed (vf) and 
shockwave speed (-w) are specified in the linkdetails table by the user. The shockwave 
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speed is set equal to half the free flow speed by specifying the mesoscopic delta 
simulation parameter to 0.5 in the “Options” webpage shown in Figure 45. 
 
 
Figure 46.  Cell Data Table in VISTA Database 
Demand Preparation and Demand Table 
The “Prepare Demand” modules generates a “demand” table with a unique 
vehicle in each row to be assigned to the network during the DTA.     
Transit Preparation and Bus Table 
The “Prepare Transit” module produces a “bus” table listing a unique vehicle ID 
for each bus (i.e., probe vehicle) on a particular route starting at a pre-determined time on 
the route (Figure 47).  By default, VISTA assigns a vehicle type representing a 40 foot 
bus with a mesoscopic flow of 1.1 to each bus route.  After preparing the network, a 
query can change the vehicle type from bus to be the same as that traveling on the 
corridor links (FHV or LSV).    
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Figure 47.  VISTA’s Bus Table 
Convergence of Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
When every traveler’s travel time between an OD pair for all travelers that 
departed during the same time period cannot be improved by switching to another route, 
the assignment procedure has reached equilibrium and converged to a solution.   
Convergence of VISTA’s simulation-based approach to UE assignment relies on an 
iterative procedure that checks for the percentage gap (i.e., cost gap percentage) in travel 
times of routes between each OD pair for each set of travelers of a departure time period.  
According to VISTA’s documentation “A good assignment will have zero non-exiting 
vehicles and a cost gap percentage less than 5%” (Chapter 7 of Frequently Asked 
Questions VISTA documentation).   
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VISTA uses the method of successive averages (MSA) to shift vehicles to routes 
to help DTA reach convergence.  MSA determines the number of vehicles to shift to the 
shortest paths found from the TDSP algorithm using the travel times produced by the 
simulation of the previously assigned vehicles to the network.  The “basic” MSA moves a 
fraction equal to 1/n, where n is the iteration number, of vehicles to other paths.  Though 
the basic MSA used for this study can work well for static traffic assignment (Powell & 
Sheffi, 1982), basic MSA poses several problems for DTA: 
 some OD pairs and/or time periods may be closer to convergence than 
other OD pairs and/or time periods; applying the same fraction of 1/n to 
each OD pair and each time period may not be efficient, and 
 DTA’s ability to capture congestion (i.e., queue spillback) can overwhelm 
MSA’s ability to “work” out of a highly congested situation to meet UE 
objectives. 
For the latter problem, a “partial demand” loading algorithm (custom-coded script 
for VISTA prepared by the University of Texas Network Modeling Center) gradually 
adds vehicles to the network to prevent initially overloading the network that makes it 
difficult for MSA to attain convergence for UE.    
Very congested networks rarely reached the recommended gap of 5% or less.  
Increasing the number of iterations (n) may help to reach a gap less than 5%; however, 
that may not help much since in MSA the number of vehicles moved to other routes is the 
reciprocal of the number of iterations (1/n).     
For minimally congested network scenarios, 20 to 40 iterations tended to be 
sufficient.  For highly congested networks, iterations of 60 or more were needed, and a 
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supplemental code that prevented the gap to increase in the next iteration (i.e., the lowest 
previous iteration would be used until another lower gap was found).  Even with those 
efforts to lower the gap, some FHV-LSV transition scenarios were so congested the best 
attainable gaps in a reasonable amount of time were around 10 to 15%.   
Summary of Assumptions 
In describing the implementation of the FHV and LSV scenarios in VISTA, a 
number of assumptions were mentioned.  In order to avoid overly optimistic conclusions, 
conservative choices were made as much as possible.  The following lists the major 
assumptions made in the order they appeared in this chapter: 
 LSV compliance with the hydrodynamic theory of traffic flow as 
propagated and modeled by CTM.  LSVs in traffic flow have not been 
studied.   
 LSV links have the same capacity as the parallel FHV links.  Sensitivity 
analysis for one of the scenarios is conducted to see how changes in LSV 
capacity affect travel time. 
 Total vehicle demand remains constant; for sensitivity analysis for each 
scenario, the total demand is split into different percentages of FHV and 
LSV demand. 
 Demand elements of total, departure time, and choice of vehicle (LSV or 
FHV) are assumed fixed and pre-determined. 
 Average car length of the LSV is less than the FHV (based on a review 
of current manufactured LSVs). 
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 Speed for LSV links does not exceed 20 mph to take into account that the 
NHTSA definition specifies a maximum speed between 20 and 25 mph. 
 Transfer from a LSV to FHV (or vice versa) takes 10 minutes.   
 Signal timing and phasing are not changed in the network due to the size 
and complexity of the task, especially for optimization.  Instead, it is 
assumed that the signals in the network approximate phasing (separate 
phases for LSVs, as discussed as an option in Chapter 3, are not coded 
in).  
 Backwards wave propagation of traffic is 0.5 (half) of the forward 
moving speed. 
The use of DTA to examine the hypothesis that the travel time for a LSV-only 
scenario or a FHV-LSV transition scenario can be similar to that of the current FHV-only 
scenario requires many assumptions for parameter values and behavioral impact on travel 
time (i.e., vehicle transfer).   
Regardless of choice of methodological approach, because of the lack of field 
data available for calibration and validation of any model used to assess the performance 
of LSVs, a number of defensible assumptions must be made, such as LSV capacity. The 
process of completing the research for this dissertation revealed an enormous void in the 
literature regarding LSVs, even though the increasing number of them on the roads and 
substantial benefits to communities should attract research attention.  The Highway 
Capacity Manual, Highway Safety Manual and the AASHTO Policy on Geometric 
Design of Highways and Streets, to name a few of the significant engineering reference 
manuals, fail to mention LSVs.  Without guidance provided by field studies that then 
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inform the manuals used by professionals and researchers, studies such as the one 
conducted for this dissertation must proceed with assumptions.     
The three macroscopic traffic stream parameters of capacity, density, and speed 
for the model provide a manageable way of modeling LSVs, especially since research 
and information is lacking in how to model them.  Speed and density are straightforward, 
capacity less so.    
Sensitivity analysis provides a means for understanding the impact of each 
assumption on the outcome of the DTA.  Sensitivity analyses with the mesoscopic flow, 
jam density, and vehicle length parameters all showed that modifying those parameters 
can influence LSV travel time.  The final values chosen were selected to provide a 
conservative estimate of travel time (e.g., same mesoscopic flow as FHVs and a higher 
vehicle length than the LSV average).    
Despite the limitations and assumptions, VISTA’s DTA provides the output 
needed to help evaluate the hypothesis of this dissertation.  The next section describes the 
various average travel times considered in evaluating the performance of FHVs and LSVs 
in the modeled scenarios. 
Performance Measures 
The focus of the analysis of the network data is on the travel time.  Three types of 
travel times are of interest in evaluating the impact of a transition to LSVs: 
 average network travel time, 
 average travel time for selected OD pairs, and 
 average travel time for selected corridors in the network. 
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Unlike traffic microscopic simulation which has numerous stochastic elements 
and should be run multiple times to obtain average results, only one simulation using 
VISTA’s DTA is necessary for collecting data for a scenario.  Therefore, all reported 
performance measures from VISTA are considered deterministic and not stochastic.  The 
values from the DTA simulation are reported as single values for each scenario.  The 
term “average” is not for stochastic experiences in the network, but from variability due 
mostly to differences in paths and departure times.  The travel times are compared to the 
travel times for the FHV-only network.   
Average System Travel Time 
A key performance measure for each of the scenarios is the average system travel 
time, which averages the travel times of vehicles departing during specified departure 
times (in this case, from 0.5 hour to 1.5 hour of the simulation period). The variability of 
time is due to vehicles departing at the same time arriving at different times to different 
destinations.   
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Average Origin and Destination Pair Travel Times 
For the LSV and FHV transition scenarios considering all time periods, there are 
34,840 OD pair-departure time combinations.  Though VISTA can provide travel time 
data for all the OD pairs, the amount of information is overwhelming.  The following 
selection criteria guided the selection of representative OD pairs: 
 sufficient demand within selected departure time periods,  
 several route options potentially exist between the OD pair (with a length 
more than just a few blocks), and 
 select some OD pairs with a highway origin and other pairs with a 
highway destination to monitor the impact of the 10 minute vehicle 
transfer time embedded in the model.  
To make analysis of the results manageable, the analysis generally includes only 
the average travel times for selected OD pairs for vehicles departing during the 0.5 hour 
to 1.5 hour simulation period.  Average travel times for OD pairs takes the average of the 
vehicle travel times on all paths for the OD pair.   
Table 12 presents the locations of the final set of representative OD pairs.  Figure 
48 shows approximate locations of the ODs in the network.  There were few OD pairs 
with highway origins compared to highway destinations because the demand profile 
consists mostly of pm peak period traffic originating from the major employers in the 
downtown and university area.  Not as many OD pairs originating from a highway 
demand centroid had sufficient demand.   
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Table 12. Origin and Destination Pairs Used for Comparing OD Travel Times  
ID Origin Location Destination Location 
1* West campus  Southbound, South First, over bridge 
2* North campus Westbound 24th Street 
3 The University of Texas  Southbound, South First, over bridge 
4 The University of Texas  Southbound Lamar, south end, over 
bridge 
5-H The University of Texas  Southbound IH-35, south end 
6* The University of Texas  Westbound 24th Street 
7 The University of Texas  Northbound Lamar Blvd, north end 
8-H The University of Texas  Northbound IH-35, north end 
9 State of Texas offices  Southbound Lamar, south end, over 
bridge 
10-H State of Texas offices Southbound IH-35, south end 
11 State of Texas offices Northbound Lamar Blvd, north end 
12* State of Texas offices Westbound 6th Street  
13 State Capitol area Southbound Congress Avenue, over 
bridge  
14 State Capitol area Southbound, South First, over bridge 
15 State Capitol area Southbound Lamar, south end, over 
bridge 
16 State Capitol area Northbound Lamar Blvd, north end 
17-H State Capitol area Northbound IH-35, access road, north 
end 
18* State Capitol area Westbound 6th Street  
19* North Congress Avenue Westbound Cesar Chavez 
20* North Congress Avenue Westbound 24th Street 
21* North Congress Avenue Westbound 6th Street  
22 North Congress Avenue Southbound Lamar, south end, over 
bridge 
23* North Congress Avenue Westbound 15th Street 
24-H 5th and Congress Southbound IH-35, south end 
25-H 5th and Congress Northbound IH-35, north end 
26-H Red River Northbound IH-35, north end 
27 Red River Southbound Congress Avenue, over 
bridge  
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Table 12, cont. 
 
ID Origin Location Destination Location 
28-H Red River Southbound IH-35, south end 
29* Red River Westbound 6th Street  
30-H The University of Texas, southeast 
of main campus  
Southbound IH-35, south end 
31-H Congress and 2nd Street Northbound IH-35, access road, north 
end 
32 State of Texas parking garages Southbound Lamar, south end, over 
bridge 
33-H State of Texas parking garages Southbound IH-35, south end 
34* State of Texas parking garages Westbound 24th Street 
35 State of Texas parking garages Northbound Lamar Blvd, north end 
36* State of Texas parking garages Westbound 6th Street  
37* Northbound South 1st West campus 
38 Northbound South 1st 10th Street and Congress Avenue 
39-H Northbound IH-35, south end The University of Texas  
40-H Northbound IH-35, south end North campus 
41 Southbound North Lamar Blvd, 
north end 
State of Texas office complex 
42-H Southbound IH-35, north end Red River  
43-H Southbound IH-35, north end Southbound Congress Avenue, over 
bridge  
44-H Southbound I-35, north end The University of Texas  
45-H Southbound I-35 access road, north 
end 
6th Street and Lamar Blvd 
46-H Southbound I-35, north end State Capitol area 
47* Eastbound 15th Street 5th Street and Congress Avenue 
* east-west travel with non-highway origin and destinations 
H: OD Pair has highway origin or destination (not including access roads) 
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As part of the analysis of the data, the routes assigned vehicles for the OD pair are 
reviewed and compared among vehicle types.  For presentation purposes, the ID of the 
OD pair is shown in the figures, and the figures divide the OD pairs into three categories: 
 highway origin or destination, 
 east-west non-highway travel, and 
 north-south non-highway travel. 
The comparison between FHV and LSV average travel time between OD pairs 
provides a more comprehensive assessment of the changes in travel time than compared 
to just looking at the average system travel time.  The inclusion of average corridor travel 
times of the probe vehicles as a performance measure also reveals more. 
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Figure 48.  Origin and Destination Locations 
Average Corridor Travel Times 
In addition to comparing the average system travel time and the average travel 
time of a few selected OD pairs, queries were run to extract the average travel time along 
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A common way of determining the travel time on a corridor is to use “probe 
vehicles” that measure travel time and speed while driving according to the traffic 
conditions from designated start and stop points along a route.  This method can also be 
used in VISTA by creating a “bus route” that sends a selected vehicle type (by default a 
bus, but with queries changed to LSV or FHV, depending on the link) at regular time 
intervals into the traffic stream to collect travel time data from pre-specified start and end 
points of the route.   
Queries of the vehicle probe data provide the average time to travel the corridor 
and the travel time of individual probe vehicles.  Every scenario has the same vehicle 
probe routes, start time, and frequency of the probe vehicles to facilitate comparisons.   
However, for some scenarios corridor travel times cannot be obtained for one or both 
vehicle types because one or more links in the corridor do not permit the vehicle type.   
Figure 49 presents a map of the corridor vehicle probe routes in the network 
(shown in light blue) labeled with the route numbers from Table 13, which presents the 
length of the selected vehicle probe corridors.  The longest length of 2.37 miles is for 
Lamar Blvd. on the west side of the network and the shortest is for 9
th
 Street in the 
downtown area.   
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Figure 49.  Vehicle Routes for Travel Time Corridors 
The study that previously used the Austin subnetwork sent probe vehicles to 
retrieve actual travel times along all but two of the corridors designated for this 
dissertation.  Those times were compared with the VISTA results for calibration or 
validation.  Two additional routes were added for this study.  Lamar Blvd, from 29
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Street to 5
th
 Street, was added because the long length and low intersection density 
(relative to the downtown streets) resembles the types of streets in less urban locations, 
providing insight into potential extension of LSVs to more suburban environments.  The 
other route, Guadalupe St, was added because it is generally considered a parallel 
alternative to Lamar Blvd.   
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Table 13.  Vehicle Probe Routes 
Route ID Description 
Length 
(miles) 
1 5th St. EB 1.07 
2 6th St. WB 1.22 
7 MLK WB 0.92 
8 MLK EB 0.96 
15 Congress Avenue SB 0.63 
16 Congress Avenue NB 0.63 
23 12th St. EB 0.35 
24 12th St. WB 0.47 
25 Cesar Chavez EB 1.54 
26 Cesar Chavez WB 1.75 
27 8th St. WB 0.70 
28 7th St. EB 0.70 
33 9th St. EB - 1 0.37 
34 9th St. EB - 2 0.28 
37 10th St.EB 0.63 
38 11th St. EB 1.00 
39 11th St. WB 1.00 
40 15th St. WB 0.97 
41 15th St. EB 0.95 
800 IH-35 Frontage NB Chavez to 7th 0.41 
801 IH-35 Frontage NB 7
th
 to 15th 0.55 
802 IH-35 Frontage NB 15
th
 to 32nd 1.14 
803 IH-35 Frontage NB 2.10 
900 IH-35 Frontage SB 32
nd
 to MLK 0.80 
902 IH-35 Frontage SB 8
th
 to Cesar Chavez 0.49 
1000 Guadalupe St. NB 1.15 
1500 Guadalupe St. SB 1.23 
2000 Lamar Blvd. NB 2.37 
2500 Lamar Blvd. SB 2.37 
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Evaluation of Transition Scenarios 
All network transition scenarios, with the exception of the 100% FHV-only and 
100% LSV-only scenario, are tested with different levels of FHV and LSV demand (e.g., 
60% FHV and 40% LSV).  Adjusting the FHV and LSV demand levels for the various 
transition scenarios and finding the resulting average travel time (for the system, 
corridors and OD pairs for FHVs and LSVs) helps to determine when a network is 
“ready” for the next set of changes to the network to phase out FHVs and expand LSV 
facilities.  
This information helps policymakers set goals for the rate of adoption and use of 
LSVs for travel, and the rate at which to make changes to the network, so as to minimize 
any increases in travel time caused by an underutilization of the new LSV capacity.  
Beyond the point at which the LSVs and FHVs experience equal travel time, as LSV 
travel exceeds that of FHVs the travel time could potentially start to increase again, 
necessitating consideration of the next transition scenario.  
The next chapter presents the travel time results for a variety of scenarios, 
beginning with a comparison of the FHV-only and LSV-only scenarios and then 
proceeding to a variety of scenarios tested to find the combination of changes to 
progressively make to transition to a full LSV-only scenario, while trying to keep the 
travel times as close as possible to the original network with only FHVs in operation.  
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Chapter 5:  FHV and LSV Network Scenarios 
FHV-ONLY VERSUS LSV-ONLY SCENARIOS 
To motivate the case for exploring this dissertation’s hypothesis, the research 
needed to begin with the end.  More specifically, DTA results needed to show that a 
network for private motorized transportation consisting solely of LSVs could perform as 
well as a network only for FHVs.  So, travel times were found with VISTA using the 
original Austin subnetwork as it exists now for FHV travel (see Figure 50) and the 
subnetwork modified for LSVs only.  The encouraging results motivated continued 
research into the potential of LSVs to offer a travel time advantage. 
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Figure 50.  Current FHV Network with All Signals Present 
The FHV-only and LSV-only networks differ in three major ways: 
 most of the speed limits on streets in the FHV-only network are higher 
(see Figure 51), 
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 the LSV-only scenario removes all of the traffic signals, except for those 
along the frontage road parallel to the interstate highway (see Figure 52), 
and 
 the LSV-only scenario includes the vehicle transfer links along the 
highway ramps that add 10 minutes to the travel time of any LSV driver 
with a highway origin or destination. 
All other network characteristics (e.g., capacity, number of lanes, and demand) 
were kept the same for the LSV-only and FHV-only scenarios.   
 
 
Figure 51.  Comparison of Speed Limits in FHV-Only and LSV-Only Network 
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For the LSV-only scenario, speed limits were lowered to 20 mph if the links 
originally had speed limits exceeding 15 mph.  Though LSVs can legally travel at a 
maximum speed of 25 mph, a speed limit of 20 mph was chosen because: 
 drivers may conserve use of battery power to extend the range of their 
LSVs,   
 NHTSA defines LSVs to have maximum speeds within the 20 to 25 mph 
range, and 
 the lower speed results in a  more conservative estimate of travel time. 
In the LSV-only scenario, speed limits remained the same on the interstate 
highway and its ramps (65 mph and 45 mph, respectively).  The frontage roads in the 
LSV-only scenario limited speed to 20 mph (and assumed the FHVs necessary for drivers 
originating from or going to a highway destination would have lanes on the frontage road 
but with the 20 mph speed limit). 
The FHV network had links with speed limits ranging from 15 mph to 65 mph.  
Links with stop signs had speed limits in the 15 to 20 mph range for the FHV-only 
network to model the drop in speed caused by the requirement to stop on the link since 
VISTA does not model stop signs.  Those same links were assigned 20 mph links for the 
LSV-only network because of the assumption that the stop signs could be replaced with 
shared space, yield signs, or roundabouts.  The FHV-only scenario limited speed on 
frontage roads to 45 mph.  
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Figure 52.  LSV-Only Network (Signals on Access Road Only) 
Average System Travel Time 
Table 14 presents the results of the average system travel times for the FHV-only 
and LSV-only scenarios modeled with different assumptions.  The average system travel 
time for the FHV network of 5.0 minutes is about the same as the LSV-only network 
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“Ten Minute Vehicle Transfer, Frontage Signals” average system-wide travel time of 5.9 
minutes.  For practical purposes, since the travel time values come from a deterministic 
simulation with assumptions, the average system travel times can be considered 
comparable within a few minutes of each other.  A comparison of the FHV and LSV 
representative OD pair and corridor average travel times reveal the potential of LSVs to 
offer similar or better travel time. 
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Table 14.  FHV-Only vs. LSV-Only Average System Travel Times 
Scenario 
Average 
System 
Travel Time 
(minutes) 
FHV-Only 5.0 
LSV-Only “Ten Minute Vehicle Transfer, Frontage Signals” Scenario 
 10 minute vehicle transfer for highway-based trips 
 all signals removed except along frontage roads 
5.9 
LSV-Only “Five Minute Vehicle Transfer, Frontage Signals” Scenario 
 5 minute vehicle transfer for highway-based trips 
 all signals removed except along frontage roads 
5.0 
LSV-Only “Instantaneous Vehicle Transfer, Frontage Signals” Scenario 
 no vehicle transfer time for highway-based trips (i.e., an 
“instantaneous” transfer, perhaps a speed-programmed LSV/lean 
machine commuter car) 
 all signals removed except along frontage roads 
4.1 
LSV-Only “All Signals” Scenario 
 10 minute vehicle transfer for highway-based trips 
 all signals not removed 
7.4 
LSV-Only “No Signals” Scenario 
 10 minute vehicle transfer for highway-based trips 
 no signals anywhere on network, even on highway frontage 
roads 
5.4 
LSV-Only “Small or Medium-Sized Community” Scenario 
 no vehicle transfer time  
 no signals anywhere on network, even on frontage roads 
 no FHV highway (i.e., the existing highway becomes LSV-only 
with a speed limit of 20 mph) 
4.3 
LSV-Only “Highway” 
 10 minute vehicle transfer for highway-based trips 
 no signals anywhere on network, even on highway frontage 
roads 
 no highway speeds (i.e., highway becomes 20 mph roadway)  
6.1 
Since the LSV-only scenario “Ten Minute Vehicle Transfer, Frontage Signals” 
probably has the most realistic assumption for vehicle transfer time, that will be the one 
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used to compare more in-depth with the FHV-only scenario.  However, it is worth noting 
the following interesting findings by comparing FHV-only with the other LSV-only 
scenarios. 
The 5 minute vehicle transfer time lowers the average travel times for the trips 
with highway origins or destinations, and brings the overall average system travel time 
equal to that for the FHV-only.  Though the transition scenarios modeled in the 
remainder of this section assume a 10 minute vehicle transfer time, a community with a 
performance goal of a 5 minute transfer time would help to lower overall average system 
travel time for any scenario.   
The LSV-Only “All Signals” scenario assumes no investment in replacing signals 
with non-signalized intersections or interchanges.  The average system travel time of 7.4 
minutes is not that much higher than the FHV-only, LSV-only, or LSV-Only “No 
Signals” scenario.   
The most encouraging result of the 4.3 minute average system travel time for the 
LSV-Only “Small or Medium-Sized Community” scenario reveals the potential of 
communities without a highway to realize the travel time benefits of removing traffic 
signals and using LSVs for intra-city travel.  However, it must be emphasized that the 
capacities (flow of vehicles per hour per lane) assigned to the roadway links were not 
changed.  As discussed earlier, their shorter length and smaller possible speed 
differentials may improve capacity, but their lower speeds lower the capacity.  Without 
empirical studies of LSV capacities, the average system travel times rest on assumptions 
not yet tested.   
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The higher average system travel time of 7.4 minutes for the LSV-only scenario 
with all the traffic signals demonstrates the sensitivity of VISTA to changes in the 
number of signalized intersections.  This is an important finding justifying use of this 
DTA model for the hypothesis tested in this dissertation that the removal of traffic signals 
can help LSVs provide comparable travel time. 
Average OD Pair Travel Times 
The average travel times for the representative OD pairs and corridors support the 
hypothesis that LSVs can offer similar or better travel time compared to FHVs with the 
removal of traffic signals.  Figure 53 compares the average travel times for the 
representative OD pairs with a general north-south travel direction. Except for OD pair 7, 
the LSV-only posted faster average travel times than FHV-only. Even though the link 
speeds decreased to 20 mph, the removal of the traffic signals appears to have helped 
reduce the travel time for LSVs. 
OD pair 7’s slightly higher travel time for LSV-only shows that the removal of 
traffic signals does not always result in better travel times.  The FHVs in the FHV-only 
scenario had several signalized intersections to travel through but the link speed limits 
were higher (Table 15).      
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Figure 53.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in LSV-Only and FHV-Only 
Scenarios 
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Table 15.  OD Pair 7 Travel Paths for FHV- and LSV-Only Scenarios 
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time:  4.2 minutes Average OD travel time:  4.5 minutes 
  
As with the north-south OD pairs, most of the east-west OD pairs in the LSV-only 
scenario had shorter average or about the same travel times as the FHV-only scenario.  
The FHVs had much higher average travel times for OD pairs 20, 37, and 47.   
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Figure 54.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in LSV-Only and FHV-Only 
Scenarios 
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Table 16 shows OD pair 20 more had more path options at equilibrium and that 
all of them had to travel through several signalized intersections.  The LSVs had only one 
path and did not have any signalized intersections.  This is the same pattern seen for OD 
pair 37 (Table 17) and 47 (Table 18).  OD pair 47’s average travel time seems high for 
the FHV-only scenario; however, the travel is against the predominant flow out of 
downtown, so the traffic signal phasing may not provide as much green time, and the 
paths are on links with many signals and/or lower speed links. 
Table 16.  OD Pair 20 Travel Paths for FHV- and LSV-Only Scenarios 
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time:  13.1 minutes Average OD travel time:  6.4 minutes   
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Table 17.  OD Pair 37 Travel Paths for FHV- and LSV-Only Scenarios 
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time:  12.8 minutes Average OD travel time:  7.5 minutes 
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Table 18.  OD Pair 47 Travel Paths for FHV- and LSV-Only Scenarios 
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time:  17.1 minutes Average OD travel time:  5.1 minutes 
  
 
For the representative OD pairs with an origin or destination on the highway (not 
the frontage road), the average travel times are not expected to be competitive with FHVs 
because of the automatic 10 minute travel time added to account for the required vehicle 
transfer.  Figure 55 shows the LSV-only representative OD pairs with average travel 
times consistently higher than for FHV-only, and consistently above 10 minutes because 
of the 10 minute vehicle transfer time.  This is the case for every scenario tested in this 
dissertation.   
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Figure 55.  Average Travel Time for OD Pairs with Highway Origins or Destinations in 
LSV-Only and FHV-Only Scenarios 
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Most of the representative OD pairs, with the exception of the OD pairs with 
highway origins or destinations, have travel times about the same or better than the FHV-
only scenario.   
Interestingly, and in support of the hypothesis, when considering all the OD pairs 
(not just the representative OD pairs), the LSV-only scenario posts better average, 
median, and maximum OD average travel time results (Table 19).  The average and 
median presented in Table 19 is for the average travel times for all the OD pairs, not 
weighted by the demand between the OD.   
Table 19.  Average OD Travel Time Summary Statistics (in minutes) 
 Average Median Minimum Maximum 
FHV-Only  6.4 5.8 0.02 37.3 
LSV-Only 6.0 4.9 0.02 23.0 
The maximum average travel time among all the ODs in the LSV-only scenario 
(23.0 minutes) is far below that of the maximum in the FHV-only (37.3 minutes).   
Table 20 compares the travel path taken by FHVs and LSVs for the OD pair with 
the highest average travel time in the FHV-only scenario.  In the FHV-only scenario, the 
FHVs avoid the traffic signals as much as possible by meandering through the area west 
of downtown.  In the LSV-only scenario, the travel time was much less (10.6 minutes).   
With no traffic signals to contend with, the LSVs select the most direct route. 
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Table 20.  Highest FHV-Only Average OD Travel Time Comparison  
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time: 37.3 minutes Average OD travel time: 10.6 minutes 
  
 
Table 21 compares the highest average OD travel time path for LSV-only with 
that for the same OD pair in the FHV-only scenario.  Instead of going directly to the 
highway frontage road, LSVs turn north onto the street parallel to the frontage road, 
perhaps to avoid the frontage traffic signal.  The FHVs traveled straight to the frontage 
road intersection and accessed the same ramp the LSVs use to enter the highway.   
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Table 21.  Highest LSV-Only Average OD Travel Time Comparison 
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time: 8.2 minutes Average OD travel time of 23.0 minutes 
(includes 10 minute vehicle transfer time) 
  
 
Of the 22 OD pairs with average OD travel times of 20 minutes or more in the 
FHV-only scenario, 16 originate from the north end of Red River Street.  Table 22 
presents the travel paths taken for the OD pair originating from the north end of Red 
River Street with the highest demand among the 16 pairs with average travel times of 20 
minutes or more.  The FHVs take the interstate highway to reach the destination.  The 
LSVs do not because that would result in two 10-minute vehicle transfers.  Even by 
avoiding the highway, the LSV-only average travel time for the same OD pair is much 
less than for FHVs. 
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Table 22.  Example of OD Pair with Red River Street Origin  
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time:  22.4 minutes Average OD travel time:  8.7 minutes  
  
Only nine of the OD pairs in the LSV-only scenario have travel times of 20 
minutes or more, and of those, all of them enter or exit the highway, which requires the 
10 minute vehicle transfer time.  Table 23 compares the paths and travel time for an OD 
pair originating at the north end of the interstate highway and ending at the south end of 
Lamar Blvd.  The paths are similar, but the FHVs post a much faster travel time (11.3 
minutes) because they are not subject to the 10 minute vehicle transfer.  Without the 10 
minute vehicle transfer, the LSV-only time would decline to 10.9 minutes. 
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Table 23.  Example of OD Pair with Highway Origin 
FHV-Only LSV-Only 
Average OD travel time: 11.3 minutes Average OD travel time:  20.9 minutes 
(includes 10 minute vehicle transfer time) 
  
 
Despite some of the average travel times for the LSV-only OD pairs exceeding 
FHV-only and the 10 minute vehicle transfer time for highway-based trips, considering 
all of the OD pairs, the LSV-only avoids having average OD travel times more than 25 
minutes, unlike FHV-only.    
Another interesting finding from reviewing the OD pairs with the highest travel 
times is that if the LSV-only average travel time is high, the FHV-only average travel 
time will not be among the highest. 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
Figure 56 compares the average corridor travel times.  The corridors along the IH-
35 frontage roads have average travel times for LSVs exceeding those for FHVs.  
Considering the signalized intersections were maintained on the IH-35 frontage roads to 
manage the mix of FHV and LSV traffic and the speed limit set at 20 mph, the slower 
travel times are to be expected.   
For the other corridors, the LSV-only average travel time was very close to or less 
than the FHV-only travel time.  Most notable is the average corridor time that is about the 
same in the LSV-only (no signals, slower speeds) and FHV-only scenario (higher speeds, 
signals) on Lamar Blvd., the longest (2.37 miles) of the corridors monitored.  In the case 
of northbound travel on Lamar Blvd, the average travel time is slightly less in the LSV-
only scenario.  That is encouraging and supporting evidence that making a goal of 
removing signalized intersections can help a LSV-only scenario be competitive in travel 
time with the current FHV-only scenario.     
On those corridors, LSVs compensate for their slower speeds by not being 
delayed by signalized intersections.  The weakness of this analysis of course is that some 
yield delay is likely to occur but that is not captured by VISTA.  The use of a lower speed 
limit (20 mph) in the model builds in some conservative estimation.   
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Figure 56.  Comparison of FHV-Only and LSV-Only Average Corridor Travel Times 
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Capacity Changes 
The number of lanes and capacity of the links were kept the same in the FHV- and 
LSV-only scenarios.  Since it is unclear how capacity may change as a result of a shift to 
LSVs, a sensitivity test was run on the LSV-only network with capacities adjusted 
downward by 50% and 75% to determine the effect on travel times.  There are two 
approaches in VISTA to adjust capacity.  One is to adjust the mesoscopic flow of the 
vehicle type so that the capacity of the link adjusts for the type of vehicle.  A vehicle with 
a higher mesoscopic flow “consumption” would effectively have lower capacity flow on 
a link compared to another vehicle on the link with a lower mesoscopic flow 
consumption factor.  The problem with that approach is that the adjustment applies on 
every link, even on the interstate highway links where in reality the LSV drivers would 
be driving a FHV.  The second method is to adjust the capacity of the links directly.  
Since the LSV links are only for the LSVs, this is a more appropriate choice.   
Average System Travel Time 
As expected, reducing the capacity of the LSV lanes by 50% and 75% increases 
the average system, OD, and corridor travel times of the LSVs, with the 75% capacity 
scenario only 2 to 3 minutes above the LSV-only at 100% capacity and FHV-only 
scenarios, respectively.  An assumption of LSVs having half the capacity of the parallel 
FHV links, however, results in a much higher average system travel time.   
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Table 24.  FHV-Only vs. LSV-Only at Various Capacities Average System Travel Times 
Scenario 
Average System 
Travel Time 
(minutes) 
FHV-Only 5.0 
LSV-Only at 100% capacity 5.9 
LSV-Only at 75% capacity 7.8 
LSV-Only at 50% capacity 18.6 
Average OD Pair Travel Time for 75% Capacity 
Dropping the capacity of LSV links to 75% of that for FHVs does not result, for 
some of the OD pairs, in OD pair average travel times more than FHV-only (Figure 57 
and Figure 58). 
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Figure 57.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in LSV-Only at 75% 
Capacity and FHV-Only Scenarios 
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Figure 58.  Average Travel Time for East-West OD Pairs in LSV-Only at 75% Capacity 
and FHV-Only Scenarios  
Average OD Pair Travel Time for 50% Capacity 
Lowering the capacity by 50% results in OD average travel times much higher 
than in FHV-only for north-south OD pairs (Figure 59), but the east-west OD pairs post 
unusual results; most of the selected OD pairs have average LSV travel times similar to 
FHV, except for a few with very high travel times (Figure 60). 
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Figure 59.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in LSV-Only at 50% 
Capacity and FHV-Only Scenarios 
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Figure 60.  Average Travel Time for East-West OD Pairs LSV-Only at 50% Capacity and 
FHV-Only Scenarios 
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Average Corridor Travel Times 
Interestingly, when comparing the corridor travel times for the LSV-only scenario 
at 75% capacity with the FHV-only scenario (see Figure 61), the only corridors where the 
LSV probe vehicles noticeably take longer to travel are on the northbound (NB) IH-35 
frontage road routes and on eastbound (EB) 11
th
 Street that approaches the frontage road.  
The longer travel times along and approaching (all the eastbound (EB) routes) the 
frontage roads are especially evident when the capacity of the LSV network declines 50% 
(see Figure 62).  The additional travel time LSVs experience could be alleviated by 
modifying the signals (which are assumed to have the same signal phasing as the original 
FHV-only network) or providing additional lanes on the frontage roads for LSVs (though 
not at the expense of providing facilities for those that bike).   
Further studies including signal phasing optimization and microsimulation could 
help find ways to reduce the travel times.  The width of the ROW and frontage roads may 
allow for more facilities than assumed for the model.  Micro-level evaluations are not a 
part of this dissertation, but research with VISTA helps guide where work needs to be 
done to improve the situation for LSVs.  With empirical and theoretical studies regarding 
the capacity of LSVs lacking, DTA accommodates sensitivity analyses to assess what 
happens to travel times in response to changes in capacity.  According to the results for 
the LSV-only scenario, even a fairly conservative estimate of capacity (75%) shows 
LSVs can offer travel times comparable in some cases to that of FHV-only.  At 
drastically reduced capacity levels (50%), LSV travel times do not compete with FHV-
only, except strangely for some east-west pairs.   
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Figure 61.  LSV-Only Scenario (75% Capacity) Average Corridor Travel Times 
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Figure 62.  LSV-Only Scenario (50% Capacity) Average Corridor Travel Times 
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TRANSITION SCENARIO METHODOLOGY 
The comparison of the FHV-only with the LSV-only (complete removal of FHVs, 
except on the highway) showed that a LSV-only transportation system can improve the 
travel time in the central Austin subnetwork.  However, how to change the network to 
transition from FHV-only to LSV-only without compromising travel time along the way 
is one of the challenges undertaken by this dissertation.   
The travel time results for the LSV-only case support the hypothesis tested in this 
dissertation that it is possible in a LSV-only scenario to maintain or improve travel times 
because of the assumption of the removal of delays from signalized intersections.  The 
next step is find out if travel times for FHVs and LSVs can be kept close to the FHV-only 
scenario during a transition to the LSV-only case.  Presumably, the transition scenarios to 
be most effective at reaching that goal will be the ones that reduce or remove of a portion 
of the signals that cause delay.  The trade-off though is in accommodating FHVs on a 
more limited network, which would tend to increase their travel time.   
The next section reviews a recent methodology developed for creating a LSV 
network.  Following a summary of that methodology is an explanation of the approach 
taken for this dissertation. 
Methodologies for Planning Transitional LSV Networks 
Jannat (2011) developed an activity-based methodology for identifying roads for 
creating a secondary road network specifically for LSVs operating in small or medium-
sized cities.  The methodological approach assumed adding separate LSV roadways or 
modifying the existing roadways to accommodate LSVs would be an unacceptable cost in 
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time and money and most likely infeasible due to adjacent land uses.  That assumption 
assures continued use of FHVs on existing, unchanged facilities for intra-city travel. That 
assumption is not made for this dissertation.  Nonetheless, Jannat’s (2011) methodology 
provides an interesting, useful approach to determining what LSV routes to begin with 
(and what FHV routes to end with) before full transition to LSV-only intra-city travel.   
Jannat (2011) began with gathering input from public surveys and involvement, 
reviewing the city transportation plan to identify visions and objectives, and inventorying 
the existing system and potential barriers.  Activity centers (e.g., education facilities, 
employment centers, and commercial places) identified using Google Earth become the 
destination nodes of the LSV network.  Residential areas serve as the origins.  Potential 
existing roadways for the LSV network were identified using speed limits, functional 
classification, traffic volume, roadway geometry (e.g., number of lanes), and barriers 
(e.g., topography, percentage of heavy vehicles, railroad crossings, utility covers, traffic 
calming devices such as speed bumps, pedestrian and cycling multi-use paths and 
pavement conditions) as criteria. Google Earth again provided support by being able to 
show shortest paths (e.g., time or distance) in addition to a few of the on-roadway 
characteristics of concern to LSV drivers when making a route decision, including the 
presence of bus stops which indicate heavy vehicle (e.g., bus) usage on the roadway.  
Survey results from Corvallis, Oregon LSV drivers indicated they preferred roadways 
with low volumes, no more than two lanes (in both directions), minimal presence of 
heavy vehicles, flat terrain, and continuity/connectivity to major activity centers.  Other 
considerations include minimizing the number of crossings of high-speed roadway 
facilities.                 
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The proposed Corvallis, Oregon LSV network used minor collector and 
neighborhood streets and avoided designating bike facilities for LSV usage as much as 
possible. Routes were color-coded according to their characteristics to guide LSV drivers 
in route choice.  The use of Google Earth for identifying bus routes and activity centers is 
a useful one but not pursued for this dissertation since the centroid connectors are 
considered the activity centers to serve. 
The coordination of activity-based travel with identification of optimal transition 
scenarios is an area of research ripe for development.  Though not pursued in this 
dissertation in the interest of focusing on demonstrating the usefulness of DTA in 
modeling the transition scenarios, consideration of activity-based tours would be a 
welcome addition in the development of FHV to LSV scenarios.     
Methodological Approach 
The challenge of developing transition scenarios is in determining which roads 
have the number of lanes for FHVs reduced (to add lanes for LSVs), and then eventually 
which roads prohibit FHV travel.  The methodology employed in this dissertation for 
developing transition scenarios is to use general criteria to guide the choice of roadway 
links to modify.  In all scenarios, both vehicles can access all origins and destinations.  
The assumption for this dissertation is that the existing origins and destinations coded 
into the network serve as the “activity centers” LSVs or FHVs need to access under a 
limited access scenario for either one of the vehicles.  These OD pairs can be thought of 
as the nodal activity centers considered in Jannat’s (2011) work.   
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The transition scenarios are organized according to the extent of the access 
provided for each vehicle: 
 Limited LSV access network (only some links provide lanes for LSVs), 
 Full LSV and FHV access network (all links provide lanes for LSVs and 
FHVs) 
 Limited FHV access network (only some links provide lanes for FHVs, 
and some intersections have signals removed) 
For all transition scenarios, the FHV and LSV demand is adjusted to test how the 
network behaves depending upon the demand for each vehicle type.  A graph is created 
that plots the average system travel time for each vehicle type under different demand 
splits.   
Even with the guidance of general criteria, the scenarios considered in this 
dissertation arose from a time-consuming trial and error process.  Future research 
regarding the development of transition scenarios would benefit from considering 
efficient methods for finding optimal transition scenarios.  
Parallel Link Network Design 
The transition scenarios incorporate LSV facilities by creating parallel links along 
roadways (except along the interstate highway) where LSVs and FHVs will not interact 
in traffic and re-coding the traffic signals to include the LSV links.   
Because of the inherent dangers of having LSVs operate in a FHV traffic stream, 
the assumption is that all LSV facilities separate LSVs from FHVs.  The exception of 
course are at the intersections, but at the mesoscopic level and using CTM, the modeling 
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of the potential conflict (and resulting delay) does not occur.  Only one scenario (limited 
LSV access network A) is tested that allows the LSVs and FHVs to share lanes.  For that 
scenario, the speed limits of the links with FHVs and LSVs sharing lanes were reduced to 
20 mph.   
TRANSITION STAGE:  LIMITED ACCESS FOR LSVS 
In this transition stage,  
 some roadway links prohibit LSVs and 
 all roadway links have lanes for FHVs.   
The first transition stage limits access for LSVs and still provides FHV access on 
every link in the network.  Only certain roadways allow LSVs, but all OD pairs are 
served.  This stage is for early in the process of encouraging people to purchase and drive 
LSVs.   
An ideal situation allows for adding LSV facilities on roadway links that provide 
the shortest distance path to all OD pairs.  Code written for the VISTA program selects 
the links along the shortest distance path for each OD pair.  Unfortunately, the results of 
the shortest path search (shown in Figure 63) reveal almost all of the links in the network 
are used for at least one shortest path.  Those results are not useful for the first step of 
identifying the initial corridors to invest in for LSV facilities.   
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 Alternatives to initially transitioning the network using the shortest distance path 
include installing LSV facilities (and reducing FHV lanes) on: 
 35 mph or less links (many states already permit LSVs to operate on roadways 
with a maximum speed of 35 mph), 
 major arterial links (to increase the visibility of LSVs), and 
 non-major arterial links (delays the removal of FHV lanes from the corridors 
carrying most of the FHV traffic). 
Those three alternatives are evaluated for the stage when LSV demand is low and the 
network for them is limited.  The changes necessary for all three alternatives are 
described next, followed by a more detailed description of each scenario and the travel 
time results of each.   
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Figure 63.  Links for Shortest Distance Paths between All OD Pairs  
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Transition Network Changes 
Traffic Signals 
All of the original signals and the signal plans are kept the same as for the existing 
FHV-only network.  Aside from the tedious task of optimizing and revising traffic signal 
plans for 173 traffic signals, the VISTA method of modeling intersections does not 
consider vehicular conflicts between opposing streams of traffic.  Gap acceptance or 
other parameters that would be modeled in traffic microsimulation are not part of the 
intersection model.  As stated before, the traffic signals are assumed to approximate the 
delay at the intersection.  Revising the signal plans may affect the magnitude of 
intersection delay; however, with a time step of 6 seconds, any changes would have to be 
noticeably longer.    
A potential signaling strategy to accommodate both LSVs and FHVs for turning 
movements is to create a separate signal phase for left-turning LSVs either by subtracting 
green time from an existing phase or adding to the cycle length (which would affect any 
offsets in place for signal coordination).  To have an impact on VISTA simulations, a 
protected LSV left-turn phase would have to be more than 6 seconds.   
Another signal option is to create a LSV-only green phase where only LSVs may 
enter the intersection.  As described in Chapter 3, signage could direct LSV drivers to 
proceed through and around the intersection as though it were a roundabout.   
Though those signal options would help facilitate left-turning movement of LSVs 
so that they do not enter the traffic stream, they are not explicitly modeled in VISTA.  
The existing signal phasing is assumed to approximate the intersection delay. 
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Speed Limits 
The speed limits of all LSV links are either 20 mph or the speed limit of the 
parallel FHV link, whichever is less.  Some of the FHV links have 15 mph speed limits 
because of the location on the university campus where people walking and biking 
require drivers to yield, or because of numerous stop signs.  Figure 64 shows the location 
of the 15 mph links.  For all scenarios in all stages, those 15 mph links are maintained.   
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Figure 64.  Very Low Speed (15 mph) Links 
Vehicle Transfer 
Every scenario incorporates the vehicle transfer for LSV demand occurring at the 
entrance and exit of the interstate highway.  
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Existing One Lane Roads 
Several assumptions allowed for fitting a separate LSV (and bike) facility on 
roadway links with only one lane.  The first assumes: 
 removal of existing on-street parking spaces to accommodate a LSV and 
bike lane adjacent to the one existing FHV lane.   
A review of the actual streets shows this is a reasonable assumption for most of 
the one-lane links in the Austin subnetwork because of the width of the roads.  Though 
removal of on-street parking can be quite controversial, the premise of this dissertation to 
require everyone to switch to LSVs would certainly not be without its share of 
controversy and most likely overshadow parking concerns.  LSVs take up much less 
space for parking, so reconfiguration of the off-street parking facilities for LSVs almost 
doubles the number of parking spaces.     
Another assumes: 
 lower speeds for all existing one-lane links of 0.3 mi/min (18 mph) for 
both parallel LSV and FHV one-lane links to take into account the 
possible traffic calming effect of the narrower total width of the roadway.   
In summary, for all existing one-lane links: 
 create a parallel one-lane link for a LSV facility, and 
 reduce the speed for both the FHV and LSV links to 18 mph. 
The exception to the insertion of a one-lane parallel LSV link for one-lane links is 
for the scenario that does not create separate facilities (limited LSV access network A). 
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Limited LSV Access Network A:  Shared 35 mph or Less Scenario 
This scenario limits LSV access to links with existing speed limits of 35 mph or 
less and for the few links with speeds greater than 35 mph needed to create a path for OD 
pairs.  Most states with legislation regulating where LSVs may be driven limit them to 
streets with 35 mph or less speed limits (Hunter-Zaworski, 2010).  This scenario does not 
include separate, parallel links for LSV access.  Instead, LSVs share space with FHVs on 
links originally with speed limits of 35 mph or less.  The speed limits on those links are 
reduced to 20 mph and the number of lanes for each FHV link are not reduced from the 
original (Figure 66).  This scenario represents the “do-nothing” to the network (except 
reduce the speed limits of links originally set at 35 mph down to 20 mph) while LSV 
usage increases.   
Figure 73 shows the links (bolded) that do not allow LSVs because their speed 
limits exceed 35 mph.  The highway links “allow” LSV drivers so that they can access 
their origin or destination, though in reality drivers would not be in LSVs while traveling 
on the highway links.   
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Figure 65.  Links with LSV Prohibitions 
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Figure 66.  Links with Speed Limits of 20 mph for LSVs and FHVs 
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Average System Travel Time 
The average system travel times never intersect in this scenario, with LSVs 
consistently posting a higher time than FHVs in this scenario and the FHV-only scenario.  
This is most likely due to the LSVs being restricted to certain links, even when demand is 
low, causing travel times to increase because of more circuitous routes.  FHVs, on the 
other hand, have access to all the links.   
 
 
Figure 67.  Limited LSV Access Network A Average System Travel Times 
Average OD Travel Time 
Since this scenario of having LSVs share lanes with FHVs would not be 
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is evaluated more in-depth.  Even though the average system travel time for LSVs is 
higher than for the FHVs, some of the representative OD pairs have times about the same 
or even less than the FHVs in this and the FHV-only scenario.  OD pairs 4, 9, 15, 22, and 
32 have much higher LSV average travel times though.  They have in common a 
southbound destination at the south end of Lamar Blvd.  The congestion known in the pm 
peak period for FHVs on Lamar Blvd. affects LSVs since they share the roadway with 
the FHVs.  OD pair 41, originating from Lamar Blvd. on the north end to head south 
towards downtown, also had a higher average travel time because the FHVs could take 
the links with higher speed limits that did not allow LSVs (Figure 69).  With LSVs at 
10% of demand, OD pair 16 had demand between 0 and 1 and by random draw did not 
produce any vehicles and therefore no average LSV travel time is available.     
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Figure 68.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Limited LSV Access 
Network A with 10% LSV Demand 
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Figure 69.  OD Pair 41 Travel Paths 
East-west OD pair 23 posts the most noticeable increase in average travel time for 
LSVs compared to the FHVs in this or the FHV-only scenario.  Figure 71 shows the 
travel paths used by the LSVs and FHVs for that pair.  The FHVs use links with higher 
speed limits and that prohibit LSVs. 
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Figure 70.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in Limited LSV Access 
Network A with 10% LSV Demand 
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Figure 71.  OD Pair 23 Travel Paths 
Average Corridor Travel Time 
With LSVs able to operate on lanes shared with FHVs, the biggest change 
between the limited LSV access network A and the FHV-only scenario is a decrease in 
speed limits from 35 mph or 30 mph to 20 mph on the roadway links permitting LSVs.  
The average corridor travel times remain about the same as the FHV-only scenario for 
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some of the corridors did not have their speeds changed.  For those that did change, there 
does not appear to be a significant impact on travel time, except for westbound 12
th
 Street 
and on the northbound IH-35 frontage road where by necessity the LSVs had to be 
permitted (and the speed lowered to 20 mph).   
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Figure 72.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Limited LSV Access Network A with 
10% LSV Demand 
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Limited LSV Access Network B:  Separated 35 mph or Less Scenario 
As with the limited LSV access network A, this scenario: 
 limits LSVs to links with speed limits of 35 mph or less and to the few 
links with speeds greater than 35 mph needed to permit access to origins 
or destinations, 
 prohibits LSVs on roadway links with speeds more than 35 mph, and 
 includes the 10 minute vehicle transfer on the highway ramps. 
However, this scenario provides separate, parallel links for LSV access on every 
link (except highways).   
The corridors prohibiting LSVs have discontinuous link prohibitions because 
some links are needed to permit LSVs to directly access origins and destinations and to 
reach other nearby links that permit LSVs (see Figure 74 for an example).   
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Figure 73.  Links with LSV Prohibitions 
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Figure 74.  Gap in LSV-Prohibited Corridor to Allow Continuity of LSV Network 
Average System Travel Time 
The FHV average travel time starts off rather high (above 15 minutes) and then 
gradually declines as the FHV demand decreases.  The average system travel time for 
FHVs approaches the FHV-only benchmark time of 5 minutes when the FHV demand 
reaches 60% of the original demand (40% LSV demand).  The LSV average system 
travel time quickly climbs to unacceptable levels, indicating the need to begin expanding 
the LSV network when LSV demand approaches 20%.  
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Figure 75.  Limited LSV Access Network B Average System Travel Times  
A plot comparing the times for LSVs in the shared (limited LSV access network 
A) and separated (limited LSV access network B) scenarios shows comparable travel 
times up until the 30% LSV demand case.  At that point the two scenarios diverge 
quickly (see Figure 76).  The limitation on space in a separated scenario (in this case, to 
only one lane on each link) eventually starts to cause travel times to increase.  When 
LSVs can share streets with lowered speed limits for the FHVs, they may have access to 
more than one lane, thus the shared scenario can absorb the increases in LSV demand.   
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Figure 76.  Comparison of Limited LSV Access Network A and B Average System 
Travel Time for LSVs 
A different phenomenon is seen with the FHVs in the shared and separated 
scenarios.  FHVs experience an almost constant average system travel time regardless of 
the percentage of demand in the scenario where they share facilities with LSVs. In 
contrast, FHVs operating in the scenario with lanes removed for LSVs experience high 
average system travel times until the LSV demand increases past 30%.  For safety 
reasons, it is more advantageous to provide separate facilities.  And, separate facilities 
help improve travel time for when LSV demand reaches 10% or more of total demand. 
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Figure 77.  Comparison of Limited LSV Access Network A and B Average System 
Travel Time for FHVs 
Average OD Travel Time 
The FHV and LSV average system travel time intersect during the 80% FHV / 
20% LSV demand case for the limited LSV access network B.  Though above the 5 
minute FHV-only benchmark time, a transition to this scenario starting at the 20% LSV 
demand would be at a point when LSV average system travel time is less than that for 
limited LSV network access A.  The OD and corridor travel times of the 80% FHV / 20% 
LSV demand case are examined for those reasons.   
The north-south OD average travel times for LSVs are about the same or less than 
the FHVs and for some OD pairs (13, 14, 16, 27, and 38) similar to the FHV-only 
scenario (Figure 78).  FHVs, on the other hand, start to see big increases in travel time for 
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the OD pairs 4, 9, 15, 22, and 32, which all have in common a destination of the south 
end of southbound Lamar Blvd.  Figure 79 shows that LSVs are not prohibited at the 
south end of Lamar Blvd. (the number of lanes for FHVs was reduced from two to one 
for southbound travel).  Since the Austin subnetwork only provides one option for 
reaching the southbound Lamar Blvd. destination, travel delays occur.  Unfortunately 
along this section of Lamar Blvd. the road travels under a railroad overpass that, unless 
major renovations are done, does not allow for a temporary expansion, such as paving 
space between the sidewalk and roadway for LSVs.  An alternative would be to expand 
the modeled network to include roadways east and south of the Lamar Blvd. destination 
to take into account FHV drivers re-routing to another roadway to avoid the congestion.     
Additionally, as can also be seen in Figure 79, a sudden decrease in the number of 
lanes occurs on FHV-only roadways because some sections allow LSVs.   This is seen on 
Lamar Blvd. and can be a cause of queue spillback and higher travel times.   
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Figure 78.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Limited LSV Access 
Network B with 20% LSV Demand 
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Figure 79.  LSVs and FHVs Permitted on Lamar Blvd. (bolded links prohibit LSVS) 
The average travel times for the east-west OD pairs show only seven of the 15 
OD pairs with LSVs exceeding the FHV travel times (Figure 80).  Table 25 shows in 
dark purple the LSV travel paths and in light purple the FHV paths for OD pair 19, which 
has a high average FHV travel time.  The FHVs most likely experience a higher average 
travel time than LSVs because they must share less space for a relatively higher demand 
(80%) of FHVs.  The LSVs have dedicated, separate facilities but the total number of 
LSVs is only 20% of the total demand.  Additionally, some of the FHV paths for OD pair 
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19 use southbound Lamar Blvd., a roadway on paths for other OD pairs with high 
average travel times.     
 
Figure 80.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in Limited LSV Access 
Network B with 20% LSV Demand 
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Table 25.  OD Pair 19 FHV and LSV Travel Paths in Limtied LSV Access Network B 
FHV LSV 
Average travel time:  30.0 minutes Average travel time:  8.1 minutes 
  
 
Average Corridor Travel Time 
Since the separated network restricts LSVs to certain links, the vehicle probe 
routes that did not include permitted LSV links throughout the entire route did not return 
corridor travel times.  For those that did, for most of the routes the FHVs had higher 
travel times, especially for southbound Lamar Blvd., northbound IH-35 frontage road, 
eastbound 11
th
 Street (which leads to the frontage roads), westbound Cesar Chavez, and 
westbound 6
th
 Street.  Neither of those corridors, except for the middle and northern 
sections of Lamar Blvd., prohibit LSVs.  The number of lanes for FHVs decreases, 
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causing the delay and added travel time.  FHV corridor travel times improve as the 
demand for FHVs declines, but of course the LSV travel times increase as LSV demand 
increases.  Analysis like this can help those planning the transition to identify where 
temporary measures, such as paving between the sidewalk and street, or alternative routes 
should be enhanced to relieve the congestion caused by too much demand on lane-limited 
facilities.   
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Figure 81.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Limited LSV Access Network B with 
20% LSV Demand 
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TRANSITION STAGE:  FULL ACCESS FOR LSVS AND FHVS 
In this stage of the transition,  
 all roadway links have lanes for LSVs (except on the interstate highway 
main lanes), and 
 all roadway links have lanes for FHVs.   
To accommodate LSVs within the existing roadbed width, one lane in each 
direction of a roadway is reserved for LSVs (and bikes) only, which results in a loss of 
one lane for FHVs.  It is assumed that all of the lanes reserved for LSVs are 10 to 12 feet 
in width at a minimum to provide a 6 foot wide lane for LSVs and the remainder for bike 
facilities (as illustrated in Chapter 3).  The provision of facilities on all links provides for 
all modes (FHVs, LSVs, and bikes) ubiquitous access within the network.  This particular 
transition scenario does not require making decisions about which links allow LSVs.   
Traffic Signals 
As with the first transition stage scenario, all the signals are kept and all the signal 
plans are kept the same as the existing FHV-only network.   
Speed Limits 
The speed limits of all LSV links, as with the transition stage one scenario, are 
either 20 mph or the speed limit of the parallel FHV link, whichever is less.  The FHV 
links maintain their original speed limit, except in one case:  when the original FHV link 
consists of only one lane.  Existing one-lane FHV links (with a pair forming a two-lane 
roadway) cannot have their lanes reduced to zero because all roads must provide facilities 
for FHVs and LSVs.  As was done for the limited LSV access networks, one lane FHV 
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links and the parallel LSV links have speed limits set to 18 mph.  All of the FHV links 
with speed limits of 15 mph and 18 mph share the same speed limit with the parallel LSV 
link.  
Figure 82 shows the number of FHV and LSV links by speed limit. None of the 
LSV links exceed 20 mph.  Though LSVs can legally travel 25 mph, some manufacturers 
make LSVs with maximum speeds in the NHTSA range of 20 to 25 mph.   
 
 
Figure 82.  FHV and LSV Link Pair Speed Distribution for Full Access Network A 
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Full Access Network A:  Single-Parallel LSV Lane Scenario 
For this scenario, only one lane LSV links are provided parallel to each FHV link, 
excluding the interstate highway links.        
Average System Travel Time 
Figure 83 reveals that when the LSV demand reaches 30% of the total original 
demand, the LSV average system travel time about equals the FHV average system travel 
time.  After 30%, as the LSV demand increases, the FHV average system travel time 
decreases and the LSV increases. 
The graph in Figure 83 can serve as a helpful planning tool by indicating at which 
FHV and LSV demand split the community needs to begin providing more facilities (e.g., 
lanes) for LSVs and start considering which links to prohibit FHVs.  
Average OD Travel Time 
The 70% FHV/ 30% LSV demand case, where LSVs and FHVs share a similar 
average system travel time, comes close to the FHV-only benchmark time of 5 minutes.  
The times for the OD pairs for that demand case are looked at more closely.   
The average LSV and FHV travel times for the OD pairs are similar to the FHV-
only average travel times (Figure 84).  FHVs that travel on southbound Lamar Blvd. for 
OD pairs 4, 9, 22, 32, and 41 experience travel times higher than the LSVs in this 
scenario and the FHVs in the FHV-only scenario.  The reduction in the number of FHV 
lanes on Lamar Blvd. on a section feeding into high demand destinations makes it 
difficult to keep the travel times to FHV-only levels.   
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As the demand shifts to 50% LSV, the FHV times decline to levels around or less 
than FHV-only, and the LSV times exceed those for the FHVs (Figure 85).   
 
 
Figure 83.  Full Access Network A Average System Travel Times 
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Figure 84.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Full Access Network A 
with 30% LSV Demand 
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Figure 85.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Full Access Network A 
with 50% LSV Demand 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
Figure 86 presents a comparison of the LSV average corridor travel time at the 
50%/50% demand split case with that experienced during the FHV-only scenario.  In 
most cases, the LSV travel time is at or slightly above the FHV corridor travel times.   
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Figure 86.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Full Access Network A with 50% LSV 
Demand 
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From a review of the travel times for the 30% LSV to 50% LSV demand cases for 
the full access network A scenario, a transition to this scenario from the limited LSV 
access network B would result in slightly higher, but sometimes equal or less, travel 
times for LSVs and FHVs.  With the goal of finding the potential scenarios and the 
demand splits at which to make the switch, this scenario is a potential candidate for 
transitioning towards full LSV-only. The next scenario is for a network that provides up 
to two lanes for LSVs.   
Full Access Network B:  Two Parallel LSV Lanes Scenario 
The full access network B scenario provides two parallel lanes for LSVs (except 
for links that could not lose a lane and still maintain a FHV lane) by removing another 
FHV lane.   
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Figure 87.  One Lane LSV Links (light gray) and Two Lane LSV Links (dark gray) in 
Full Access Network B Scenario 
Average System Travel Time 
Figure 88 shows the FHV and LSV average system travel time intersecting at the 
40% LSV demand split and close in time to the FHV-only benchmark of 5 minutes.  
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These results reveal the potential for shifting from the full access network A to full access 
network B when LSV demand reaches 40% of total demand.  The FHV travel time 
continues to decline as LSV demand increases, but the LSV average system travel time 
starts to increase quickly.  The next transition stage of limiting FHVs by prohibiting 
FHVs on some links could potentially help lower the LSV travel time.     
 
 
Figure 88.  Full Access Network B Average System Travel Times 
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Average OD Travel Time 
A closer look at the travel time of the OD pairs for the 60% FHV/40% LSV 
demand split case shows most of the OD pairs have average LSV times close to the FHVs 
in this and the FHV-only scenario (Figure 89 and Figure 90).  This provides encouraging 
progress towards keeping the goal of having average travel times as close as possible to 
the FHV-only scenario during the transition period. 
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Figure 89.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Full Access Network B 
with 40% LSV Demand 
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Figure 90.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in Full Access Network B with 
40% LSV Demand 
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However, two of the representative OD pairs stand out as having very high FHV 
average travel times.  OD pair 37 and 38 have the same origin of northbound South 1
st
 
(refer to map in Figure 48).  FHVs are limited to one lane from the origin on South 1
st
.  
Table 26 shows the paths taken by the FHVs and LSVs for OD pair 37, showing that both 
vehicles avoided the South Lamar Blvd. area.  The FHVs travel from the South 1
st
 origin 
to along the one lane roadway links until the destination.   
Table 26.  OD Pair 37 Travel Paths 
FHV LSV 
Average travel time:  26.9 minutes Average travel time:  5.2 minutes 
  
 The travel paths for OD pair 38 show the FHVs traveling solely on links with 
only one lane for FHVs (because two lanes are provided for LSVs).  The LSV average 
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travel time for the OD pair is comparable to the FHV-only, but the limited space on the 
link because of the reduction of lanes makes congestion more likely.  For certain OD 
pairs, such as 37 and 38, it may help to avoid reducing the number of FHV lanes (and 
increasing the LSV lanes) until the FHV demand from particular origins decline.   
     
 
Figure 91.  OD Pair 38 Travel Paths 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
Other than for the frontage roads and the eastbound 11
th
 Street corridor, the LSVs 
and FHVs traveling within the full access network B scenario with 40% LSV demand 
provides travel times comparable with the FHV-only scenario.   
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Figure 92.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Full Access Network B with 40% LSV 
Demand 
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TRANSITION STAGE:  LIMITED ACCESS FOR FHVS 
In this transition stage,  
 all roadway links have lanes for LSVs (except on the interstate highway 
main lanes), 
 traffic signals are removed where LSV-only streets intersect, and 
 some roadway links prohibit FHVs.   
For this stage of the transition, LSV demand has increased to the point that more 
LSV lanes need to be provided and the number of FHVs has decreased enough to justify 
further removal of lanes and even roadway links for FHVs.   
The tricky part of transitioning is determining which roadways to close off to 
FHVs that will not result in FHV drivers unable to travel from their origin to their 
destination and that will result in travel time similar to that experienced before the 
transition.  This is the same challenge for a different vehicle type as in the initial 
transition stages of creating a limited access network for LSVs.   
In all scenarios involving the removal of traffic signals, FHVs no longer can cross 
the intersection.  The network must offer alternative paths for the FHVs to avoid the non-
signalized LSV-only intersection.  
Limited FHV Network A:  Prohibit FHVs on Major Roads 
Limited FHV network scenario A takes an aggressive expansion approach for 
LSVs by prohibiting FHVs on major roadways (instead of minor roads), assuming for the 
antecedent network the full FHV and LSV access network A that provides only one lane 
for LSVs on each link.   Major roads are considered those with high traffic demand in the 
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FHV-only scenario (i.e., the current conditions).  The following summarizes the 
characteristics of this network scenario: 
 limits FHVs to minor roads, access roads, and the interstate highway with 
the number of lanes equal to the number from the antecedent full access 
network A, 
 LSVs have the same number of lanes on the major roadways (prohibiting 
FHVs) that the FHVs had in the FHV-only scenario, 
 LSVs have only one lane on all non-major roads, 
 LSVs can operate on every link (with an assumed transfer to a FHV for 
travel on the interstate highway), 
 traffic signals are completely removed where LSV-only roadways 
intersect, and 
 traffic signals are not removed on access roads or where LSVs and FHVs 
operate. 
Figure 93 shows the links prohibiting FHVs, Figure 94 the links with only one 
lane for FHVs (with the links prohibiting FHVs overlayed in gray), Figure 95 the links 
with only one lane for LSVs, and Figure 96 the LSV links with more than one lane (due 
to the prohibition of FHVs allowing the LSVs to have the same number of lanes as FHVs 
have in the FHV-only scenario).  This scenario is expected to help reduce LSV travel 
time to the detriment of FHV travel time, with the extent of this impact depending on the 
demand for each vehicle type.   
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Figure 93.  Links Prohibiting FHVs in Limited FHV Network A 
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Figure 94. Links Permitting FHVs with Only One Lane (purple) in Limited FHV 
Network A 
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Figure 95.  Links with One Lane for LSVs 
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Figure 96.  Links with More than One Lane for LSVs 
Figure 97 shows the location of the traffic signals removed from the network for 
this scenario.  Only LSVs operate at those intersections.  The type of unsignalized 
intersection management used will depend on the situation.  Near the University of Texas 
campus, where many pedestrian crossings occur, most of the intersections are “T” 
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intersections.  In those situations, an elevated LSV bridge would allow for continuous 
flow of pedestrians and cyclists (or an elevated bridge over the LSV street).  For LSVs 
needing to turn on to the intersecting street, turning movements could be allowed that 
require yielding to all cyclists and pedestrians.  Or, as is done currently on Guadalupe 
Street on the west side of campus, left-turning movements could be prohibited along the 
corridor. 
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Figure 97.  Traffic Signals Removed for the Limited FHV Network A (blue dots) 
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Average System Travel Time 
Since this scenario is intended to be the one before full implementation of a LSV-
only system, only the demand cases of 50%/50% or more of the LSV percentage are 
shown in Figure 98. 
 
Figure 98.  Limited FHV Network A Average System Travel Times 
Average OD Travel Time 
The OD travel time of the 30% FHV and 70% LSV demand case is looked at to 
assess where the higher travel times are occurring.   
Three representative OD pairs stand out as being difficult ones for LSVs to have 
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destined for a frontage road which has been observed from the previous scenarios to have 
higher travel times most likely because of the signals.  OD pairs 37 and 38 require the 
driver to travel from south Austin over the bridge to the university or northern part of 
downtown. However, the average 30 minute travel time is quite high.   
With the partial removal of traffic signals, the partially coordinated signals could 
cause delay.  Another source of high travel times could be in the design of the network 
for LSVs.  The LSVs have the same number of lanes as the FHV-only scenario; however, 
connections between major roads may need to occur and those links only have a single 
lane in each direction.  Going from a 3 lane link to a 1 lane creates a bottleneck.   
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Figure 99.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in the Limited FHV 
Network A with 70% LSV Demand 
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FHVs traveling between the east-west OD pairs 6, 20, and 34 with high average 
travel times all share in common westbound on 24
th
 St as a destination (Figure 100).  
FHVs are prohibited from using most of 24
th
 St, but it is the only major east-west road 
connecting the university area.  This type of network analysis reveals the benefit of using 
DTA to examine where additional lanes in a network would be needed to avoid travel 
time increases.    
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Figure 100.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in the Limited FHV Network 
A with 70% LSV Demand 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
The northbound IH-35 frontage continues to be an area of high travel time for 
LSVs.  The east-west corridors of MLK Blvd., 15
th
 St, 11
th
 St., and Cesar Chavez also 
post high average travel times for LSVs compared to FHVs in the FHV-only scenario, 
along with the north-south corridor of Congress Avenue.  Cesar Chavez links only 
provide one lane for LSVs, so the higher travel time can be expected, but MLK Blvd. and 
15
th
 St. provide two LSV lanes for each link.   
To accommodate an origin and destination connected to 11
th
 St., the number of 
LSV lanes decreases from two to one heading eastbound, so the drop in lanes may cause 
travel time to increase if traffic flow exceeds the jam density of the receiving link with 
only one lane.  A similar lane drop occurs on MLK Blvd. 
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Figure 101.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Limited FHV Network A with 70% LSV 
Demand 
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Limited FHV Network B:  Prohibit FHVs on Major Roads 
The high LSV average system travel time and average travel times for some of the 
representative OD pairs in the limited FHV network A necessitated trying to find a way 
to prevent such delay for LSVs as the demand for LSVs increases.  Instead of starting 
from the base scenario of providing one lane on each LSV link (full access network A), 
this scenario starts from the scenario that provides either one or two LSV lanes on each 
link (full access network B).  The number of lanes for LSVs increases, but the number of 
lanes for FHVs decreases to the point that almost all of the links permitting FHVs have 
only 1 lane for FHVs (the links in green in Figure 102).  Limited FHV network A 
consists of 924 links with only one lane for FHVs; limited FHV network B consists of 
1078 links with only one FHV lane.  The gray links are for links prohibiting FHVs.  All 
other characteristics are the same for this scenario as listed previously for limited FHV 
network A.  This change will most likely result in higher FHV times, but potentially 
lower LSV average travel times.   
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Figure 102.  Links (in green) with Only One Lane for FHVs in Limited FHV Network B 
(links prohibiting FHVs in gray) 
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Average System Travel Time 
The results in Figure 103 for average system travel time show that the FHV time 
increases to unacceptable levels when FHV demand is 30% or more of the total demand 
while not really improving the LSV average travel times to the preferred level (within a 
minute or two from the FHV-only scenario).  The full access network B offers lower 
average system travel times compared to the full access network A when LSV demand 
exceeds 30% of the total demand.  A transition from the full access network A to full 
access network B by adding an additional LSV lane to links with more than one FHV 
lane (resulting in the removal of a FHV lane for the LSV lane) could occur when the LSV 
demand is 40% of total demand and not result in a change in average system travel time.   
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Figure 103.  Limited FHV Network B Average System Travel Times 
As expected, LSV average system travel time increases as the demand for LSVs 
increase for both scenarios; however, a transition from full access network B to limited 
FHV network B results in a smaller increase in travel time for LSVs (Figure 104).  Since 
both limited FHV networks A and B are the same except for the number of LSV lanes on 
the links with facilities for both FHVs and LSVs, the differences in LSV average travel 
time are attributable to the difference in the number of LSV lanes provided on each link.  
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Figure 104.  Comparison of LSV Average System Travel Times Between Limited FHV 
Networks A and B 
Not surprisingly, the scenario of transitioning from the full FHV and LSV access 
network B where the LSV links have one or two lanes (rather than just one lane) results 
in very high travel times for FHVs in the limited FHV scenario since not only are they 
prohibited from certain roadways, but for the roadways they can use, the number of lanes 
is less than the scenario of transitioning from a scenario where LSVs have only one lane 
(Figure 105).   
The number of LSV lanes also impacts FHV average system travel time, but with 
the opposite effect as the percentage of demand for FHVs decreases to 20% and 10% of 
the total.  The FHV average system travel time between the two scenarios with different 
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equal.  For higher percentages of FHV demand though, the limitations for FHVs because 
of the LSVs having one or two lanes, and not just one lane, on the links FHVs may 
operate on appears to be the cause of the higher FHV average system travel time because 
all other factors remained the same (e.g., demand, links prohibiting FHVs, and speed 
limits).   
Finding that the number of lanes for LSVs creates noticeable impact on travel 
time for both vehicles demonstrates, for this particular network, that evolving the system 
by gradually taking away lanes and entire roadway links from FHVs must be carefully 
modeled with changes in demand.  Transitioning the network too quickly, before FHV 
demand has decreased to a low enough level, can result in extremely high and 
unacceptable average travel times for FHVs (e.g., 60 minutes as in the case of the 50% 
FHV demand) and consistently result in higher average system travel time for LSVs, 
regardless of the demand for LSVs as they become more than half of the vehicles on the 
network.   
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Figure 105.  Comparison of LSV Average System Travel Times between Limited FHV 
Networks A and B 
Average OD Travel Time 
A review of the travel times of the representative OD pairs for the 30% FHV/ 
70% LSV demand case for the limited FHV network B reveals the noticeably higher 
travel time for FHVs for most of the OD pairs when more lanes are provided to LSVs on 
links permitting FHVs (Figure 106).  OD pairs 7, 11, 16, and 35 have in common the 
destination at the north end of North Lamar Blvd. where only one lane is provided for 
FHVs. 
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Figure 106.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Limited FHV Networks 
A and B with 70% LSV Demand 
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The north-south representative OD pair travel times also show very high travel 
times for FHVs in the limited FHV network B with a 30% FHV demand.  A look at all 
the OD pairs for the scenario shows most of the ODs have average travel times of 10 
minutes or less for LSVs (Figure 107), whereas less than half of the ODs have that time 
or less for FHVs.  
   
 
Figure 107.  Frequency of Average Travel Time for Limited FHV Network B with 30% 
FHV and 70% FHV Demand 
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between the OD pair with the highest product of travel time (68 minutes) and demand 
(287 vehicles).  The path options look reasonable, so the high travel time would be due to 
the FHV demand having to move through a limited and constrained (only one FHV lane 
on most links) network.  A possible way to reduce the travel time for this particular OD 
pair would be to open Lamar Blvd. to FHVs, but that would result in a decrease in the 
number of lanes for LSVs.  
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Figure 108.  OD Pair with Highest Product of FHV Demand and Travel Time (Limited 
FHV Network B with 30% FHV Demand) 
The paths for the OD pair with the second highest product of travel time (57 
minutes) and FHV demand (96 vehicles) reveals the problem of a transition strategy that 
applies a prohibition uniformly across all roadways of a certain category (in this case, 
major roadways).  An area of high traffic demand (the State of Texas parking garages) is 
origin 
destination 
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bounded by major roadways prohibiting FHVs, requiring FHV drivers to take circuitous 
routes around the state capitol, or to go through low speed areas (e.g., the University of 
Texas campus) (Figure 109).  A possible solution would be to open FHV lanes on the 
links to provide more direct access to the interstate highway.  
 
Figure 109.  OD Pair with Second Highest Product of FHV Demand and Travel Time 
(Limited FHV Network B with 30% FHV Demand) 
origin 
destination 
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Table 27 shows how unacceptably high the travel times for FHVs become if the 
network were to transition to limited FHV network B earlier at 40% of FHV demand 
(instead of later at 30% of demand).  Four of the OD pairs experience average travel 
times of more than three hours, and those share the same origin at the State of Texas 
parking garages (the FHV demand for those particular OD pairs is very low, and thus 
does not measurably affect the average system travel time).  As the FHV demand 
continues to decline to 20% and 10% of total demand, the travel times become more 
reasonable.   
Table 27.  All OD Pair Summary Statistics for Limited FHV Network Scenario B  
 FHV Travel Time 
(minutes) 
LSV Travel Time 
(minutes) 
Average 44.7 7.6 
Median 26.7 6.5 
Minimum 0.2 0.2 
Maximum 188 38.4 
Figure 110 shows the links for the various paths taken for the OD pair with the 
maximum average travel time of 188 minutes for the 40% FHV demand case.  Again, the 
path appears reasonable considering the FHV prohibitions on nearby links, which, if 
removed, would allow for a more direct route to the destination and most likely a much 
lower travel time.  The excessively high average travel time is a result of many FHVs 
having to use the limited set of roadways in the network with most only offering one 
FHV lane.   
As the number of FHVs decreases to 30% of total demand, the average travel time 
for FHV OD pairs (Table 27) and this particular OD pair decreases and the number of 
paths decreases (Figure 111).  Opening FHV lanes on the links to the east of the origin to 
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provide more direct access to the destination would most likely help to reduce the travel 
time, but this may impact LSV travel time.  
 
Figure 110.  Travel Paths for OD Pair with 188 Minute Travel Time (Limited FHV 
Network B with 40% FHV Demand) 
origin 
destination 
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Figure 111.  Adjusted Travel Paths for OD Pair with 188 Minute Travel Time (Limited 
FHV Network B with 30% FHV Demand) 
  
origin 
destination 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
Since the limited FHV network B at 10% FHV and 90% LSV demand would, if 
implemented, transition to LSV-only, the average corridor travel times for FHV and LSV 
are compared to those for the FHV-only benchmark scenario.  Since portions of the 
network no longer permit FHVs, the corridor travel times for some of the routes are not 
available for the FHVs.  The results show that in a few of the corridors the LSV average 
corridor travel times far exceed the FHV-only, but for other corridors the travel times are 
about the same. 
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Figure 112.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Limited FHV Network B with 90% LSV 
Demand 
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The high average corridor travel time for Lamar Blvd. SB is unexpected since for 
most of the corridor FHVs are prohibited.  However, there is a bottleneck located at the 
intersection with West 15
th
 St. that forces southbound and northbound traffic on Lamar 
Blvd. to go from two lanes to one lane to two lanes again. Other lane drops occur at the 
intersection with 29
th
 St. and Cesar Chavez.  This can be seen by examining the travel 
times of OD pairs that use Lamar Blvd.  For the limited FHV network B scenario with 
10% FHV and 90% LSV demand, the average travel time of 77.8 minutes for vehicles 
originating at the north end and exiting at the south end of Lamar Blvd. far exceeds the 
travel time for the same OD pair in the LSV-only scenario (11.7 minutes) and FHV-only 
(12.3 minutes).  The travel paths for those vehicles shown in Figure 113 show some 
vehicles taking a path to avoid traveling on Lamar Blvd. through the 24
th
 St. signal by 
taking a left on to the block just north of 24
th
 St. (it should be noted that the network 
permits left turns to Lamar Blvd. from 24
th
 St. though current operations currently 
prohibit that turn).  Additionally, in reality the traffic on northbound Lamar Blvd. may 
not have enough of a gap to allow for a crossing.  Since gap acceptance and yielding is 
not modeled in VISTA, these considerations are not taken into account. 
Removing the lane drops on Lamar Blvd. may improve the traffic conditions 
along the corridor.  Figure 114 identifies the bottlenecks (when the number of lanes drop) 
in the limited FHV network B. 
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Figure 113.  Southbound Lamar Blvd. Travel Paths for LSVs Originating at North End 
and Exiting at South End (Limited FHV Network B with 90% LSV Demand) 
24
th
 St. 
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Figure 114.  Locations of LSV Lane Drops that Could Cause Bottlenecks in Limited 
FHV Network B (dark green dots) 
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Limited FHV Network C:  Prohibit FHVs on Major Roads 
The goal has been to find a limited FHV network scenario capable of offering 
similar or better average system travel time than the antecedent full access network B and 
FHV-only.  Other than at 90% LSV demand, this has not been achieved with the two 
limited FHV networks A and B that prohibit FHVs on the major roads.  Bottlenecks from 
lane drops, such as on Lamar Blvd., and severe path restrictions were identified as 
reasons for increases in travel time in those networks.  Limited FHV network C consists 
of some modifications to limited FHV network B, which uses the antecedent full access 
network B that removes some path restrictions and additional signals while still 
prohibiting FHVs on some of the major roadways.       
Limited FHV network C modifies limited network B with the following major 
changes: 
 prohibits FHVs on minor road links for the one block intersecting the 
major roads with FHV prohibitions to allow for the removal of more 
traffic signals on the major road (Figure 115) and 
 removes the FHV prohibition on MLK Blvd. to allow demand originating 
north of the capitol to not have to take a circuitous route to the west of the 
capitol to reach destinations. 
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Figure 115.  Limited FHV Network C with MLK Permitting FHVs 
  
MLK Blvd. 
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Average System Travel Time 
The results do not show much of an improvement from limited FHV network B.  
LSV average system travel time still exceeds that of the FHV-only benchmark by more 
than five minutes (Figure 116).   
 
Figure 116.  Limited FHV Network C Average System Travel Times 
Average OD Travel Time 
Figure 117 shows most of the representative north-south OD pairs have LSV 
average travel times more than FHVs, but Figure 118 shows the representative east-west 
OD pairs have LSV times comparable to FHV-only average OD travel times (for 20% 
FHV and 80% LSV).  
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Figure 117.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Limited FHV Network 
C with 80% LSV Demand 
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Figure 118.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in Limited FHV Network C 
with 80% LSV Demand 
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Limited FHV Network D:  Prohibit FHVs on Minor Roads 
Limited FHV networks A, B, and C prohibited FHVs on major roads to 
accommodate the increasing LSV demand.  Instead of prohibiting FHVs on the major 
roads, limited FHV network D prohibits FHVs on the minor roads to test if the average 
travel times for FHVs and LSVs can improve compared to the other limited FHV 
networks that prohibit FHVs on major roads.  Figure 119 shows the links (in orange) that 
permit FHVs and LSVs.  All other links prohibit FHVs (and permit LSVs only). Traffic 
signals were removed from the intersections of streets permitting LSVs only (Figure 
120).  Full access network B is the antecedent network (all links have either one or two 
LSV lanes).  
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Figure 119.  Links Permitting FHVs in Limited FHV Network D 
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Figure 120.  Traffic Signals Removed in Limited FHV Network D (blue dots) 
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Average System Travel Time 
Figure 121 presents the resulting average system travel times for FHVs and LSVs 
for different demand scenarios.  Figure 122 compares the FHV results for limited FHV 
networks B and D, and Figure 123 compares the LSV results.  Both of those figures 
indicate that the approach of prohibiting FHVs on minor roads offers better FHV travel 
times (understandably, since FHVs have access to the major roadways), but at the 
expense of LSV travel time.  However, the decrease in FHV average travel time is much 
more than the slight increase in average travel time for LSVs.   
 
 
Figure 121.  Limited FHV Network D Average System Travel Times 
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The minor road approach may be the better starting point for transitioning the 
network from full access network B to the LSV-only scenario. However, if the network 
does not transition to a limited FHV scenario until LSV demand is 80% or more of the 
total demand, then either approach (prohibiting FHVs on major or minor roads) offers 
about the same average system travel times for LSVs and FHVs.     
 
 
Figure 122.  Comparison of FHV Average System Travel Times in Limited FHV 
Networks B and D 
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Figure 123.  Comparison of LSV Average System Travel Times in Limited FHV 
Networks B and D 
Average OD Travel Time 
Since the concern at this stage is transitioning to LSV-only with travel times as 
close as possible to FHV-only, the following analysis considers how the OD travel times 
change from one demand scenario to another.  Specifically, from 70% LSV to 80% LSV 
because that is after the average system travel times for LSV and FHV intersect.  The 
increasing LSV travel time is of concern, so identifying where the travel time delay is 
occurring in the network for LSVs is needed to find a remedy.    
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Figure 124 shows for LSV and FHV and Figure 125 for LSV average travel times 
for the OD pairs destined for southbound Lamar Blvd. at the south end (4, 9, 15, 22, and 
32) much higher than in the FHV-only scenario.  OD pair 41 is for a southbound Lamar 
Blvd. origin, but at the north end of Lamar Blvd. in the network.  These particular OD 
pairs consistently have high travel times compared to FHV-only in all the limited FHV 
network scenarios.   
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Figure 124.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Limited FHV Network 
D with 70% LSV Demand 
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Figure 125.  Average Travel Times for North-South OD Pairs in Limited FHV Network 
D with 80% LSV Demand 
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A comparison of the east-west OD pair average travel times reveals what a 
difference a ten percentage point change in demand can make. Figure 126 shows OD pair 
19 with a downtown origin and westbound Cesar Chavez destination with an almost 50 
minute FHV average travel time when FHV demand is at 30%.  When the FHV demand 
declines to 20% (Figure 127), the average travel time for the OD pair drops to almost 25 
minutes, about the same as for the LSV average travel time.  The excessive travel delay 
appears again to be due to southbound Lamar Blvd.  Since Cesar Chavez prohibits FHVs 
(see Figure 119), FHVs must travel to Cesar Chavez via south Lamar Blvd.         
The LSV travel time for OD pairs 12 and 18 also suffers as LSV demand 
increases.  The destination of both of those OD pairs is westbound 6
th
 Street, which 
requires travel either on southbound Lamar Blvd. or on West 6
th
 Street through the Lamar 
Blvd. and West 6
th
 Street intersection.  The results point again to that part of the network 
being the most likely reason for travel time increases. 
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Figure 126.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in the Limited FHV Network 
D with 70% LSV Demand 
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Figure 127.  Average Travel Times for East-West OD Pairs in the Limited FHV Network 
D with 80% LSV Demand 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
The average corridor travel time for Lamar Blvd. SB corridor appears to confirm 
the suspicion that those links are the culprit for the high average travel times for the OD 
pairs that use the major arterial (Figure 128).  Westbound Cesar Chavez and West 6
th
 
Street also post high LSV travel times as seen for the OD pairs using those streets to 
access the destination. 
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Figure 128.  Average Corridor Travel Times for Limited FHV Network D with 80% LSV 
Demand 
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Limited FHV Network E:  Prohibit FHVs on Minor Roads, Expand Lamar 
Blvd. 
The previous limited FHV networks all showed travel time increases in the area 
of the network that includes the south end of Lamar Blvd. for southbound traffic, Cesar 
Chavez, and westbound West 6
th
 Street.  To test the possibility of improving the travel 
time for LSVs and FHVs, the following changes are made to the limited FHV network D 
to create a limited FHV network E: 
 permit FHVs on Cesar Chavez (between South First and the western end 
of the street) (Figure 129), 
 add one additional LSV lane to Cesar Chavez (between South First and the 
western end of the street) and Lamar Blvd since they already have paved 
bicycle paths parallel to them (Figure 130), and 
 delete two additional signals at LSV-only intersections (Figure 131). 
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Figure 129.  Links Permitting FHVs in Limited FHV Network E 
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Figure 130.  Limited Access Network E Links with One Additional LSV Lane (green) 
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Figure 131.  Traffic Signals Removed for Limited FHV Network E (blue dots) 
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Average System Travel Time 
The limited FHV network E average system travel time results show an 
improvement for all demand cases compared to all the other limited FHV network 
scenarios.  Prohibiting FHVs on the minor roads and targeting certain roadways with 
known congestion problems and parallel off-street paved bike paths with additional LSV 
lanes has resulted in a scenario with travel times moving closer to the FHV-only scenario 
than the other limited FHV networks (Figure 132).   
 
 
Figure 132.  Limited FHV Network E Average System Travel Times 
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Average Corridor Travel Time 
The average travel times for the 80% LSV demand case for limited FHV network 
D revealed the high average corridor travel times for Lamar Blvd and Cesar Chavez.  
Figure 133 was plotted to see if the changes made to that network and those made for the 
limited FHV network E decreased the average corridor travel times.  The average travel 
times on southbound Lamar Blvd. and westbound Cesar Chavez for LSVs did decline in 
response to the changes to the network and resulted in times closer to FHV-only.  
Eastbound 11
th
 Street and the frontage roads are still corridors with average travel times 
much higher than the FHV-only scenario.   
Continued work to test changes to the network, including signal timing and 
optimization, should help reduce the average corridor travel times.  A thorough 
evaluation of OD average travel times should also be conducted to identify potential 
areas of the network to change.  For purposes of this dissertation though, it has been 
demonstrated that it is possible for LSVs during transition scenarios for particular 
corridors and OD pairs to have comparable travel times to FHVs in the FHV-only 
scenario. 
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Figure 133.  Comparison of Limited FHV Network D and E Average LSV Corridor 
Travel Times 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
To determine how to transition the network from FHV-only to LSV-only, the 
scenarios with the lowest overall average system travel times were identified.  Preference 
was given for scenarios that kept the LSV travel time low during the limited FHV 
network stage since the FHV demand is low.  Figure 134 presents the network scenarios 
selected, the order in which they could occur, and their average FHV and LSV system 
travel times.  The FHV travel times fluctuate but for the most part stay close to the 
original FHV-only average travel time.  LSVs, on the other hand, have system travel 
times trending upward for the 50% to 90% demand scenarios, and then dropping when 
the network becomes LSV-only.  Though the scenarios tested in this dissertation did not 
provide LSV average system travel times close to the FHV-only scenario, some of the 
OD pairs and corridors showed LSV travel times competing with FHV times.  The 
following were identified as reasons average travel times for OD pairs and corridors for 
LSVs exceeded the FHV-only times: 
 sudden decrease in the number of lanes (creating bottlenecks), 
 path restrictions,  
 limited number of lanes on roads shared with FHVs, and  
 signal delays. 
The advantage of using VISTA is that those reasons for increases in average 
travel time are modeled and can be adjusted.  For instance, a reduction in the number of 
lanes reduces the jam density of a cell.  A cell sending vehicles cannot send forward 
vehicles that would result in the receiving cell exceeding the jam density.   
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The limited FHV network E selected for the transition targeted changes to the 
network to help LSV and FHV travel times.  Continued work to find changes in particular 
parts of the network should help lower the LSV travel times.  Alternatively, to avoid the 
increase in travel time as the LSV demand increases, policies could be put into place to 
transition the network fully to LSV-only once LSV demand reaches a threshold.    
 
 
Figure 134.  Network Transition Average System Travel Times 
Exploring all the possible combinations of changes to make to the limited FHV 
network to decrease the LSV travel times would be very time-consuming and inefficient.  
An alternative approach is to begin with a general set of policy-driven changes (e.g., 
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prohibit FHVs on major or minor roads), and then, analyze the results to identify targeted 
improvements to make.  This was the approach taken for finding a limited FHV network 
scenario with lower average travel times.  
The DTA results indicate that the hypothesis that it is possible to have a LSV-only 
intra-city transportation system with travel times comparable to FHV-only is true in many 
cases for certain OD pairs and corridors and for LSV-only scenarios with more optimistic 
assumptions, such as a 5 minute vehicle transfer time.  The transition stages will require 
careful planning to minimize travel time increases, but even with average system travel 
times higher than the FHV-only scenario, certain OD pairs and corridors had average 
travel times for FHVs and LSVs comparable to or better than the FHV-only scenario.   
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Chapter 6:  Conclusion 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH MOTIVATION, OBJECTIVES, AND RESULTS 
Cities struggle with providing a safe and efficient multi-modal transportation 
system because of the costly space requirements and higher speeds of FHVs.  Rather than 
continuing to spend limited financial resources on accommodating FHVs, this 
dissertation explores an alternative solution of replacing FHVs with LSVs for intra-city 
travel with a particular focus on the potential for LSVs to offer a travel time advantage in 
addition to these other advantages: 
 safety of LSVs for users of non-motorized travel (e.g., pedestrians and 
cyclists),  
 opening existing roadway space for non-motorized mode facilities, 
 more efficient land use and watershed protection, and 
 reduced environmental impacts (e.g., noise, water, air, and energy).   
To that end, this dissertation achieves three research objectives: 
 demonstrates and explores the spatial feasibility of re-designing existing 
intersections to accommodate LSVs during the transition stages and to 
remove traffic signals for when LSVs are the only motorized vehicles used 
for intra-city travel, 
 applies dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) to compare the travel time 
performance of networks with only FHVs, only LSVs, and both FHVs and 
LSVs in operation, and 
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 tests the hypothesis that the networks with only LSVs and both FHVs and 
LSVs in operation offer similar travel time compared to the FHV-only 
network. 
This research is the known first attempt to evaluate a transition from FHVs to 
LSVs to determine if LSVs could offer comparable travel time.   
Chapter 3 achieved the first objective by examining the design requirements for 
LSVs, exploring potential roadway transition designs, and demonstrating how the size, 
mass, and speed of LSVs permit non-signalized intersections that could not otherwise be 
feasible for FHVs within existing roadway space.   
Chapter 4 explained the DTA theory and methodology used to test the hypothesis.  
The use of the CTM-based DTA tool VISTA provides a means for evaluating different 
transition scenarios with a relatively realistic propagation of traffic through the network 
compared to static and some other DTA assignment methods since it considers the space 
limitations (maximum density) of links.   
Limitations from the use of CTM-based DTA include being unable to model: 
 more differences in the two vehicle types (FHV and LSV), 
 vehicle interactions at intersections, and  
 implicit impacts of signalized intersections.   
Further research to overcome these limitations will help make CTM-based DTA 
an even more effective tool for designing and testing scenarios for transitioning to LSVs.   
The lack of empirical LSV data to check the consistency of modeling efforts with 
actual operations of LSVs required some assumptions (e.g., capacity and vehicle transfer 
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times).  The assumptions are extensively listed and discussed in Chapter 4.  Conservative 
assumptions were made whenever possible to produce conservative travel time estimates.  
Chapter 5 presented the travel time results and started with the comparison of the 
FHV-only and the LSV-only scenarios.  Motivating the transition from FHV to LSV must 
necessarily involve showing that maintaining or improving travel time can be achieved in 
a motorized transportation network consisting solely of LSVs.  Fortunately, the results 
indicated the LSV-only offers comparable average system travel times and better or 
comparable average OD pair and corridor travel times.  
The encouraging initial results supports the hypothesis that LSVs can offer similar 
travel times as FHVs when the network is modified to remove sources of intersection 
delay. Comparable and even better average travel times occur in a LSV-only scenario 
when: 
• vehicle transfers take 5 minutes (a performance goal), 
• all signals are removed (including on frontage roads), and 
• travel occurs between non-highway OD pairs. 
The difficult part was finding transition scenarios when both LSVs and FHVs 
operate on parallel facilities that could keep close to the FHV-only average travel times.  
The transition stage requires careful planning to avoid removing lanes or links or creating 
bottlenecks, such as lane drops, that could negatively impact LSV or FHV travel times.   
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During the transition when average travel times for FHVs and LSVs can be higher 
than the FHV-only scenario for the system and some OD pairs and corridors, the 
following actions could be taken: 
• target high average travel time OD pairs and corridors for 
infrastructure/signal changes, and 
• implement policies favoring rapid transition to full LSV-only.   
FUTURE RESEARCH ENDEAVORS 
LSVs deserve an extensive research program focused on finding the ways to help 
transition communities towards their use and to improve their safety.  The following 
extensions of the research conducted for this dissertation will help communities assess 
the potential of and implement a transition to LSVs for intra-city travel. 
Develop cost estimates and cost/benefit analysis of transitioning a network to 
LSV-only.  Removing traffic signals, building LSV-scaled overpasses, and installing 
protected bike facilities all cost money.  But how much, and how do the costs compare 
with the short- and long-term benefits? 
Apply the DTA methodology to other community networks.  The conclusions made 
in this dissertation are based on a subnetwork of Austin.  An important extension of this 
research would apply DTA to assess the potential of LSVs to offer similar travel times in 
other communities.  For instance, perhaps communities such as Lincoln, CA and 
Peachtree City, GA that are currently providing infrastructure and separate networks for 
FHVs and LSVs/golf carts could realize benefits of just transitioning fully to LSVs.   
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Advance the methodology for developing transition scenarios.  The transition 
scenarios tested in this dissertation emerged from a trial-and-error approach of 
identifying potential scenarios by mapping them out on paper with colored pencils and 
then implementing them in VISTA.  Research endeavors should evaluate the potential of 
existing and new algorithms for finding optimal transition scenarios considering link 
characteristics and demand.  The difficulty is in how to continue to accommodate the use 
of FHVs on a network to service all origins and destinations while simultaneously 
removing links that FHVs can no longer use.  Integrating DTA with activity-based travel 
demand models, as recommended and proposed in Ramadurai & Ukkusuri (2011) and 
Lin et al. (2008), would be another interesting approach to pursue. 
Use traffic microsimulation to evaluate the efficiency of different roadway and 
intersection transition and LSV-only designs.  Unlike VISTA’s mesoscopic simulation of 
vehicles on the network, traffic microsimulation models the actions of drivers of 
individual vehicles and at a level of detail that captures more of the actual designs of the 
intersections.  An extensive literature exists regarding how traffic simulators model 
individual vehicles, especially in how the individual vehicles interact with other vehicles 
(e.g., Barcelo, 2010; Brackstone & McDonald, 1999).  Microsimulation models are 
widely used in traffic engineering practice in consulting firms and local and state 
governments.  Other than Tabra (2008), which included a report prepared by Harmelink 
Consulting (2008) of simple microsimulation experiments to analyze the impact of LSVs 
on FHV travel, no other traffic microsimulation studies of LSVs could be found.  
A multi-resolution approach consisting of DTA and traffic microsimulation could 
consist of using DTA to obtain volumes and travel times on the links in a network, and 
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then, examining in more detail with microscopic traffic simulation the transition at the 
corridor and intersection level using vehicle flows from the DTA results.   
Evaluate travel time variability.  The slower speeds of LSVs will necessarily 
require not only more efficient operations (i.e., better throughput per time and equal or 
better travel time) to compete with FHVs but also offer comparable or better travel time 
reliability.  Traffic microsimulation may be the most appropriate tool to evaluate travel 
time variability, which is usually measured as the standard deviation or coefficient of 
variation of travel time.  
Quantify the environmental and energy impact.  Phasing out gas-powered and 
electric FHVs for smaller electric (and even air-powered) LSVs should offer 
environmental and energy efficiency benefits, but how much?  Quantifying the expected 
environmental benefits will most likely provide additional support for the transition to 
LSVs.   
Incorporate LSVs into transportation engineering guidebooks, such as the 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), Highway Safety Manual (HSM), Manual for Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and AASHTO “Green Book.”  The lack of data from 
the engineering resources to use for this dissertation, despite the growing number of 
LSVs on the road, points to the need for conducting the studies needed to be able to 
contribute sections in those guidebooks specifically for LSVs.  Experimental signage, 
striping, and infrastructure changes should continue to be tested to create more options 
within the MUTCD.  The HCM (Transportation Research Board, 2010) already considers 
the impact of pedestrians, cyclists, and transit, but excludes LSVs.  An organized data 
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collection and analysis effort should be pursued to incorporate LSVs into the HSM and 
HCM and the update of AASHTO (2011).    
Evaluate how to further improve LSV occupant safety.  LSVs do not have the 
same crash protection as FHVs.  NHTSA, communities, engineering researchers, and 
LSV manufacturers should continue to develop vehicle safety standards for LSVs that 
will allow the vehicles to better protect occupants and to increase the acceptance of their 
safety for purposes of expanding the market.  NHTSA’s safety regulations, based mostly 
on the City of Palm Desert’s golf cart safety standards, should continually be evaluated, 
especially with the tools of vehicle dynamics.  Part of the acceptance of LSVs will 
depend on their perceived safety.   
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Transportation literature abounds with a wide variety of options for communities 
to use for providing a more efficient and safe transportation system; however, the vast 
majority of them assume continued use of FHVs.  The costs are enormous to provide for 
FHVs and their negative externalities plus the added costs of securing space for other 
modes.  This dissertation questions the notion that cities must accommodate FHVs in 
order to attain transportation system performance goals.  To begin the transition, 
roadways need to be designed to safely accommodate LSVs, a design task explored in 
this dissertation.  
The LSV-only system proposed creates a transportation system founded on 
keeping the advantages of the automobile (e.g., personal motorized mobility), while 
gradually removing the FHV form of the automobile from metropolitan areas where FHV 
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size, weight, and speed are incompatible with human activity and sustainable 
development. The task of evaluating the potential of a new technology and its impact on 
an existing system is quite monumental.  This dissertation contributes to the exploration 
began several decades ago to assess the potential of realizing the benefits of a LSV-only 
intra-city transportation system.  
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APPENDIX A:  LOW SPEED VEHICLE MODELS 
Table 28.  Characteristics of LSV Models 
Make and 
Model 
Seats 
Curb 
Weight 
(lbs) 
GVWR 
(rear) 
(lbs) 
Length 
(ft) 
Width 
(ft) 
Height 
(ft) 
Wheel-
base 
(ft) 
Turning 
Circle 
(ft)* 
Turning 
Radius 
(ft)* 
Max. 
Grade 
(%) 
GEM e2 2 1140 1850 8.25 4.58 5.83 6.0 
 
12 
 GEM e4 4 1290 2200 10.67 4.58 5.83 8.5 
 
16 
 GEM e6 6 1620 3000 13.50 4.58 5.92 11.1 
 
19.5 
 GEM eS 2 1170 1850 9.00 4.58 5.83 6.0 
 
12 
 GEM eL 2 1255 2300 12.00 4.58 5.83 9.5 
 
17.5 
 GEM eL 2 1550 3000 12.00 4.58 5.92 9.5 
 
17.5 
 
ACG 
California 
Roadster 4 
  
10.67 4.25 3.75 7.1 
   
ACG The 
39 4 
  
10.67 4.50 4.92 6.5 
   
ACG T-
Sport 4 
  
10.25 4.25 4.92 7.1 
   
ClubCar 
Carryall 2 2 909 
 
9.25 4.17 5.71 6.5 20.4 9.8 
 
ClubCar 
Carryall 6 2 974 
 
11.17 4.17 5.71 8.2 26.2 12.5 
 
ClubCar 
Villager 2 2 1097 
 
8.42 3.94 5.71 5.6 17.5 5.7 
 
ClubCar 
Villager 2+2 4 800 
 
9.18 4.23 4.15 5.6 19.4 
  
Columbia 
ParCar 
Mega 2 
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Make and 
Model 
Seats 
Curb 
Weight 
(lbs) 
GVWR 
(rear) 
(lbs) 
Length 
(ft) 
Width 
(ft) 
Height 
(ft) 
Wheel-
base 
(ft) 
Turning 
Circle 
(ft)* 
Turning 
Radius 
(ft)* 
Max. 
Grade 
(%) 
Columbia 
ParCar 
Summit 
SM-2 2 1500 2090 8.25 4.00 6.00 5.5 
   
Columbia 
ParCar 
Summit 
SM-4 4 1780 2550 10.33 4.00 6.00 7.7 
   
Columbia 
ParCar 
SUV-S 2 1600 2338 8.92 4.00 6.00 6.3 
   
Columbia 
ParCar 
SUV-L 2 1750 2735 10.92 4.00 6.00 7.6 
   
Dynasty 
sedan 4 1455 2998 
      
25 
Dynasty 
sport 4 1450 2495 11.67 5.00 5.25 7.5 
  
25 
Dynasty 
Tropic 4 1450 2495 11.67 5.00 5.25 7.5 
  
25 
Dynasty 
Utility 2 1450 2495 11.67 5.00 5.25 7.5 
  
25 
Dynasty 
Van 2 1450 2601 11.67 5.00 5.25 7.5 
  
25 
E-Ride 
EXV2 2 2050 3000 12.92 5.13 5.75 8.6 
   E-Ride 
EXV4 4 2180 3000 12.71 4.88 6.00 8.6 
   EZ-GO 
2Five 2 1150 2000 7.90 3.94 5.95 5.5 
   EZ-GO 
2Five 4 1200 2000 8.93 3.94 5.93 5.5 
   
Garia 
Concept Car 2 
  
7.67 4.00 6.08 5.9 
 
8.5 
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Make and 
Model 
Seats 
Curb 
Weight 
(lbs) 
GVWR 
(rear) 
(lbs) 
Length 
(ft) 
Width 
(ft) 
Height 
(ft) 
Wheel-
base 
(ft) 
Turning 
Circle 
(ft)* 
Turning 
Radius 
(ft)* 
Max. 
Grade 
(%) 
HiLine 
Moby-1 1 1010 1268 7.08 4.42 4.83 3.9 13 13 
 
HiLine 
Series XG 2 1631 2094 8.67 5.00 5.83 6.0 24 24 
 
HiLine 
Series XG 4 1763 2530 11.17 5.00 5.83 8.5 32 32 
 
HiLine 
Series XG 6 1896 2970 13.67 5.00 5.83 11.1 39 39 
 
HiLine 
Series XG 11 1874 3000 15.33 5.00 5.83 9.8 48 48 
 
HiLine 
Series XG 2 1874 3000 12.50 5.00 5.83 9.5 35 35 
 Lido 
   
    
   
Might-E 
(Canada, not 
US LSV 
reqts) Truck 2 2100 
 
11.50 4.42 5.83 6.0 
 
12.5 25 
Miles 
ZX40S 4 2350 2998 11.17 4.83 5.58 7.8 
  
36.8 
Miles 
ZX40ST 2 2553 2998 13.50 4.92 6.17 8.6 
  
39.8 
OKA NEV 
ZEV 
 
1540 2200 10.50 4.67 4.58 7.2 
   
citEcar 
Bubble 
Buddy 2 1146 
 
8.70 4.20 6.00  
 
10.8 20 
citEcar 
Bubble 
Buddy 4 1984 
 
10.00 4.60 6.60  
 
10.8 20 
citEcar 
Bubble 
Buddy 6 2755 
 
12.00 4.60 6.00  
  
20 
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Make and 
Model 
Seats 
Curb 
Weight 
(lbs) 
GVWR 
(rear) 
(lbs) 
Length 
(ft) 
Width 
(ft) 
Height 
(ft) 
Wheel-
base 
(ft) 
Turning 
Circle 
(ft)* 
Turning 
Radius 
(ft)* 
Max. 
Grade 
(%) 
citEcar 
Bubble 
Buddy 
Deluxe 6 1755 
 
13.90 5.00 6.40  
  
20 
citEcar 
Enclosed 
Transport 
Buddy 15 
  
17.40 4.88 6.72  
 
18 20 
citEcar 
ADA 
Transport 
Buddy 11 
  
16.80 5.00 6.75  
  
20 
Ruff & Tuff 
Nev 2 2 1350 
 
8.33 4.17 6.08 5.6 
 
5 
 
Ruff & Tuff 
Nev 2 4 1385 
 
11.00 4.17 6.08 8.5 
 
7 
 Taylor 
Dunn 
Electruck 
ET-150-72 2 2700 
 
13.92 5.17 6.33 8.5 
 
17.5 5 
Taylor 
Dunn 
Electruck 
ET-150-748 2 2500 
      
17.5 
 
Tiger Truck 
Electric 
Truck 2 
  
11.67 4.58 5.67 6.5 
   
Tomberlin 
E-merge 2 1587.6 1003.28 8.21 3.94 6.1067 5.4 
 
9.84 
 
Tomberlin 
E-merge 4 2293.2 1411.2 10.77 3.94 6.140 8.0 
 
16.41 
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Make and 
Model 
Seats 
Curb 
Weight 
(lbs) 
GVWR 
(rear) 
(lbs) 
Length 
(ft) 
Width 
(ft) 
Height 
(ft) 
Wheel-
base 
(ft) 
Turning 
Circle 
(ft)* 
Turning 
Radius 
(ft)* 
Max. 
Grade 
(%) 
Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
DB 
TruckAll 
Standard 
Cab 2 1742 
 
12.83 4.83 6.25 6.7 
 
32.81 
 
Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
DB 
TruckAll 
Extended 
Cab 2 1892 
 
12.83 4.8333 6.25 6.7 
 
32.81 
 
Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
DB VanGO 
Cargo 2 1883 
 
11.5 4.75 6.42 6.7 
 
32.81 
 
Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
DB VanGO 
Passenger 7 1973 
 
11.5 4.75 6.75 6.7 
 
32.81 
 Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
GreenTruck 
Extended 
Cab 2 
 
3000 13.42 5.00 6.83 8.2 
 
32.81 
 
Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
GreenTruck 
Crew Cab 5 
 
3000 13.42 5.00 6.92 8.2 
 
32.81 
 Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
GreenVan 
Cargo Van 5 
 
3000 12.50 5.00 7.00 8.2 
 
32.81 
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Make and 
Model 
Seats 
Curb 
Weight 
(lbs) 
GVWR 
(rear) 
(lbs) 
Length 
(ft) 
Width 
(ft) 
Height 
(ft) 
Wheel-
base 
(ft) 
Turning 
Circle 
(ft)* 
Turning 
Radius 
(ft)* 
Max. 
Grade 
(%) 
Vantage 
Vehicle 
International 
GreenVan 
Passenger 
Van 7 
 
3000 11.50 5.00 7.08 8.2 
 
32.81 
 
Tazzari  
ZERO 2 1195 
 
9.46 5.08 4.58 
    
Wheego 
Whip 2 
 
2999 9.88 5.27 5.25 6.6 
   * The product information typically did not specify the type of turning radius.  The term turning radius in 
automobile literature can mean the turning diameter or the inner, outer or other turning radius.  A best 
guess was used to determine if the reported value was for the turning (circle) diameter or radius. 
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